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- BRIEF SPECIFICATION 
The "VICTOR" P.M.M.C. Reproducer-de-Luxe has a "STANDARD" 

CABINET for 
cobalt steel magnet, giving a flux density of 8,000 lines this reproducer 
per square centimetre. Average speech coil impedance, finished a 

25' 
5 ohms. The magnet and 6-ratio transformer are Matt Walnut I - 

totally enclosed and the cadmium plated grille and «DE-LUXE» 
armoured construction eliminate all possibility of damage CABINET of 
to diaphragm and magnet. Dimensions, IO in. by Hand-polished 

5 in. deep. Walnut 45/_ 

Write for leaflet which describes and Wustrates the Complete range of 
Reproducers, from i/- to 70/-, also the new R. & A. cabinets. 

REPRODUcERS & AMPLIFIERS, LTD., WOLVERHAMPTON 

-. including 

6 RATIO TRANSFORMER 

FAITHFUL EPCDUCTIØN 
e 

e 

VICTOR 
PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL 

REPRODUCER DE-LUXE 
Tise R. & A. "VICTOR" is a de-luxe reproducer in 
every sense of the word. Quite apart from its 
unique design, its massive construction, ad its 
flawless finish, the reproduction of speech and 
music from the lowest to the highest frequency is a 
revelation. Moreover, its transformer, with six 
ratios, permits accurate matching of the speech coil 
with every type of power valve, including pentodes. 
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1OpERN;WiRELES October, I932 

Wonderful . . 
Books 

. for BOYS! .. 

. The first appearance of this magnificent 
book! It contains all the romance of 
man's mastery of. speed on. land and 
water, and the most famous mechanical 
achievements thrillingly pictured and 17) G 

\ described. There are four splendi4 
coloured plates. 

. 

: 

The Modern Boy's Book of 

MOTORS, SHIPS and ENGINES 76 
NET. . 

The finest book on the market for the boy 
with a hobby.or who wants a hobby, the 

I 

1933 HOBBY ANNUAL is packed with 
fascinating articles about how to make 
things and how things work. Illustrated 

. 

with hundreds of photographs and 
sketches, and two large folding photo- 
gravure plates. . 

ÙÙBY Annual 6'J 
. . ,, 

NET. 

Of tremendous interest to every up-to- 
date boy. Aeroplanes and flying, rai.!- 

- ways, motor-cars and motor-cycles, speed, 
the films-all the things a boy likes to 
read about are here. There are also 
three complete adventure stories by 
popular authors, hundreds of illustra- 
tions, and two coloured plates. 

MODERN BOY'S Annual 6!- 
. 

NET. 

Never were the wonders of the world's 
animals made so interesting as in the 
1933 NEW ZOO ANNUAL, written by 
expert naturalists. With two splendid 
coloured plates and hundreds of photo- 
graphs, it will fascinate boys and girls 
of ALL ages-andgrown-ups, too. 

NEW ZOO Añnual - 
- - - NET. 

. . 

Now on Sale at all Newsagents, etc. 
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your accumulators perpetually charged and 
'in good conditión. - 

The whole world knows the Ferranti record in the construction and equipmet of Power 
Stations. In the realm of Transformers and associated gear for the transmission of electrical 
energy Ferranti leadership is admitted. 
The first smoothing or filter arrangements ever devised were the subjects of a patent taken 
out by Dr. Ferranti as long ago as 1888, and the first radio power units to use the metal 
rectifier- were also produced by Ferranti 
A Ferranti Power Supply Unit is a combination of unparalleled experience, manufacturing 
facilities and skill. No better units are available at any price. 

- 

HIGH . . - 

TENSION . - - 

Three types: El., E2. and 3 I . - 

TYPE El. Maximum output I . 

II 

- 200Volts,ll5Milliampssuit- Il 'LO W T E NS ION 
I able tor use with all types of H I G H TE N S I O N For charging L.T. accumula- 

Radio Receivers and Ampli- Il - I and torsathometheFerrantiTric- 
fiers. Price £11.110. 

I kie Charger is ideal. Of high 

TYPE E2. Maximum output 
AC. LOW TENSION efficiency, it is simple, safe 

120 Volts, 15 Milliamps. To Ferranti Power Supply Unit and silent in operation and 

suit sets up to 3 valve, either TYPE E4. will last indefinitely. Incor- 

S.G.3 or Detector and 2LF. 'I 

Output 240 Volts, 70 Muli- poratesaWestinghouse Pat- 

i 
Also small portables up to 5 

amps,4 Volts 5 amp. A.C.for entMetal Rectifier. Supplied 

I valve having one LF stage. indirectlyheatedvalves,and intwotypeseachsuitablefor 

I - - . Price £3.106. 4Voltslamp.A.C.foroutput 
I 

200'250volts40'l00cycle - 

TYPE E3. Maximum output 
150 Volts, 25 Milliamps for 
use with receivers requiring 
rather greater outputs than 
the type E2. Price £4.16.6. 

valves. Specially suitabletor 
Super-Hets having AC. val- 
ves. Will also operate re- 
ceivers having ordinary HF 

transformer couplings. 
Price £8.116. 

supplies-which should be 
stated when buying. 

AMP. TYPE at 2, 4 or 6 

Volts. Price £215.0. 
lAMP. TYPE at 2,4,6 or9 
Volts. Price £3.150. 

October, '1932 , MODERN WIREyss- 

The- simplest and most effective -way of -. 

operating your existing Battery Type 
Receiver from the A C Mains is to use - 

..... 
. ,-. 

F1 T, 
UNIT'S 
-an H.T. Eliminator to replace yourH.T. Bat 

- teries, and a Ferranti Trickle Charger to kéep 
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HEAR THESE INSTRUMENTS AT ANY "HIS MASTER'S VOICE" DEALER 

'!HIS MASTER'S VOICE" 
L 

LI'JLTt'1ie to,.Life" i - 

The Gramophone Co., Ltd., London, W.1. 

Ç: 

IF, 

I .\ 

--- 

Only 25 guineas now for a table radio;gramophone with the 

performance of a full-sized cabinet model-with all that 
amazing 'true to life' quality and satisfying reliability for 

which "His Master's Voice" instruments are famous everywhere 

-with simplicity of operation involving the use of but one 

switch for gramophone, long and medium wae wireless. 

And again-Model 521-the most popular 
- 'radiogram' ever produced-popular be- 

cause it is so easy to operate, so realiable, 
- 

and sowonderfullylife-likeinreproduction. 
- Now 39 guineas. 

- 

The Automatic Record-changing Modo! 
522, identical with 521, except that it 
plays eight records without attention, is 
more compact than dny other record- 
changing radlogram in existence. 

- Now 46 guineas. - 

'àEkiis 
' 

Now-on the threshold of the 'home season 'just 
when thoughts are turned naturally to lengthen- 

ing evenings and the revived joys of radio and 

gramophone-the prices of the three most popular 

"His P.'Iaster's Voice" instruments are down f Two 

things have alone made possible such price 

reductions at such a time : the unprecedented 

flow of orders at Olympia, and extensive rationa- 

lisation at the great Hayes factories of " His 

Master's Voice "-already renowned for their 

scientific organisation. 

f; f. 
1 j 

F 

MÖDERN WiRELESS October, 1932 

4 
THREE FAMOUS II -% UP I P IR I I IVI 
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- Merits of the "Mu-Tone " - 

'j"nis particular set, the "Mu-Tone," is a very handsome 
iL piece of work when finished, and it wouldn't be 

exaggerating to say that it would grace any room; 
and as for it radio and record qualitids, well, readers had 
better build it and judge for themselvest 

On test we can only say that it lived up to the very 
high standard we set when testing MODERN WIRELESS 
designs-and that's saying a good deal. No doubt many 
of our readers saw the original model at Olympia, and so 
quite a number who visited our Stand and who passed 
some very coniplimeittary remarks concerning the set will 
need no further incentive to set about the fascinating job 
of building the "Mu-Tone." - 

The D.C. version of the "Diodion" has also been 
included in this issue in response to many requests from 
readers. Little need be said about it here, except that 
it is a D.C. mains version of MODERN WIRELESS' recent 
successful production. 

A further instalment of" Better Radio "-a new feature 

And this, mind you, is a suggestion put forward b an 
official of a Corporation which, in the past-we say " ii 
the past " advisedly-has, to use a colloquialism, made a 
great song and dance about the significance ànd import- 
ance of its mott-" Nation shall speak peace untû 
Nation!" 

Another Serious Question 
1T UT other serious questions arise when we look more 
iL) closely into this dangerous ' remedy." Whatever thé 

B.B.C. officials may think of the service provided 
for British listeners, and however complacent they mat, 
be regarding its high cultural utandard, the fact iiìdübit- 
ably remains that there is a very big section of the public 
in this country which finds the B.B.C. programmes, to put 
it mildly, unsatisfactory. 

In many cases we should feel justified in saying that 
thousands of listeners found many of the B.B.C. pro- 
grammes boring, insipid, and lacking in true entertain- 
ment value; and that, in consequence, they continued to 

(Continaed on page 404.' 

practical section of this magazine in a concentrated form 
instead of being interspersed with other and more general 
articles. 

In this issue we offer another fine constructor section, 
in which our readers will find full details of the "Mu- 
Tone." This may be aptly described as a de-luxe radio- 
gram t a very reasonable cost. 

Readers must bear with us if we harp on this question 
of costs with reference to MODERN WIRELESS sets, but it 
should lie remembered that in these hard times every 
penny counts when you are building a set, and it is our 
constant endeavour when designing never mind what 
type of receiver, for the edification of our readers, to 
keep the initial outlay as low as possible, but always, of 
course, consistent with thoroughly satisfactory operati ve 
efficiency. 

The Madrid Conference 
s we go to press, news from Madrid is very disquiet- 

.LT& ing. To begin with, it is reported in the Press that 
one of the official British representatives, coin- 

menting upon the growing menace of ether congestion, 
and dealing with the, general problems of interference, 
made the rather astounding suggestion that a solution to 
the problem might be found if many high-power stations 
-not only in Europe, but in this country as well-reduced 
power to an extent which would enable those stations to 
carry on adequately to serve National interests only. 

In other words, it is seriously suggested by an accredited 
representative of the B.B.C. at the Conference that in the 
case of Germany, say, Geian high:power tations sho.uld 
reduce power to a degree which would be jtistsu11cieit , 

give a satisfactory service to German listeners önly. 

Vol. XVIII. No. 70. BRITAIN'S LEAD!NG RADIO MAGAZINE OCTOBER, 1932. 

ADe-LuxeRadio-rarn-About the "Mu-Tone "-Features which Grow in Popularity-The 
Conference at Madrid--Serious Problems. 

Our Constructors' Section 
T UDGING by the number of letters we have received 

recently, the introduction of the special con- J structors' section in MODERE WIRELESS has proved 
widely popular. Many readers comment on the innovation 
in a way which suggests that they greatly prefer the 

which is packed with practical and concentrated hats 
and tips for all radio enthusiasts-will be found on perusal 
not only to live up to its qualification of "practical," 
but will prove to be a section of this magazine which wilt 
grow in popularity and usefulness as a rolled snowball 
gathers in sizeand significance in winter-time. 

Octoher, 1932 MODERN WJREIIESS 

(f I 
I 

/ 

t - - - - - 

- -- 
* --- _______ 
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The first and foremost fault of 
the present-day British Broad- 

S casting Corporation, then, is that, 
from the nerformer's noint, of view. 

s-., -C they have banished all the former 
pleasant easiness from studio 
work. Do you remember how, 

to the new regime, we feared lest 

4 

.when the old company gave way 

the crippling bondage of red-tape 
should make itself felt, tying the 
artiste with regulations 

A Big Change 
- - It is beginning to do so. We 

tend now to forget the free and 
- 

easy days of six years ago when 
- the B.B.C. was run on a nonchalant 

- - - - S 
mixturo of Bohemianism and the 
companionable desire to amuse. 

-. 
- In 1932 there is much more law 

- and order. The microphone is a 
-- greater god, the studio a temple in 

which you must do this and 
mustn't do that. 

MODERN .WIRELESS October, 1932 

The Corporation makes much of 
B.B.C. seems to have a 

. 

" 

the fact that it is not a Govern- THE 
habit of losing its most 

. ment Department, but a public 
charming and useful em- 

- . 

- service, a public authority con- 
ployces with monotonous regularity. . stituted under Royal Charter. 
Can it be- that He W ho Must Be 

. This makes me feel rather Alice- 
Obeyed think it's bad for listeners in-Wonderlandish, as if a County 
to have too much ot what they - 

like? . 

. 

If ari employer makes a man happy . 

OLD FAVOURITES 
in his job and pays him fairly, that . . 

To the. left is Jack Payne, 
mañ will not leave him, especially probably the most popular of all 

broadcasting and 
in these hard times the B.B.C.'s 

personalities, 
above him is a photograph of one 

money is as good as another's. What. . 

. of the earliest and most "infor- 
then can be the matter? , - . .- 

- mal" B.B.C. "Uncles "-Mr. Rex 
Palmer. Thepicturebelowshows 

Collecting Information . 

another old favourite-the 
. comedian, John Henry. 

I quote from a recent comment. 
in our contemporary, "Popular Wire- 
less," upon the .separation of Jack 
Payne and the B.B.C. i quote this 
because, as a man whose main 
business in life is to find out things, 
it ga\rc me an idea. What really ic 
the matter with the B.B.C. i 

I'm not referring to the programmes. 
which, good or bad, do give a lot of 
satisfaction. I'm talking about the 
administrational side. What is wrong 
with f/tat P 

I've been making it my business 
during the past week, by dint of dis- 
creetly questioning both the pro- 
gramme makers and the people 
featured by them, to find out, and 
think I've got down to the several 
roots of the matter. 

. 

:- 
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Is. the B.B.C. suffering from a sorl oJ blight ,.whicìiharnpers 
the artistes and causes its most :.popularcmplogèes to become - 

dissatisfied?. And,' if so, what can be' dòtíc aboutit? 
These are the important issues dealt with thoughtful. . 

- ,- - - and outspoken article 
- - - - - 

mi A - ('nrc', A 7. fTtTrTr'C"7'7c' A rcn . 

(. 

:. :. -. -, bÏ 1-1 rr.Lii-iL iivviiiui-inji.- 
s - - 

- 

.'\ - - 

.-- --, -'-:-' 
..... .... ....... I , 

-- 

' 

, . - 

-' 
Council had said :' ' W have nothing - . '. _'_ - - - - . - 

Ñ do with the Board of Education nor . - 

: 

.; - - -.- , . - _ . . - . . . . 

the Ministry of Health." - - 
i 

- - 

. , . . . 

. - The B.B.C. is suffering from the - 

:: - 

. 
. 

'. . --- # 

blight thit afflicts all bodies of its - ' - - . 

type. A public service admittedly - - - . 

cännot be run without some attention - -- - - . 

. 

to routine and formality. ' But it . - . . 

' should be restricted to the administra- - , . - - 

tive side of the B.B.C's work, and - - . . 

on no account ìloed to crei intd - 

. 

: . . '- -' . . - - 

' 
the programme section,' hampering . 

- i . - . 

the artiste. - ' ; -- . - - --. - - - 

- 

- Hampering the Artistes - - - - , - . . - . 

Is it doubtful whether the men and . - - . 

women who entertain us, be they -. - 

comedians or great composers, are ---------- -. - - - . - 

hampered ? Conversation with these . - 

L - 

- -: 

persônalities (under a due pledge 'not - . 

to divulge their names) will assure 
anyone. - 

. The portrait above is of Mr. G. Brown, 
Comfortably installed at Broadcast- - 

who was appointed a Governor, of the 
- . , 

ing House they may have an official 
- 

- ' . British Broadcasting Corporation, in - 

- : succession to Sir Gordon Náirrie. 
receptiomst and nicely furnished . - . In the circle is Capt. P. P. Eckersley, 
studios, but they do not yet suffi- - the first Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., 
ciently take int consideration that 

- . . - 

and a hearty hate of red.tape and 
formalities. He built up the technical peculiar something which, for want 

-, side of broadcasting and originated 
of a bett-er name, is usually described 

" - 

- 

- 

the Regional scheme. - - 

as the artistic temperament." 
- - 

't,, 

- - 

. 

The lower photograph shows a 1922 
broadcast-note - 

- the old type of 
- . "V - insensitive microphone, and its close- 

THE 2 L O OF LONG AGO - 
ness to the singer. - 

October, 1932 MODERN WIRELESS 

Matter ivith the BoB. c.?, 

319 

r, 

That temperament is not the pre- 
- rogative solely of poets and highbrow 

musicians. It may be possessed by 
a comedian or a dance band leader. 
It is found in many thinkers and in 
most entertainers-in the vast 

1 majority of broadcasters, in fact. 

A Desire for Freedom 
And I am not far wrong in saying 

that those, who possess it are not only 
unusually sensitive, but that also they 
have a great desire for freedom- 
freedom of thought, deed, and ex- 
pression. To the fulfilment of this 

- 
- desire, broadcasting at present offers 

- 

- four hindrances at least. 
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"supply the goods "is that of money. 
Unquestionably, the Corporation can- 
not at the moment compete in this 

contract for outside work when the 
B.B.C. cannot offer equal terms, he 
cannot be blamed. The remedy here 

320 

considered opinions of - a hundred 
others-those whom I bave questioned 
and who should know. 

John McDermott, conductor of the popular dance orchestra at the Royal Opera House, 
Covent Garden, started life as a Scottish miner. He joined the Black Watch as 'a band- 

boy, and soon worked his'way up, until he became a master of military band music. 

because this peculiar force of the 
microphone eventually overcomes 
them. And the remedy does not lie 
in making the studio proceedings 
more and more solemn. 

Then the second consideration 
which I believe to he marked down 
against the B.B.C. by those who can 

pense him for weeks of work. Now he 
goes in for writing books, and plays 
for the. orthodox theatre, and makes 
at least ten times as much money 
for the same, expenditure of 
energy. 

If a man who has made his name by 
the aid of broadcasting accepts a good 

spirits, rather than cogs in a machine. 
The joint decision of twelve men 
must always be more unbiased than 
the decision of one, and that is why 
the jury system was introduced into 
Law. It is the present lack of a 
proper jury to decide such matters 
as salaries and fees and what rights 
an artiste shall possess that retards 
present broadcasting progress. 

I am not biased myself. Thes 
considered opinions of mine are the 

the running altogether, not because and nothing more. think educational value far more 
they run short of material, but That sixty guineas had to recom- important than popularity-and he 

must conform to studio conditions 
FROM THE MINE TO COVENT GARDEN (since no one seems to have thought 

of making studio conditions conform -_______ 
to kirn). Most important of all, he may 
never be entirely independent. 

. Every artiste likes to feel he is his 
own master, able to do practically 
as he wishes. I venture to suggest 
that those who accept fees for con- 
tributions to broadcast programmes 
cannot always have their own way 
and so are not so much attracted by 
the studio as by the stage or concert 

I hall. 
- . But it seems to nie that a full- 

time committee of twelve would be 
L - . . . f better than a Director-General and a 

Board Governors, because it 
. 

_- 

A F - 
ç / 

of would. 
be a more acceptable constitution to 
those most directly affected by it- 

!l . 

the performers who possess the 
artistic temperament. 

I A Jury System 
. . lt would enable them to feel freer 

broadcasting at the rate th I was 
going I should soon have been a 
nervous wreck" ? The awarene.ss of 
the vast army listening to them 
proves fatal tò nine radio artistes out 
of ten. 

Broadcasters may become accus- 
tomed to the surroundings of the 
studio, but few ever really conquer 
that strange Dracula-like power of the 

mike." Old stars seek other fields 
or give place to new, or drop out of 

time, to £150 an hour. This again 
must be divided up among the 
stations, three at the very least, and 
so you Jiave £50 an hour to spend. 

Poor Remuneration 
Not really so very much I know a 

man who for many years wrote radio 
plays. He received five guineas for 
every fifteen minutes of performance; 
say, sixty guineas for all the broadcast 
performances of a full-length play, 

Again, there is the matter of this 
freedom. 

Very few creative or interpretative 
artistes are allowed by the B.B.C. 
to do as they please. A conductor, for 
instance, is hampered in the choice of 
music for his programme or orchestra 
by a number of petty restrictions. 

He must not perform a piece that 
has been played frequently before- 
unless without very good reason, 
for someone at the B.B.C. seems to 

The first and most unavoidable- 
the microphone itself I As Leonard 
Henry said to me: "Brdadcasting 
saps one's vitality more than anything 
I know. At the end of a long pro- 
gramme I am just about all in." 

The Awesome "Miké" 
And was it not Jack Payne himself 

who declared: "If I had gone on 

respect with some commercial 
firms. 

They are able to spend £580,000 per 
annum on programmes, including 
fees and royalties for artistes and 
music and the use of telephone lines 
and the News Bulletin rights, true; 
but this boils down to £1,500 a day, 
and if you take ten hours or so as the 
average daily amount of broadcasting 

lies with listeners themselves. There 
are too many licence dodgers. 

Over the greater part of England 
only one person in ten owns a licence, 
and it is certain that far more than 
ten per cent of the population own 
wireless sets. The figures speak for 
themselves. S - 

Petty Restrictions 

MODERN WIRELESS October, 1932 
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A iTROtYGH dIversity will always be powerful transmitter is still small, odd foot or so of height doesn't 
ti. the keynote of " Better Radio," bitt present-day valves nOii corn- matter 011e scrap-so long as it is 

we shall at times give greater ponents make much more of it. a solo factor and not one of a bunch. 
prominence to some aspects of home Therefore, the listener who is We can, with ad'.sntage, eta- 
radIo than others, unable to erect an aerIal equal in pliasise tuIs point. There is an old 

For example, this month questions efficiency to a Marconi station Scottish saying that "Many a 
concerning quslity -occupy a fair antenna need not feel that. he is oickie makes a mitekle," ans,l it 
proportion of our space. 'ute believe - suffering from a hopeless handicap. aptly applies lu this instance.' 
this is ñill justified by the fact As a matter of fact, there has liceo A' radio outfit schIelt possesse" 
that listeners are,: (1h the whole, a great- deal of exaggeration in regard a whole host of editor faults wiligive 
paying muela greater attention to to aerial requirements in the past'. .; pretty poor results, even though 
the qudlity of' tireir 'outputs than .t . ',. - ' - - 

s%jo,Lr,e,heflr keen 
- MARCONI WOULDN'T DO IT! 

criticism of - the 'perfonnanee 6f 
various sets and lcidspenkers, and 
we are of the opinion that the higher 
standard of reprodttctiOn which is - 

a feature of 1932 radio is largely -: 
the result of this, more keenly 
critical attitude oJ the public 

.................... 
YOUR. 

'AERIAL 
.................... 

p. ((OPERN radio receivers operate 
with ample margin of power. 
Wireless has ceased to be an 

experimental juggling with infinitely 
small energies ami inefficient amplifi- 
cat ion. 

Tite energy collected hy even a 
high and eltective aerial from a 

OVERGROWING 
LEAVES 

MAINS ON 

and there was a time when aerial 
efficiency assumed the proportions 
of a fetish, 

lt may even to-day sound almost 
heretical when we say that the maIn 
practical advantage of stranded wire 
over single wire for a listener's 
aerial Is that the stranded tvne 

ACCUMULAI 

any single one of those faults alone 
might bave little or no appreciable 
effect - - - 

On the other haust, - it. -is- often 
necessary to compromise, or, zut, 

least, it may be more convenient 
to do so, and in such a case it is 
as well to be aw'ttre of the relative 

Well, w-e would say that it is 
more to the listener's asti antage 
to buy the best valves and the higher 
voltage HT, battery, or mains unit, 
up to the maximum recominendeul. 
for the valves, than to budget for 

-a disproportionate expenditure oi 
money on an aerial. 

In ally case. quality ought to l'e 
considered before volume zund mees 
nutunbers of stations. 

However, all this must not be 
reail lIS lilt argument in favour of 
aerial neglect. If ari aerial must be 
technically poor in size sud forni 
because of splice or other limitations, 
it should ist least be as etlicient as 
Is possIble in tite circitmnstaitcés. 

'DOWN THE- 

'M ................................. - 

"Ç'HF lower the note tite more j elusive itberomes. The high 
notes are more amenable to - 

discIpline ne it'were. With a Sharply 
atigled loutdspea Irer cone diapliruiglit, 
tite high notes are ejected almost like 
the rays Of a searrlatight.' 

in other words,. the' 'are very 
directional in character. On tite 
other hand, the low nOtes tend to - 

trave! fron the diaphragm in nil 
direct ions. 

They even try to wander side- 
ways and round-to the bark. - 

October, 1932 - MoDw WIRELESS: 

- 

A new feature for all listeners, pro- 
viding numerous practical hints and 
tips for maintaining a radio receiver 

_]Ï 
in good order, and showing how lime, 

- -: 

- trouble and money can he saved in - '- 
its us and operation. 

are likely, in the course of time, Such devices as these set up the case ot a mains set, a great essential to prevent the bass 
to grow over any part of the harsh, crackling noises of persistent, number of peculiar sounds originate notes from cancelling them- unvarying volume. through irregularitIes in the mains 

system. Then, again, listeners near the coast supply, selves out-as they try to do I 

32P 

N 
L 

¼ 

Whes' erecting an aerial make 
sure that no bushes or trees 

wilt be more flexible and is stronger I importance of tise various factors 
There may be measurable differ- concerned. 

ences between the energies they pick For example, when Installing an 
UI) from a given transmission, but outfit there may he numerous 
only mensurable with deliènte in- problems to be solved. Finances 
etrunsents. The efficiency of an. mar demand close consideration 
aerial has to be reduced very con- and, let i's say, an outdoor aerial 
siderably before there will he an of a highly efficient nature might 
audible difference, be expensive to install if roof fittings 

And the sume with height. An and a pole seere needed. 

OME o! the odd .................................... Or large rivers may 
S noises heard- 

in a radio set WHAT : 
suddenly receive 

ARE interference from 
from time to time : s h i p s' wireless 
are apt to be con- THOSE NOISES? : 

transmitters. 
fusing to those Electrical appar- 
withOut long wire- ..................................... paratus such as 
less experience, vacuum cleaners. 

After months of comparative refrigerators and so on, will often 
quietness, peculiar sounds are apt generate noises in wireless sets, but 
suddenly to burst into prominence, generally not over an extensive area. 

These may be due to any one of a It is difficult to discover whether 
number of causes. It might happen a noise is due to an internal fault 
that a neighbour has installed a in a set unless both aerial and earth 
violet-ray outift and even an X-ray, are disconnected. Even then, in 

BAFFLING THE BASS 

1 

r - 
Either a cabinet or a baffle is 
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Fairly lflde Range 
However, it must be capable of 

covering a fairly wide mnge. Aim 
at i range up to a quarter or third 
gre*ter than the total UT. current 
consumption of the set. 

Supposing you have a three-valve 
pet and, according to the maker's 
specifications, the valves take 2, 

4. The loudspeaker is not so liable 
to suffer from saturation of its 
magnetic system. 

5. There will be a smaller drop of 
H.T. volts across a filter ehoke than 
across the average - loudspeaker. 
and so a greater plate voltage can 
be achieved. 

It often happens that a filter of 
some kind is included in the original 

choke i.s designed to carry plenty of 
current without distress. 

The loudspeaker is joined to a 
fixed condenser, and these two are 
connected across the plate o! the 
valve and H.T. negative. 

The H.T. current flows through this 
path because the fixed condenser 
offers a complete barrier against it. 
And the audio-frequency impulses do 

32:2 

coos piaces well away from lites 
and sunshine. 

the most treaessred secrets is how the 
paste Is nsade so that it won't easily 
go "dry," may not be so widely 
known. 

You pee, if your HT, battery really 
were "dry" it couldn't work. The 
niaker does his bit towards rendering 

-.----. - - -s - -- 

should be dealt with carefully. 

considerable length, and allow them 
to lie untidily on the floor as is 
illustrated In the accompanying 
photo. 

Adequately protected flexible cable 
should be employed. A fabric 
covering is insufficient protection. 

And the lead might to be kept 
just as short as is possible, and the 
cet so placed that lt Is impossible 
that any strain will be imposed on 
its mains-connecting lead or that it 
will be trodden underfoot. 

WATCH THAT 
NEEDLE! 

r ................................... 

]r'VEltY battery set user could with 
advantage provide permanent 
employment for a milli- 

ammeter. Connected up in the 
manner we shall Indicate, it will show 
at. t glance whether or not the set 
aisd.batteries are in good order, and 
whether r not there is any distortion 
tending to occur. 

It le not nerees'sry, to purchase an 
expensive" snovnc coil "instrument, 
because it is not wanted to give 
precision measureniesit. 

A cheap millianiineter with a 
printed scale will prove adequate. 

tabulate the advantages otit, so that 
readers can see for themselves that 
it represents money very well spent. 

1. The LT. current is stopped irom 
flowing ont through the loudspeaker 
leads. 

2. It therefore follows that long 
loudspeaker Isads of fairly tin, 
not-to-well-protected wires can be 
run to any distance with safety. 

3. When there is no transformer 
built in the speaker the windings of 
this are not strained by having the 

EASILY ADDED 

The two necessary items, an 
L.F. choke and a fixed con- 
denser, are easily wired into 

- almost any set. 

full HT. current flow of the power 
valve imposed upon them. 

The audio-frequency current re- 
mains more or less the same, and does 
not become abnormal. 

The most popular form of filter 
is that which employs an L.F. choke 
and a fixed condenser. 

In the case of a pentode valve a 
special pentode choke should be used. 

We will describe the way in which 
a filter works, as this will make it 
easier for readers to apply filters to 
their sets. It will be appreciated that 
slight differences exist which render 
it difficult for us to give detailed prac- 
tical directions which can be applied 
to every one of the hundreds o! 
different receivers which have been 
made and sold during the past few 
years. 

A small diagram appears in the 
third column of this page. and it 
shows the theoretical circuit of a 
choke-condenser filter. 

The " HT. plus " indicates the 
positive H.T. socket on the HT. 
battery or mains unit. Normally the 
loudspeaker is joined between this 
and the plate of the valve-in fact, 
directly in the anode circuit. 

Throuyh tise Speaher 
Therefore, ail the current which 

flows bm the LT. battery (or unit) 
through the H.T. positive terminal of 
it indicated in our diagram, flows 
through the loudspeaker. 

The filter obviates that. In place 
of the loudspeaker we put an L.F. 
choke, and this completes the H.T. 
battery circuit as before, but the 

Leclanché system in which zinc, 
carbon, and solution of sal-ammoniac 
figures. 

But instead of this solution being 
in the foros of a fluid, it is isiade sip 
as a paste something of the consis- 
tency of the paste used for mounting 
photographs. 

Secret Forestale 
The paste is a mixture of sal-am- 

moniac and certain other materials, 
The different manufacturers have 
their own secret formsslae. 

Tise obiect of secrecy Is to prevent 
rivals learning how to duplicate their 
processes of manufacture. That may 
be obvious, but the fact that one of 

BAD FOR THE 
BATTERY 

i-,, 

_________________________ 
H.T. batteries should be kept in 

KEEP IT SHORT 

The wires which join a mains 
set to the power point carry 
the full mains voltage, and 

negative phsg of the HT, battery, 
so that all the HT. current passes 
through it. In a futuri issue we will 
discuss tise other indications il. will 
provide. 

A FILTER FOR YOUR 
SPEAKER 

ir" VERY modern set ought to have 
JE1 some form ot filtering output 

so that the H.T. current does 
not flow beyond the immediate con- 
fines ot the set and its battery or 
mains unit. 

The costo! fitting an efficient filter 
will be about 12e.. and we will 

A SIMPLE CIRCUIT 

¿ECH0XE 

MPÛ 

H.T* 
/ T- 

A theoretical representation of 
the filter connections. 

a matter of inches. 
A very excellent choke for loud- 

speaker filters is shown in the, photo. 
and alternatively there aie ordinary 
L.F, chokes of 25 henries or so which 
will serve quite well. 

The fixed condenser must have a 
capacity of at least 2 mid. 

.THEY DON'T LIKE 
THE SUN! 

'iT"HE so-called ' dry" battery 
which Is used in radio for HT. 
and grid-bias purposes is not 

in actuality "dry." 
It le a nsodification of the original 

In order to reilssce this, a baffle- 
board can be employed to make the 
path between the front and back 
of the diaphragm longer. 

A cabiiiet baa the same effect and 
is of a iliore generally convenient 
form. If the cabinet could be 
totally enclosed except for Its 
front aperture the "baffling" 
would be good, although trouble 
Iroiti "box resonance" would bave 
to be anticipated. A small cabinet - 

smith mus Ope» back is equal to only 
a small baille in its effectiveness. 

POWER 
POINTERS 

....... 

nr lead with whIch s mains set j is connected to a power point 
carries the full voltage of the 

mains. 
Iii view Of the precautions taken 

by installation engineers to render 
the house wirIng trustworthy and 
safe, it is obviously necessary to be 
careful with wiring extensions which 
are "plugged In." 

lt Is a dangerous practice to run 
Ill-protected leads of a more or less 

4 and 8 milliamperes at the HT. and 
GB. voltages you commonly employ. 

The total is 14 milliamperes. 
So a mifliamineter registering up to 
20 millIamperes will he suitable. 
It doesn't want to be more or the 
needle movement will be restricted 

AN EXCELLENT 
CHECK 

î' 

í_ 

Lì.:k 
.: 

A milliammeter enables you 
to check the condition of the 
H.T. supply and is also useful 

for indicating distortion. 
The milliammeter should be con- 

nected between the HT. negatice 
terminal of the set and the HT. 

set these days, for its importance is 
widely recognised, 

When it Is absent, it is fairly 
certain that the reason is that an 
attempt has been made to keep cost 
down as low as possible. 

It is for the owner of such a set 
fo decide whether he thinks the ex- 
pense of adding a MIer is worth 
while. In our opinion there can be 
no argument about that point I 

Filters lake two forms, viz., the 
output transformer and the choke- 
condenser. Most modem moving- 
roil loudspeakers incorporate a trans' 
former which, given certain conditions, 
serves as a filter which will do all that 
a good output ifiter should. 

These conditions are that the 
speaker is built into, or is very close 
to, the set, and its leads short (only a 
loot or two In length) and well 
insulated and well separated from other 
leads. 

IX another speaker flot having a 
transformer is used, then the filter 
once mors becomes something of a 
necessity. 

It should be noticed in passing 
that it doesn't matter if there is a 
transformer in any one or more of the 
loudspeakers used ; a filter in no 
way upsets the output of set. 

not find the choke an easy path 
(it Is an L.F. choke, remember). 
although they can still get to the loud- 
speaker through the fixed condenser. 

If there isn't room to fix a filter 
inside the set, it can be added exter- 
nally, as our second diagram shows. It 

EXTERNALLY CON- 
NECTED 

A2817 

's. 

Showing how a filter can be 
connected outside the set. 

should be built into a small box on 
which there are four terminais, two 
for the loudspeaker and two for the 
loudspeaker terminals of the set, 

The wires for joining them np 
should, ot course, be kept very short'- 
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it difficult for the battery to live up 
to its flaute, and it is to your benefit 
tO bOther the good scork when the 
battery passes to your hands. 

Keep it in a cool, shady piace, well 
away from fires, hot-water pipes, 
and other such thIngs. 

CHARGING 
YOUR OWN 

"\ \ TE have often been asked \/ ' w hether we think it is worth 
the listener's w-hue to charge 

hisowii neeniusihittor. Iii ouropinion, 
there is not a great detti to .be said 
for hiking tite battery to a clsargiiig 
station to have t doue. 

To start with, some charging 
stations are rather careless with 
sijiath radio accilinultitors, and handle 
them as though they were large aiid 
very strongly-built car accumulators. 

A TROUBLE SAVER 

By using a tcickie-charger the 
necessity of having two LT. 
batteries and of carrying them 

that a good modern loudspeaker 
would at first actually offend their 
hearing, - 

Also there are those who are very 
uncritical of musiçai or speech sounds, 
and who quickly accept d.iatortion as 
a regular entertainment, 

Why should we worry if they are 
satisfied, it might well be asked. We 
do worry because our mission in life is 

Better Radio," and we firiitly 
believe that greater pleasure is ob- 
tained by all from good-qnahity radio 
titan front second-rate reproductions. 

Continual listening to a first-class 
radio outfit teaches one to appreciate 
liner points in music which are coin- 
pletely sniotherd by inefficient 
iipparatus, and liever a!low'ed to get 
through at all. - 

Lhtten Crifdceslly 

it is a good plan to listen critically 
to as itiuch original batid music of 
the varions kinds broadcast as is 
possible, and make fientai compari- 
sons between it and the same type 
of sound as heard through one's, 
radio. 

TIPS ON VOLUME 
CONTROLS - 

DON'T regard a volume control 
as nothing but a loudness tap. 
It is a control which, it 

handled caretully, will enable you to 
balance your reproduction. 

Roughly speaking, there. are two 
kinds ol volume control, the pre- 
detector and the LF. kinds. 

Many o the " prè'-deteotor Y' 
volume Controls also affect selec- 
tivity. We are not entirely in lavour 
01 these, br it sometimes happens 
that the loudneas of a station wants 

With this a direct relation between 
the movement of the knob of the 
component sud the volume is possible. 

Orthnarily, a volume, control is 
liable to suffer brom two faults. 

'Either the control is narrow, i.e. -it 
has little practical effect, or there is 
a too " steep " variation. 

The logarithmic principle over- 
comes both limitations. A halt rota- 
tion snd you get, - 

halt volume, a 
quarter rotation 
and you get- a 
quarter the volume 
as gauged-in actual. 
loudness, and so on. 

With a variable- 
mu va've- you -get 
automatic control 
o! volume.- The 
variable-mu Is an 
S.G. valve of a 
special design, and 
it is ingenious in 
theory ancl excel- 
lent in practice. 

Above a certain 
point -it tends to 
amplify less, so 

On the other hand, it may at times 
be easier to get rid ot an interbering 
station by "tuning up "on the volume 
control (by which we mean increasing - 
the L.F. amplification) and juggling - 

the tuning adjustments out of step. 
In such a case the reaction should 

be set at minimum. 
It must not be forgotten that some 

sels arelnot designed to take full 

SELECTIVITY ADJUSTMENT 

"V 
Co,uoENsEÇ' 

-.428/B 

that it passes A - 

energy on to the 
next valve in a 
more even form 
instead ot in the widely fluctuating 
manner o! the ordinary SO. 

In short,' although various stations 
may be picked up with very different 
degrees o! effectiveness, this one very 
weakly and that one very strongly,- 
the variabh-mu hands them through 
to the detector with a more or less 
standardised degree o! strength, 

Levelled Dotto 
The weak stations will be just as 

loud as with an ordinary 5.0., but the 
very powerful ones will be levelled 
down to a more convenient inteasity. 

type of selectivity adjustment which also 
makes an effective volume control- 

volume on a powerful station, Tlii 
is an argument hn bavour ot delicate 
volume-controlling, and ot always 
working to minimums ot volume and 
not to maximums. 

A transmission which sounds 
quiet one moment may suddenly 
become much louder. ' . - 

i. .................................. 

r-. JARRING:I.' 
NOTES' 
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to and from a charging station increasing without reducing the It should be noted, however, that 
is obviated, selectivity. a variable mu cannot be "dropped 

any set in place 

We are weltaware that there aie o! the normal SG: It DO YOU USE ONE requires special circuit 
also clsargiiig stations which look after - conditions. 
accumulators witla.stpuulous Gsre.''' We have said that the 

But house-charging results In the conventional vol urne 
battery ahi'ays being tinder the e 

: control should not be 
listener's own control, Moreover, it - 

- handled merely as a tap. - 

does away with tise urgent necessity By this we. mean it 
of having two batteries, for if a 

- ought to be manipulated trick'lechargei is used the battery In conjunction with the 
can be left to charge tsp during the other set adjustments. night, when, of course, the radio SCI.. We refer especially to 
is not in Ilse. In a later issue we will the L,F. type o! control. 
give you some home-charging hints. There is a temptation to 
.................................... keep this " well up." 

so that it is easy to 

JUDGING YOUR swing from station to 
,- station. 

QUALITY , 

But it will generally 
be bond that clearer _j reception and a greater 

THOSE who do a great deal of 
treedom from b so k - A vplume control is a most useful device ground noises results listening ou the nue set are apt and should not be handled merely as a plain 'when the tuning is to get rat-her biassed in then'' 

Opinions as to what constitutes good loudness tap.'' close, with perhaps a 

quality. lIttle reaction to assist, 
Ruinan ears are adaptable instrui- For example, to get the desired and the volume control is kept as far 

mente, Indeed, they are sometimes station tuned in it may be necessary down as possible. . - 

'Vh..._ .... to have greater selectivity because 

1T'IÍAI!SH noises heard luring tise 
reception of orchestral 'items 
are not necessarily dije fo dis- 

tortion in tise set, They nslglst b 
present in the actual transmission. 

Or it nsasy be that the loudspeaker 
is causing something to vibrate ¡n 
the room. 

Ornaments on a mantelslself, 
china and glass objects in a china 
cal,inet (or even the glass panes of 
the cabinet itself), and fire-irons 
have isli beeis known to ibrate and 
generate their own interfering souad 
a eves, 

Fill Jt'ith Weite,' 
Sometimes 'such troubles can Lw 

overëo,ne merely by shifting the 
position of the loudspeaker a trifle. 
At other times nothing short of 

-lilting the offending article, if it is 
a vessel, with' water, Or removing 
it altogether villi cure it. - 

So don't overlook this pOssibility 
abon you are worried by Apparent 
distortion asid can find nothing sii 
your set which will account sor, the 
trouble. 

Th'i °iati 
jamming oh an adjacent :' .. PLAYING TUNES OF THEIR 'OWN! 

speiskerswlsohsavegotsoaccus- 5But u annot aft dt th - '"v" ..---- -- -V 
toased to the poor quality these give away ich c0 the dered tati( ,, .., 

THE REAL THING ,olume in aceving separation. t - - ,.. ( r)" 

Listeners are urged to hear 
originaL bands 'and orchestras 
andto maké mental comparisons 
with the Outputs of their sets. 

ma, se areucu tuai ii is impassions , -, 
to do otherwise. A 

We suggest there should be greater .: -- 

"' ------ 

L.F. amplification which is normally i. . I . , - 1" ...... 
held down by considerable volume ' \' - ' 
controlling. There is then a margin -"'' \ -_ , - - l " -, 

oh further magnification when the 
' . - - - greater selectivity reduces power. . - - 

ji,, uI-nac'hronjs,n ".,_cn,. i 

I:__._ 
' 

Kowever, a selectivity adjustment - k 1 
-. 

is something oh an anachronism any- ,,J I ' 

t 

way, though in special cases its - ',,_, I ' -, If - 

presence can be justified. -"P" L 
- , 

' \ 

The actual volume control Ire- " -' . 
- ; - 

quently takes the form of a potentio j' . ' 

'meter in the LI'. section of the set. - , -,- - . I 

An ordinary potentiometer is not ' _______- - . '- -.- 
ideal for the purpose one designed . ' . 

on a logarithmic basis is gretly to be jects in a room may be made to vibrate by the loudspeaker 
pre!erred ' ' '. - . r- . . - - 

and produce harsh, interfering sounds. 
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receiver with an electrical gramophone of 
the highest order. Tested in the "M.W." Laboratories. 

BY AN "M.W." TECHNICIAN. 

IT was a happy thought that first 
-sponsored the idea of combining 

radio and the gramophone. Half 
the beauty and -attmction of being 
able to turn to the gramophone when 
the radio programmes pall is in being 
able to effect the change-over to all 

that the " 330 " will provide alter- 
natives on radio alone to suit eYery 
mood and whim! 

But before we tell you any niore 
ábout results, may we first give you 
an idea of the instrument itself l 

The " 330," which is available for 

located at the front of the instrument 
-by which to control all the various 
functions of the "330." 

One of them takes care of tuning 
and enables you to select the pick 
of the programmes of Europe, another 
regulates volume on both radio and 
gramophone from a whisper up to an 
output adequate for all normal 
domestic. requirements (and then 
some t), while the third operates a four- 

MODERN WIRELESS October 1932 

- simple but none the less attractive 
- .. dark oak.cabinet òf pleasing appear- 

ance and design. On the radio side 
-- the circuit consists of a band-passed 

¶ IIARCONIPIIONE 
IIJI»O C,RAM III One 

Flood..Lit Scale 
at 

MODE L 3 30 the front of the instrument is the 
Marconiphone duo-cyclic full-vision 

A radio-gramophone combining all the scale, flood-lighted and calibrated in 
attractive features of an essentially modern, wavelength. 
sensitive and selective three-valve radio There are only three knobs- 

 It is representative of rather more The three knobs which you see on the can justly be proud, and from the 
than just the instantaneous change- front of the Marconiphone "330" Control point of view of the reader we regard 
over ideal, for as a re.ult of our tests tuning, volume, wave-changing, on-off it as an instrument that is worthy of switQhlpg. and radio-to-gram changing. 
there is not much room for doubt No other controls are necessary. - serious cOnsideration. - 
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intents and purposes instantaneou1y. - A.C. or D.C. mains, is built intó a way switch giving medium waves, 
. 

- - - . 
Irrepressible Gaiety ' 

. . -. A flick of a switch to take you from 
the gay and light-hearted revelry of 

. . 

TROUBLE-FREE RADIO. 
long waves, gramophone and off. 

The gramophone part of the " 330" 
consists of a slow-speed direct-drive 
electric motor with automatic stop, 

. . :-' 
the French to a wax impression of i and a Marconiphone type 14 pick-up. 
sonie lilting Hawaian melody-or from . . Now for a few more words about our 

- 
Ihe vastness of the Albert Hall with all ', . - .. . 

. 

tests. First of all, concerning con- 
it8 POMP and circumstance to the 

\ 
sumption. The Marconiphone model 

atmosphere of irrepressible gaiety . ., 

\ 

4 330 " is, in our opinion, extremely 
often to be captured from a record i - , 

economical, for our measurements 
of a West End dance band! - show that the total consumption on 

Contrast? Without a doubt! But - ' AC. is only 30 watts for radio alone, 
isn't that the very essence of alterna: ' 

- -.- and 50 watts when the gramophone 
tive entertainment? . motor is running.' 

This year more than ever before the 
' 

A High' Standard makershave gone all out to popularise . 

radio-grams, and they have set about -- '-' --q---. -. ' As for actual signal results, it would 
it not by elaboration of cabinet or by - be a waste of time and space to 
the introduction of wrinkles to catch '_ 

'. attempt to give you a list of the sta- 
the eye, but by a method which is '. tions we received on the" 330." But 
likely to have a much greater what we do feel justified in mentioning 
tonic effect-an all-round reduction in 

. ' is that but for the wavelength reading 
prices! " ,. it would have been difficult with many 

Many Fine Features ' ' 

' 

of the distant stations to differentiate 
between them und the locals, so good 

An outstandiñg example is to be ' ' was the quality and volume at which 
found in the Marconiphone model they were received. 
330, an instrument which, with its ' The high standard of performance 
many fine features, is now available 

- .vas equally in evidence during our 
at the remarkably low price of 29 r---- record tests of the "330." The 
guineas. The "330," a model of ' - - i volume and quality obtainable from 
which was recently submitted to us the wax impressions was as near a re- 
for test and report, is a radio-gramo- creation of the living artiste as the 
phone combining all the attractive present advanced state of the science 
features of an essentially modern, can offer, and that is saying a lot. 
sensitive and selective three-valve Summed up, we are of the opinion 
ralio receiver with an electrical that the " 330" is an achievement of 
gramophone of the highest order. - 

- 

- which the Marconiphone Company 
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I. 

fl[HE radio-gramophone is the logical combination of two excellent forms 

JI 
of home entertainment-the radio receiver and the gramophone. Both 
of these instruments are capable of providing endless enjoyment in the 

form of musical or other aural diversion, and the harnessing of the valve to 
the recording and reproduction of records as well as the operation of radio sets 
makes the manufacture of a combined radio and gramophone reproducer a 
comparatively easy matter. 

* 
. 

nr us we find that this year an increased amount of interest is being dis- 
Ji played in the radio-gramophone, for it is becoming widely recognised that 

this type of instrument is not only an efficient radio receiver, but also a 
really good record reproducer. 

* 

ANY advances in the design of valves and in radio and audio amplification 
IVi!, have assisted in making it possible to obtain a remarkable degree of 

realism in the outputs of these instruments. Mains operation in a radio- 
gramophone is a great advantage, and the owner of a house with electric light 
supply would do well to consider the advantages of the combination instrument 
when thinking of getting or building a new radio receiver. 

'ir HE radio-gramophone, therefore, is undoubtedly the finest home entertainer 
iL yet devised; it is a never failing source of enjoyment, with practically 

unlimited capabilities in the provision of amusement. 
( 

A TITH such a receiver one is never without a programme, either of radio or 
V 'Y record, and the amount of enjoyment that can be obtained is in no small 

measure due to the fact that one can bave music whenever desired. There 
is no waiting for the B.B.C. or some other broadcasting organisation to start 
operations; the set can be switched on at any time with full knowledge that some 
really good entertainment will follow. 

. 
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r. 

is the chief feature of thi 
L three-válve AC. mains radio- 

gram, which iicorporates in 
addition: 

Stage 
This enables volume to be 

controlled without introduc- 
,ing cross-modulation troubles 

L by varying the bias on the 
L S.G.'s grid. : 

* * 

Band-Pass Tuning 
A "flat-topped" tuning 

scheme, that gives a high 
degree of selectivity without 
high-note loss. 

* 

jPower-G rid Detection 
Wjth this arrangement there 

is no possibility of overloading 
the detector stage on strong 

- transmissions. . - 

-Super-Power Outpät 
;Valve 

This is of the indirectly-- 
heated ty-ie capable of provid- 
ing an undistorted output of 

. i;000 milliwatts, which is more 
thañ sufficient for even the 
largest room. - - 

I 

r ji 

.- 9 j 

I 

L 

u. 
e 

fi TONE 
u"eeI 

j 

October, 1932 
-. 
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Värile tone ontrol- :- 

one can build a receiver that is feet volume control in the case of rid of, and the best method to cope 
I 

j just as good to look at, but has the - radio reception, but also true tone with all the various frequencies en- 

II 
very great advantage over the correction on the audio-frequency. countered is undoubtedly that em- 

bought thodel in that it contains side. ployed in the '.' Mu-Tone" Three. ,., 
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V 1 advantages of the radio- 
gramophone in general, 

now it remains for us to introduce 
the particular model of this popular 
instrument to be described in these 
pages. 

It has been argued that it is 
better to buy than to make an all- 
electric radio-gram, owing to the 
fact that there is not niuch differ- 
ence in the cost, and that a better 
finish can thereby be obtained. 
This is not strictly true if one is to. 
take into consideration the tech- 
nical feature of the two types of 
instruments, for as a general rule 

the results of the very latest re- 

search work in both the radio 
and the gramophone spheres. 

These new refinements can usu- 
ally be included at no-or little- 
extra cost in the design of the in- 
strument, and immediately make 
it right-up-to-the-minute in con- 
ception. 

The "Mu-Tone" Three incor- 
porates all the most recent ad- 
vances in radio receiver design, 
including the variable-mu screened- 
grid valve and variable tone control. 
These are both of great importance 
because they provide not only peri 

Thus whether one is listening on 
radio or gramophone, the balance 
of tone can he adjusted to suitthe 
item being played, and also the 
élimination of mucif of the present- 
day heterodyne interference can be 
accomplished by the same method. 

This latter is a strong feature, for 
it is undeniably, though unlorti- 
nately, a fact, that up to the present 

- time the chaotic state of the Euio- 
pean ether has set a icult 
problem to set designers. Heero 
dyne whistles are not easy to get 
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SCHEMATIC CONNECTIONS 

iShowing 

at a glance how every part is related 

328 

grid valve, which, as already switch disconnects the slider already explained, is the (Continue4 ojo page 330.) -- 
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veals features of design that 
go farther than those. 

Band-Pass Tuning 
Let, us work through the 

circuit point by point from 
the aerial end. In the first 
place we have a band-pass 
aerial tuning arrangement 
which gives both good selec-' 
tiity and good quality. 
Next we have the screened- 

the detector v.lve in the 
diagram. This switch also 
controls the radio-gramo- 
phone section, so that with 
the switch in one position 
radio is the order of the day, 
and with it in the other the 
set is a gramophone. 

Changing Over 
When the receiver is set 

for record reproduction the 

In each case the control is 
carried out at the input of 
the energy, where it ought 
to be; and though it could 
have been arranged in the 
L.F. end with one control, 
it would not have been 
nearly so satisfactory. 

From the screened-grid 
stage we go via a tuned- 
anode shunt-fed system to 
the detector. This, we have 

either the bass or the treble 
end of the musical scale. 

7ncreasing Low Notes 
Thus to increase the low 

notes we turn the potentio- 
meter in one direction and 
the high-note amplification 
is considerably cut down, 
giving a preponderance of 
low-frequency. On the other 
hand, if it is more high notes 

11E circuit of the' Mu j Tone" Three is par- 
ticularly interesting 

owing to the novel features 
that it contains. We have 
al ready said that variable- 
mu screened-grid-valve am- 
plification and variable tone 
control are incorporated in 
the set, but the circuit re- 

stàted, is of the variable-mu 
type. 

This is controlled by 
means of the potentiometer 
system, which comes in 
series with the cathode earth 
lead when the set is used 
on radio. It is placed in or 
out of circuit by the double- 
throw switch shown near 

up has no effect on theS.G. 
stage, while on gramophone 
the cathode circuit of the 
SG. valve is broken and the 
valve is rendered inopera- 
tive. This enables the same 
volume control to be used 
for radio or gramophone 
without having to use in- 
efficient control on either. 

At the Input 

correction to be employed. 

Tone Variation 
By means of the potentio- 

meter across special termi- 
nais on the transformer the 
amplification curve of the 
component can be varied 
from a fairly straight one 
giving no particular promi- 
nence to any frequency until 
it gives a decided lift at 

J1ge M-O 
the cathode circuit of the 

I Iscreened-grid 
valve and con- 

nects it to the grid of the 
detector valve. The ends of 

N E the potentiometer are per- 
maneiìtly connected one to 
the earth of the set, and one 
to a pick-up terminal via 

I 

a condenser. 

- 
One Control - Thus on radio the nick- 

phone switching takes place, 
the valve being automati- 
cally biassed when the pick- 
up is being used, and 
operating on the leaky-grid 
principle when employed 
as a detector. 

It is shunt-fed trans- 
former-coupled to the power 
stage by means of one of the 
new "Multitone" trans- 
formers, which allow tone 

I\ÍIODEPN -WIRELESS October, 1932 

V 

of the potentiometer from place where the radio-gramo- 
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specially designed; the tone- - - of the valve. - - - the particular lowispeaker. 
-- - 329 

to substitute. Substitution . . 

isaiwaysariskygameunless - . . - . 

lt is convenient, too, to 
. have resistances that can: 

it is clearly understood that :- be mounted direct on short 
those alternativesmentioned - 

in the list of components 

Q fl' Q fl : 5 
lengths of wire rather than 
having to be fixed by means :those only, are really of special holders. Again, 

recommended as suitable . '' 
. . for the set in question. ; . . ...... this is not essential, but 

V 
merely adds to the con- 

. Best Method control potentiometer, which being fixed in position by venience of the construction. 

Ir; most cases it is far supplied with the trans- means of the eyes in their It will be noted that only 

easir and more satisfactory former, if required, and for tags, which are placed over two terminals are used in 
V to keep rigidly to the list which it is only too easy terminals of various corn- the construction of the set; 

of original components. Sub- to substitute an unsuitable ponents. This system other than those on corn- . 

stitution means, as a rule, one ; and so on. fixing obviates wiring,: and . ponents, of course. These: 

that ctain óf the leads will be noticed from the serves to make thé set iofe are for áerial and earth con-c 

in the set will have to be photographs, as well as from compact and efficient. J nection. The loudspeaker is 

altered in length and in . 
the list of components, that does not stop the use of connected to the terminals 

V 

some of the fixed condensers ordinary condensers with of the output transformer, Vposition, and this may, if 
are of the particularly con- terminals in such cases, but ., while the power supply is 

not carefully . carried out, 
result in upsetting the opera- venient small, flat type, readers will realisé that the fed by means of leads direct V 

V 

tion of the receivér. T TUE VARIABLE-MU IN ACTION - 
. from the mains unit, which 

In thé" Mu-Tone" Three _____ 
is housed below the set __ - 

many of the components V 

V 'H 
cannot be substituted with- - !. 

the radio-gram cabinet ...... 

V The Output Û - 
VV 

out redesigning the set, and 
V A word might be said VI V _ V 

ponents are given in the list 
no attempt should be made V 

V 
where no alternative corn- V 

V 

V 

lYT V 

transformer. In.the original 
Ill Il r here concerning the output 

to use other than the make set is shown V a Ferranti 
V 

¼ transformer havixg to and type specified.. 
. 

Vital Items 

f 
_r:V *, . 

are chosen as typical ratios 
V Cises in point are the for loudspeakers of the low- 

ganged condenser, where V 

V 

] 
ratios, 15 and 1 to 1. These 

size is a consideration, for and of the high-resistance 
the set is fairly well packed 

j - 

. resistance moving-coil type 

balanced-armature t y p e. V 

i 

in; .the ganged coils, which . F With this transformer either 
are of specially chosen type ; r - speaker could be used. Some 

V 

the L.F. transformer, which - people may preferto use the 
is specified for a particular 

The S.G. vaive is of the variable-mu type, which enables f 
special transformer recom- 

V 

task, one for which it is control of volume to be obtained without upsetting the working mended by the makers of V 

J.B., Cyldon, Lotus, Lissen, Ormond). i 25,000-ohm potentiometer (Wearite). and i stepped coupling llùk th and in. 
-1 -0002-mid, fixed (Dubilier type 665). 1 20,000-ohm resistance (Graham Fanali tor reaction condenser. These rods should : 

I i -0001-mid. fixed (Telsen, T.C.C., Liasen. Ohmite, Duhilier, Igranic. Wearite). also have panel bushes. 
flubilier, Sovereign, Goltone, Ready 2 80,000-ohm esistances (Dubilier, Graham 2 terminals (Bulgin, BelOng k Lee, Clix, 

- Radio). . Farish, etc.). Igranic, Goltone, etc.). 
- 2 1-mSI. fixed (Dubilier type 9200). 1 1,000-ohm resistance (Graham Farish i tuning plug adaptor (Bnlgin, Goltoné).' - : 

i i-mid. (Dubilier type BD). - -- - Ohmite, etc.). - i pair fuses(I amp.) (Belling k-Lee). - 

this page you will. . tag type are very much ON 

find the list of corn- . ' more convenient, and it is 
ponents and such an advantage to stick to 

altenatives as can be - them where specified. 
used instead of the original 

- rnakes should it be desired . Morè Convenient 

PANEL 
See text. 

CABINET 
i Cameo Gresham radio-gram. 

COILS AND CHOKES 
i triple-gang assembly (Varies aerial 

band-pass, sec, band-pass, and tuned- 
grid coils). 

- 2 HF. chokes, one flat type (Peto-Scott, 
- Lewcos, Felsen, Ready Radio, Lissen, 

Tunewell, Sioktun, Wearite, Varley, lt.!.). 
ONDENSERS 

- i triple-gang -0005-mid, variable (Utility, 
- Polar type A). 

i differential reaction. 0003 to 00035 mId. 
(Felsen. Ready Radio, Keystone, Polar, 

2 1-mId. (F.C.C., Felsen, Dubilier, Igranic, 
Sovereigis, Ferranti, Forino, Peto-Scott). 

2 2-mid. (Telsen, Dubilier, etc.).. 
VALVE HOLDERS. 

3 fpin (Lissen, Telsen, W.B., Benjamiiì, 
Tunewell, Ready Radio, Bulgin, Clix, 
Lotus). 

RESISTANCES 
Bias resistances of the detector and power 

valves will vary according to the valves 
used (see separate list). (Makes in set are 
Dubllier and Wearite.) 

Other resistances are as follow: 
i 10,000-ohm (Dubilier,. Graham Feriali 

Ohniite, Igranic, Wearite). 

i 250,000-ohm grid leak with tags (Lissen, 
Graham Farleh, Igranic, Duhilier). 

i MWtitone control potentiometer. 

L.F. TRANSFORMERS 
1 Multitone. - 

i output transformer (Ferranti O.P.M.S 
see text). 

MISCELLANEOUS 
i On-off rotary snap switch (Ready Radio, 

Bulgin, Tunewell). 
i D.P.D.T. rotary switch (Wearite 32 without 

terminals). 
2 baseboard Iracket.s 3 In. high, and two 

l in. high (Wearite). 
S 7-in, lengths of th rod with i metal and 

1 ebonIte coupling links for A th snindles. 

October, 1932 
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Û û variable-mu valve effectively 
Aneat and businesslike appearance is one of the features of this fine set, decouples this section. 
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jtiometer control is £uried 
in the reverse direction and 
the bass is reduced, giving a 
balance in favour of the 
high - audio-frequencies. -. 

As previously explained, 
- this is particularly useful 

when dealing with record 
reproduction, for it permits 
compensation of tonal bal- 
ance to allow for non-linear 
characteristics in record, 
pick-up, or speaker. 

Output' Transformer 
From the transformer we 

go to the last valve, which 
is one of the high mutual- 
conductance types having 
an output of round about 
1,000 milliwatts. This is 
transformer-coupled to the 
loudspeaker, the ratio of 
the transformer being chosen 
so that the valve and loud- 
speaker are matched. In the 
particular model of the 

Mu-Tone" Three des- 
cribed here the loudspeaker 
was an Epoch Model 99, 
and either the X or the K 
type can be used. 

The former is a little more 
-sensitive than the latter, but 
both gave excellent results. 
In either case the No. 8 
diaphragm was employed. 

The Power Pack 
A separate power-pack 

is em ploy ed with the 
"Mu-Tone" Three, making 
the construction particularly 
easy. 

Decoupling is carried out 
in the anode circuit of the 
detector valve, while the 
somewhat elaborate poten- 
tiometer H.T. feed system 
to the screening-grid of the 

WIRELESS October, 1932 

/8" -; they choose, and, of course 
this will be quite in ordei. 
The one chosen by tke 
Research Department was 
taken as a typical good 
make for the guidance of 
those who had no particular 
fancy. 

THE "MU-TONE" 
CIRCUIT 

-continued from page 328 

that we recuire the roten- 
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done the baseboard can be removed 
and the construction of the set 
commenced. . - 

As regards the" panel components," 
these are mounted on brackets so 
that they can be self-supporting and 
the set can be slid into the cabinet 
and out at will. Actually, it is a 
good plan to make a thin panel of 

wired and the eventual success in 
action. Note how such small parts 
as the grid leaks, bias resistances, 
fixed condensers, and so on, are fixed 
in relation to the rest of the com- 
ponents, for all the positions have 
been most carefully thought out so 
that the design can be as compact 
and as efficient as possible. 

331 

aid of check measurements the panel 
can be used as a sort of template for 
marking the positions of the holes 
to be drilled in the front of the cabinet. 

It is best to mark thfough the 
panel points from the back, and then, - 

taking the, panel to .the front, check i 

these up before drilling out the full- 
sized holes and the escutcheon slot. 

--------- 

baseboard to allow the latter to 
slide in on the two fillets along the 
sides of the cabinet. These fillets 
havi to be fitted; they are not 
supplied as a rule with the cabinet. 
This is not a difficult task, however, 
and two pieces of wood, U in. by 
15- in. long, aÑ required. They 
are fixed along the sides of the 
cabinet ata height of 11ijin. from the 
inside of the base. 

On these fillets the baseboard slides, 
and after this bit of fixing has been 

coil assemblyunit all the " panel diagram is carefully studied. 
components" are mounted on metal With the set constructed the dummy 
brackets of the type that allow ad- panel can be removed, leaving the 
justment for height. - - -. - components in their relative positions 

- . on the brackets. The panel is now 
The Dummy Panel placed in the cabinet against the i 

Care must be taken in laying. out inside of the front, with the ends i 

the baseboard after the dummy against the cabinet uprights and its i 

panel has been drilled, for there is -- bottom edge flush with the two fluets, i 

not much room to spare and the It is now in the position it would 
relative positions of the -various occupy if the set were in the -cabinet i 

components play a large part in and the panel were left on. 
the ease with which the set can be With careful fixing and with the i 

is specified, and the baseboard of the 
set is so cut that it exactly fits this. 

The baseboard is the first thing 
that has to be prepared, and this 
should be cut at the corners as shown 
at the top of this page in order that 
it may fit properly round the uprights 
of the cabinet. 

Mounted on Brackets 
The back upright on either side is 

cut away for the thickness of the 

has to be 'äone, the removed wooden 
panel being used as a template. 
The panel should, of course, be cut 
the same length as the baseboard 
less the two bits cut out to clear the 
cabinet uprights. 

For this reason we give a panel 
diagram, although in the true sense 
of the word there is no panel. The 
variable condenser is mounted on 
its own feet on the baseboard, and 
with the exceotion of this and the 

Double-Throw' Switch 
A separate diagram is provided 

above showing the wiring of the radio- 
gram switch. This component comes 
below the volume-control potentio- 
meter, and so is rather hidden in the 
main diagram. It is, however, a i 

plain type of double-throw switch 
of well-known variety, and theke 
should not be a difficulty in connect- i 

ing the various points if the secondary i 

THE actual construction of the 
"Mu-Tone" radio-gramophone 
is not really difficult, though it 

needs a certain amount of care. It 
is designed, of course, to fit a particular 
make and type of cabinet, and though 
it could be adapted to suit another 
it is strongly advised that such 
adaptation shall not be undertaken. 
In the list of components it will be 
seen that the Cameo Gresham cabinet 

T 
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plywood for use while the set is being 
built; it can afterwards be thrown 
away. This method makes it very 
much easier and it also helps when 
the drilling of the face of the cabinet 

.tne variaoie conaenser. 
Note also the tag on the framè: of 

the coil unit, which is connected to i 

the earth terminal of the sèt and other i 

earthed points. No copper foil is i 

used. No metal foil is used on the 
baseboard of the set, so that all the 
earthed points have to be carefully 
made to other poins eventually 
going to earth and I.T. -, and care 
should be taken that none of these 
points is missed. - -. t,- -. 

Öctoher, Ì932 MoDERN WIRELIS 

- __.__.__ 

LC i : 

- o. 1Z_( 
7_ ;-;- 
' 

J L4TQNE 
r 

I The back foot of the condenser 
carries a tag to which is soldered a 

- 
'i lead joining' the metal coverings 

of thè two flexible leads used for the i 

heater wiring, which is passed under 
t 

- 
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restricted in variety, for 
with the exception of valves and 
loudspeaker there is little that can 
be altered from the original specifi- 
cation of the set. 

The- loudspeaker should be 
chosen with care, as naturally the 
better the speaker the better the 
results that are likely to be had 
from thé set, though it must be 
admitted that the cost of this part 
of the radio-gram must be taken 
into account, and according to 
price will the results depend to a 
certain extent. - -. . - - 

In the original set we havé used 
the Epoch 99K loud-speaker chassis, 
though the 99X will do excellently 
and is a little more semitive. Other 
makes of permanent-magnet loud- 
speaker can be used as desired, and, 

ALL THESE ARE 

GOOD 

Loudspeaker. Epoch 99K or 99X, 
Ferranti, elestion, \V.B., Blue 
Spot, Laiìchester, R. & A., 

Marconiphone, in chassis form, 
çermanent-magnet type. 

Fick-up. British Radiophone, 
Marconi, Audak; Bowyer Lowe, 
Celestion, Bulgin, Blue Spot, 
Varley. -. - 

Gramophone Motor. B.T.H. Syn- 
chia Blue, Simpsons, Canard 
A:C. motor. 

Mains Pack. Heaybérd " Poputar. 

on page 335 are used. It is impor- 
tant to note that whenever a valvé 
type is changed, it is necessary to 
alter the automatic bias resistance 
value, and for this reason we give 
with the list of valves the corre- 
sponding bias resistances required. 

With regard to the gramophone 
motor, as long as an A.C. motor 
of good design is employed, any 
type can be used here. It is con- 
venient, however, to employ a 
synchronous type such as that used, 
as this cuts down the expense and 
greatly simplifies the fitting, there 
being no speed-regulating control 
to fit. The hole made in the motor- 
board for the motor is quite easily 
cut with a key-saw, '.nd full dimen- 
sions and directions for the fitting 
of the motor are civen with the 

October, 1932 
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HE accessories for the " Mu- 
Tone "Three are necessarily 

SOTt 
U- 

MODEP.N - WIRELESS 

ON 
wide choice of valves, provided 

N,, those that are mentioned in the list 
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as before stated, their particular 
It Aerial and Earth Equipment. Elec- 

output transformers can be sub- trou "Superial "; Graham Farish 

stituted ..for. that in the set if 
"Fut" Earthing Device. 

required. 
The mains unit should not be 

substituted, but there is a fairly 

- 

'4 p r- - d 

I 
''r'" 4JflP""F !!F 

I ' 

I 
I1(llIllt4. fttt?tfP 

I 
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I 
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F- - ,____J1 * 

___ - ....i: 
- 

I 

: - 

instrument. 

FITTING THE 
ACCESSORIES 

Gramophone Motor. The fixing oí 
- the motor need present no diffi- 

culty to -the constructor. The 
makers provide full details and 
instructions with t.he apparatus, 
and, with the simplest of tools, 
the task is an easy one. 

Loudspeaker. The speaker is first 
fixed in the ordinary way to a small 

- baffle, and this, in turn, is screwed 
to the back of the fret, making 
sure that the speaker is central 
with the fret. - 

- Mains Unit. The mains unit is 
placed on the floor of the cabinet 
behind the speaker. Leads, kept 
as short as possible, connect it to ,the set up above. 

The L.F. end of the set includes 
- a special control which allows 

any desired tone-volume to be 

obtained at will. 
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fl[HE assembly of the "Mu-Tone" 
Three when the set has been 
built is not difficult, for the 

power pack chosen is one that is 
very easily connected, and the leads 

leads and the lead is 
taken instead to one side of the switch 
(it does not matter which side). The 
other lead is left connected to one side 
of the plug.. Now replace the removed 
lead by one of suitable length from 
the remaining side of the switch to 
the vacant side of the plug. This is all 
that has to be done, it being remem- 
bered all the time that the lengths 
of flex used must be sufficient to 

requires nly a few leads. The 
heater wiring we have mentioned; 
the, high-tension connections are 
these: H.T.- on the unit is con- 
nected to the lead marked H.T.- on 
the wiring diagram, H.T.+ goes to 
the lead suitably marked, and then 
H.T. - and one of the heater terminals 
of the unit are joined at the unit. 

Which of the heater terminals is 
chosen depends upon circumstances. 

MODERN WIRELESS October, Ì932 
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V 

reach the electric light supply point. 
V V 

This dane, the next step -is to con- 
\ '. ( This lead is to be nect the electric gramophone motor. 

r P one of the two V The two leads from the- electric 
twisted flex wires motor are connected in parallel with 

run from the the mput leads of the power pack. 

V 

. mains Unit.. In covered with insulating tape. V 

adaptor plug to the The connections should be carefully 

V 
other words,, the - 

V 

plug is disconnec- High-Tension Connections V 

V ted from one of the The output side of the mains unit 

334 

to the set are kept to a imnimum. 
' T 

We are assuming that the electric 
motor 1ias been fixed in the motor- 
board, and that one or other of the - 

pick-ups mentioned in the list of * 
accessories has been chosen and 
suitably fixed in poiition. 

The heater connections from the 
mains unit are taken to the two 

POW ERPACK filament terminils - of the detector 
valve-holder,while the input pówer L ADVANTAGES 
lead to the uhit is split as follows.: 

A separate power pack 
Wiring the Switch is used with the radio- 

As supplied by. the manufacturers, gram. This arrange- 
the power pack has a long, flexible iient has the advantage 
lead coming from it, terminating that all the mains 
in an adaptor plug. This plug is for' equipment is kept 
insertion in the electric light supply, 

. 
well away from the 

but the lead to the unit: must be 
. set so reducing -the 

modified a bit before the set can be chances of trouble from 
placed m commission. 

The set -and the mains unit should 
hum to a minimum. 

be placed. roughly in positionin the; 
cabinet, the, former on the shlf - ' i top 
and the latter.behind the -loudspeaker - 

on the bottom.: Theu it will be seen . * 
what length of wire is requied..to ... 

reach from the mains unit to the.- 
- -.;- -- - - - - - 

::on-ofi switch on the panel of the set. - -------'- - '_-. 

: 1 

- ). I; 

-- i 

-- _n 

i 

"! . 

Fi 
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the make specified in the original set might necessitate a comparatively large change 
in component values and in the SG. screen circuit. 

is used then you must go by the near maximum. Probably the aeril 
makers' instructions., trimmer will have to be nearly out. 

The pick-up is connected per- Trim on some low-wave station 
manently to the two points so at first, añd then check up on the 
marked on the wiring diagram, and higher waves, and on the long-range 
with aerial and earth duly joined'the. band. It will be found that the 
set is ready to test. . . trimming 'is not at all critical, and 

It is not a bad 'plan to carry out, that it will hold quite well on b9th 
the first test on records, and so we wavebands. 
will put a record oh the turntable, The tone control enables high or 
turn the radio-gram switch to the low notes to be suppressed, and thus 
left, start the motor, and putting, a gives an excellent variation all over 
needle in the pick-up we lower it 
carefully on the edge of the record 
and off we go. 

A Different 'Task ' 

The gramophone motor is started 
after switching on by giving it a 
swing in a clockwise dii'ection, after 
which it will keep the correct speed 
(provided your electric mains are 
50-cycle ; if not, you will need a 
different motor,-to suit the periodicity 
of the mains). 

The volume control, it will be found, 
operates in the reverse direction 
from usual, for this controls volume 
on record or radio, doing quite a 
different task in each case. Thus in 
the-radio position it operates in the 
nòrmal direction, as it controls the 
thútúäl' condutànce of the SG, 

if the spindle were taken uninsulated 
near those wires, i 

This is an excellent example of the 
importance of apparently small details. 
It is never safe to think that the i 

designer has made a mistake when 
anything out of the ordinary is 
noticed! 

'p 
'I 

RECOMMENDED VALVES Reasons for Insu lation 

Make. S.G. Bias Res. Det. Bias Res. L.F. BiaRes 

Mullard - 354V. 1,000 104V 1,000 
Mazda A.C./S.1V M 150 A.C./H.L 1,000 A.Q/P. .750 
Cossor - 41 M.H.F. 1,000 41 MP. 320 
Marconi - --- M.H.4 600 M.L.4 350 
Osram - . - M.H.4 600 M.L.4 400 
Tungsram - - A.R.4101 600 A.P.495 1,000 
Eta ...... -. - - D.W.4023 800 - 
Six-Sixty ..... - - 4G.P.A.C. 1000 48.P.A.C. 1,C0O 
Lissen - - A.C./H.L. 500 - - 
NOTE: Many of the above makers have variable-mu valves, but any change from 

lt is advisable to insulate th 
spindle of the volume control holT 
the long rod, because this latter goe 
along near the high potential con 
nections óf three tuned circuits 
The spindle of the potentiometer i 

connected to the anode circuit of th 
S.G. valve (in the cathode lead 
while the set is on radio, and thi 
might quite easily cause feedbac 

I'. 

It should be' tried first on one ana' 
then on the other, the set being opera- 
ted jn the meantime, and then the 
terminal should be chosen with which 
the least hum (if any) i heárd. 

Ready (or Test 
The loudspeaker is joined to- the 

appropriate output terminal on the 
output transformer; if the Ferranti 
transformer is used it will be the 
15/1 when a low-resistance moving-coil 
speaker is employed. 1f the special 
transformer belonging to the speaker 

to ÑdiO. The sitcb is pÍaced.in the 
opposite position, and we are ready 
to tune in sòme station or other. 
The wave-change witch on the coil 
unit is turned right to medium waves, 
and we search for-the nearest" local." 

Trim the Condenser 
Aftr hariiig it we tr a more 

distant programme, and then proceed 
to trim the variable condenser. This 
is best done by varying the two 
trimmers nearest the pane, and leav- 
ilig the end oe set at somewhere 

whistles on the ràdio side. - 

It is.;invaluable when listening to 
speech on the radio, for, as everyone 
kñows, the soft s'peech tones as spoken 
into a nearby microphone do not 
sound so natural when amplified up to 
loud-speaker. voIue iñ the drawing- 
room. - . 

There is. one point that perhaps 
may have puzzled the reader of this 
article, and that concerns the why 
and wherefore of the insulated collar 
on the extension rod of the volume 
control, whereas the collars on the 
other rods are of metal. 

October, 1932 MODERN WIRELESS 

THE MUT0NE ". IN- valve, while in the record'positionte the musical range. It- adjusts for 

ACTION-continued control is anti clockwise pick up and recoid delinquencies, 
- - 

- After the pick-up test we turn and assists in getting rid of heterodyne 
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:: - T T # T T i' A N if length of good quality rubber-covered 
if r i. iJ I_i Il IVI flex is soldered to this 

-. . An excellent contact between pig- 
if Simply applied remedies for little troubles which continually crop up,. if tail and rotor will then result, and even in the best constructional circles. 

fi an old and otherwise useless con- 
i £ i-x ............ uenser tanes on a new lease 01 111e. 

OBTAINING EASY OSCILLATION structeci and are quic sutbIefoi STRAIGUTENING YOUR BWE- 
You may have noticed that a incorporation in modern receivérs, PRINTS__-- - 

V . nartiular valvé of yours but for the fact that they are . Once ä blueprint has- been rolled 
ometimes . proves extra- sornetinies apt to be exceedingly ' . up for any length of time it is often 

ordinarily difficult to throw into a noisy in use. ......... - a very difficult matter to get it tobe 
state of oscillation on certain wave This is especially noticeable if . flat ona table or work-bench. Rolling 

MODERN WIRELESS October, 1932. 

i t. t. ....................................,.................,...........,.,......,..... iirmiy wijen ue flUV IS screw eu uOWfl. 

II S O LV I N G YO U R fi 

The edge of a table or bench is very handy for straightening:.out blueprints or other 
Many of the older types of variable plans-which have.beenrolled up for a long time. The metho& i clearly shov'n iifthe 

condenser are ery soundly con photograph. 

33 

lengths. Such a fact may :be due to 
certain internal peculiarities of the 
valve, and it may prove to be rather 
an annoying trouble at times. 

A good tip for overcorning this 
difficulty. is the following one. 

Cut .two single pieces of flex, each 
about three or four inches in length, 
and connect these to the, grid añd 
plate leads of the valve. 

ADDITIONAL CAPACITY. 
r 

:- i) 
. 

Two single pieces of flex connected to the 
grid and plate terminals of the valve- 
holder will often enable a "difficult "valve 
to oscillate readily on all wavelengths. 

Do not connect the free ends of 
the flex together, of course, for that 
would mean short-circuiting the valve. 

The two pieces of flex are twisted 
together tightly, and then bound up 
in that position by means of a pieóe 
of cotton. 

They form a miniature condenser, 
and, owing to the additional capacity 
which they impart, they will generally 
enable the valve to oscillate readily 
over the wavelength range of thé 
receiver. - 

MODERNISING VARIABLE-p 
CONDENSERS 

one tries to use them in a short-wave in the opposite direction is not much : - 

receiver, and is due to their relying on of a cure. - . . 

- 

a rubbing contact betweeû the rotor . 
However, even the most refractory 

plates and terminal, instead of making blueprint can be straightened and 
use of a pigtail connection. For this made to lie flat on a level surface 
reason, amateurs possessing one or by the following means. - 

more of these condensers often Place the rolled blueprint on a 
wish to fit such a contact, but find table or drawing-board, and allow one 

-. a difficulty in fixing the pigtail to the cornerof the blueprint to drop down 
rotor, as soldering to this is apt to, over the edge of the table or board. 
prove a difficult job. Now, grasp the corner of the 

The following tip will be useful blueprint firmly -with the fingers of 
in cases where this trouble is ex- .the right - hand, as illustrated in 
perienced. - the accompaning photograph, and, 

A small strip of brass r copper, placing the palm of tbe left hand 
whose - length depends on the dia- flat upon the blueprint, draw the 
meter of the condenser spindle, is print slowly and steadily over the 
cut, and a hole drilled in each end. edge of the table or drawing-board, 
This is then shaped into a circular taking care to bend the blueprint 
clip, fitted round the condenser backwards over the edge. 
spindle in a suitable position, and One application of this method 
fixed by means of a small nut -and will usually suffice.' If, however, - 

bolt through the two holes. the blueprint is an unusually re- 
The clip is made of such a -size f ractory one, it may be necessary to -- 

that the spindle is gripped very repeat the process. 

MAKING IT LIE DOWN FLAT - - 

f 

4 
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inch or so, taking care to keep the turns close together. The 
- jaws will then grip the wire easily and firmly. 

- 

When you have finished filing the edge of you 
panel,' give it a final polish with tandpaper. 
Your work will be much r-_________________ 
easier if you wrap the 
sandpaper round 
a wooden block ,- 
as shown here. 
Be sure to place 
paper between the 
jaws of the vice 
and the surface t 

of the panel to 
avoid scratches. 

ACCUMULA- h 
TOR CARE 

Just to remind you - 

that a hydrometer 
as well as a voltmeter 4 

should be used when 
testing yourL.T. 
accumulatór. Make 

- this a monthly duty. 
FINISHING OFF THE EDGES '-- -. 
The first stage in smoothing the edges of a -- - -- -. 

panel or terminal strip is done with a file. ntt;:; 
r. 

-: 

TWO CUTTING SUGGESTIONS 
' Threaded rod should have a thick wrap- 

ping ot paper round it when being 
put into a vice for cutting, other- .- 
wise you will find that the 
thread will be damaged 
The picture on the right 

explains how a fretsaw 
should be used for cutting 
a panel. The saw, in . 

this case, is fixed at a right - 

angle to the handle so - . - that the latter does not - 

touch the panel when - 

working. - - 

Is 

October, 193t 
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When 

trying to fit a circular drill into square jaws you will 
find that a reel of ordinary cotton-covered wire will solve the 
difficulty. Wind some wire on to the end of the drill for an THE FINAL TOUCH 
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difficulties that the designer is well advised to devote all 
his attention to the mains side of a new D.C. receiver 
and to let the receiver side itself conform to well-tried 
methods. S 

complexity: The "D.C. Diodion"is very easy to build 
and purports to be a real "honest-to-goodness" wire- 
less set capable of satisfying the needs both. of the" D,X- 
man" and the true music-lover. 

3h39 

of volts. On the other hand, AC. mains can he trans- 
formed to whatever one requires in the matter of voltage, 
etc. . S -- 

Until quite recently the inconvenient nature of DC. 
mains made designers, both of commercial sets and of 
sets for home-constructors, reluctant to put before 
their respective " publics" D.C. receivers. Fortuiiately 
however, new types of valves have been invented specili- 
cally intended to be employed in D.C. receivers. 

Eliminating Mains Núm 
Eren so, elimination of hum still presents so many 

Since the detector valve of areceiver is the point where 
niains hum is most easily introduced, there are obvious 
advantages in having a detector which requires no H.T. 
when H.T. is taken from the mains. 

In the ',' D.C. Diodion" we feel sure that we have 
achieved with unqualified success the long-sought ideal 
of set designers-a D.C. mains-operated receiver, highly 
sensitive, adequately selective and capable of giving 
superb quality at raIly worth-while volume. 

Moreover, these desirable qualities are now (for the first 
time, we believe) available to the home-constructor at 
reasonable cost and with a very minimum of constructional 

man "on D.C. mains." 

Designing a D.C. Set 
There are, of course, reasons for this, but sinre they are 

mostly of a highly technical character it is not our in- 
tention to weary you with a catalogue of the whys 
and wherefores of the tardy evolution of D.C. mains - 

sets. Briefly, however, the difficulty in designing a 
D.C. receiver is due to the fact that with D.C. mains you 
have to " take 'em or leave 'em." 

They just supply direct current at so iiiany volts-- 
and, in many cases, a surprisingly inconvenient number 

Already we have received innumerable assurances of 
th good performance giveú by the "Diodion ' to 
battery users, and we have accordingly had no hesitation 
-iii adopting the rame basic circuit for our new receiver, 
the "D.C. Diodion." 

S 

Moreover, the use of a diode rectifier, besides enabling 
tigli selectivity to be obtained without complicated 
circuits, confers one extremely valuable advantage 
where D.C. mains are concerned. The diode requires 
no H.T. and, therefore, is not closely associated with the 
mains. S 

Detector Generally to Blame 

THERE is perhaps no more difficult task in the whole 
field of radio than the design of apparatu to be 

: operated wholly from the mains when thòe. 
mains are direct current. Readers of MODERN WIRE- 
LESS will probably have noticed that, while the intro- 
duction of all-mains-operated receivers for alternating 
current is by now ancient history, the all-mains D.C. 
set is of relatively recent development and that there 
are comparatively few mains receivers available for the 

This procedure has been adopted in the home- 
'constructor's D.C. receiver with which the following 
pages are concerned. - 

Last month we described a battery-operated receiver 
of unique design. This set tackled the problems attendant 
on achieving both .selectivity and high-quality repro- 
duction by the adoption of a circuit not hitherto available 
to amuy set possessor-either home-constructor or " corn- 
nierc-ial " purchaser -, -., 
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which should not aôcompany the use 
of a wireles;set.. 

In thèo'!DC.--Dlodion" this 
resistance (hitherto a thing of no 
mean bu1k)t4èthe'fÓrin of two 
small strip'resistangcs,cönnected In 
parallel and"snountéd on Ike baseboard 
of the set fièlf'-i"- 

The hea -cjcult can easily be 
followed in the theoretical, diagram. 

j Let4ti start' at 'the positive mains 

Following tite lead from this 
i termlmlal the first component is a fuse, 

which, of course, protects the whole, 
set-both HT. stat heater circuits. 
Then there,ís a'branching of leads; 
one wayto, two smóothing chokes 
and the other to two parallel con-' 
nected resistances. 

, - 

Treeing !!c'P!'uif ...... 
We take,the way of the resistances 

and coule to a 

niooth1ng choke (it is- 
necessart to 'sinooth the current to 
the heaters). From this choke. 
(Ignoring the.4-mfd. heater smoothing 
conclensei9 the lead carries on to the 

Tracing'tlie circuit iii this. manner J 
reveals that all the"heaters are 
coected In serles, but 'that -the 
sequence' of. the valves 'seifms a bit 
odd: fAt first sight thardwould seem 
no, purpose in going from pentode to 
screned.gricI and then doubliughack, 

so to speak, through the remaining 
valves. - 

It Is, however, rery importantto 
observe this order of connectIon when 
making the set, and further relereace 
to this ¡natter will he made in the 
section dealing with the actual- con- 
atritetlon of the set.1 Actually, the 
reabon for the queer sequence 'is to 
prevent the pentodò &node . current 
from traversing the heaters' of the' 
other valves when - making its 
circuit. The pentode anode' current 

- is about 40 m.a. and thus uouid make 
'the heater current of the other valves 
,140m.a: (instead of 100 ms.) if it was 
not properly diverted. - ' - 

Mininsu,n Ssnootlaismg 

The orIginal vèrioù ofthe DC. 
Diodion" has been .tried 'on two 
different- mains supplieí- and the 
smoothing found to%e adequate in 
providing hum-free reèepf fon. 

It Is however; au unfortunate fact 
that ]S.C. mains are most dlscon- - 
certingly varied in respect to their 
hunt-providing qualities. On some 
mains it is possible to,dlspense with 
smoothing almost entirely and reeep-. 
Lion will only be accompanied by au 
easily-tolerated faint hum. - - 

il Saving of Cost 
On other malus 'Lije ripple Is. sd 

bad that really extensive smoothing 
of the supply: is required, before hum-. 
free receppon is obtained.,- In the 
"D.C. Diodion" the smoothing has 
been designed partially to save cost. 

It lias not., however, been cut down 
to n ridiculous minimum. .On the. 
other hand, we will be frank and say 
that an increase of smoothing may be 
called for where the mains arc very 

and applied to the plate (actually the i 

grid' is used) and -cathode of the 
diodò As is weIl 'known, a two- i 

electrode ,valveoimly_allows current 
to pass one way---that's why it was 
called a " valve." . - - 

Thode Reetifieatisns i 

The diode, therefore "chops off" 
one half of the' oscil(ations of the 
carrier-wave so that pulsating direct 
current appears astho result of the i 

diode rsctiflcation,'- Associated with: 
the diode you will observe an HT. i 

- choice; another00OO5-mtd condenser i 

and a )-mnegohm resistance, i 

These components "smooth Out" 
the pulsations Ip the rectified caì'rier 
and mitake it senil)ly direct current, 
and at the - same:-'time seifarate from i 

hç carrier the low-frequency signal 
-voltages. " The "smoothed 'out" i 

rectifier carrier flou-s to earth down 
the '-megohm resistance and, in i 
accordance with Ohms law, a voltage 
is thus produced across the resistance 
which can be used for bias; 

Actually, hâve biased the first 

MODE1 WHELESS 

1X5 all good circuits, that of the. 
"D.C.. Diodion" has been 
developed round valves of 

special characteristics. In fact, no 
other course is open when evolving 
a DC. receiver, since special D.C. 
valves mu.sf be used. 
- In the" D.c:Dlodion'anew type 

of D.C. valve introduccd by the 
Mazda" firm has been employed. 

These valves, unlike most of their 
predecessors in the D.C. field, require 

j no more "filament" current than do 
ordinary battery valves-that Is, '1 
atop. 

Reasonable Running Costs 
Actually, of course, the valves are 

of the indirectly-heated type. This 
is a very valuable feature indeed, as 
not only does it enable the running 
costs of a D.C. receiver to assume 
reasonable proportions, but it does 
away with what has previously been 
the bugbear of D.C. sets-the need 
for having a robust resistance element, 
external to the set, to break down 
the mains voltage to the lower voltage 
reqiired by the valves' heaters. 

When the heaters require high 
current this resistance gets quite 
appreciably; hot; and where best to 
house Itoften becomesjust rthat 
irritating lirtofdofiuî'stic probleni 

October,"-1932 

easily be added ¡f the ccaskn aises. 
Those troubled by very had-jmaina i 
hum should not hesItate to write to 
us about it. 

Immune From Bm'eaI-Titrough 
In respect to the actual recej4ion i 

side of the circuit, the D.C. 
Diodion" does not differ materially 

-from the battery "Diodion" des- 
cribed last month. The tuning coils 
have the valuable feature of being 
completely Immune from break-: 
through of medium-wave stations on 
the long waves. 

The 8.6. valve is coupled to the 
detector by ordinary tuned anode, 
with, however, a special arrangement 
which allows of the moving vanes of 
the anode tuning condenser being 
connected directly to earth. This 
avoids the evil effects of hand- 
capacity which have caused the i 
tuned-anode circuit to fall into dis- i 
favour in comparison with the (often 
less efficient) tunedgrld and HF. i 
choke arrangement. 

A l)O'J05 (four noughts, you will 
notice) fixed condenser couples the 
tuned-anode circuit to the diode ï 
detector, The action of a diode i 
detector Is simplicity itself. 

,The _carrier-wave of the received i 
station is'ambllfied by the SG. valve 

,'. -.- 

-: 
EMBODYING .DISTORTIONLESS DIODEDETECTION 

4O 

pentode output valve, and from 
thçnee,it goes right away to the SG. 
valve at the other end of the set and 
then . pssses. thFough. the diode 
jetectpr andthe ingio L.F. valve to 
tbe tÓilonthe baseboard, which Is, 
of bQurse connected tlrough another 
fuse to tile mains negative. 

So much, then, for the heater 
circuit. Next in importance (sinee 
we are discussing the circuit of a 
mains receiver) is the HT. supply. 
Of course, the supply has to be 
smoothed. Inspection of the circuit 
will show that a minimum of smooth- 
ing has been employed. 

bad, and anyonewho'makes the 
"D.C. Diodion" and encounters 
excessive hum can safely assume his 
mains to be bad. Such constructors, 
however, should not.despalr. 

The "D.0 Diodlòn" has been 
purposely designed to be flexible, and 
additional smoothing components can 

L.F. valve in the D.C. Diódion" 
14 volts for gramophone reproduction, 
whefe, of course, the absence of a 
carrier-wave prevents any self- 
biasing. - A.1lttl constantly' appliwi 
negative bias is, too, required with 
indirectly-heated valves to prevent 
grid current flowing. - 
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i -megohni resistance (Graham Farish, VALVE HOLDERS etc.). 
I)ubllier 1-watt). 3 5-pin valve holders (Liasen, Telsen, \V.B., i ping. 

i 20,000-ohm resistance (Dubilier 1-watt, Lotus, Bulgin, Benam1n). I bracket (small Wearite). 
Graham Farish). - i 5-pin SG. valve holder (Liasen, \V.B.). i connector (Wearite). 

2 300-ohm resistances (Dubilier I-watt, L.F. TRANSFORMER i panel bush ( in. Wearite). 
Graham Farish). i L.F. transformer (Ferranti A.F3). I 7-in, extension rod (Wearite). 

-, 

,, L-I 
's 

, 

s 
5j__J 'M 
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MAKES WHICH WE RECOMMEND . E 

1 PANEL 1 1,000-ohm resistance (Dubiller l-watt, FIXED CONDENSERS - 
24 x S In (Permcol Becol, Peto-Scott, ' Graham Farish). 4 1-mId. condensers (Ferranti C.10, Telsen, 

Wearfte, Ooitone, eta.). . 1 30,000-ohm resistance (Dubiller l-watt, tissen, T.C.C., Dubiiler, Igranic, Formo, 
BASEBOARD Graham Farink). etc.). 

24 X lOin. (Peto-Scott. aluminium covered). I 350-ohm resistance (fabuler 1-watt., 2 1-mid. Ñmulensers(Telsen, TOC., Dubiller, 
CABINET Graham Farish). Lis.sen, Igranic, Formo, Ferranti, etc.). 

For 24 X S in. panel and 24 X 10 in. base- 1 10,000-ohm resistance (Dubilicr l-watt, 
Graham Farieh) 

2 2-mid. condensers (Telsen, T.C.C., Dubiller, - 

Lissen, Formo, Ferranti, Igranic. etc.) 
board (Cameo, etc.). 

- 2 potcimtiometths, 50,000 ohms ilgranic, 3 4-mid, condensers (Duhitier type B.S.). 
VARIABLE CONDENSERS Leweos Tunewell. Wearite, oIvern, 

. 

2 2-mid, condensers (Dubilier type ES.). 
2 -0005-mid, tuning condensera (Polar, 

. Watmel). 1 -01-mid, mica condenser (Dubilier, T.C.C.). 
Cyldon, J,B., Utility, Lotus, Fonno). SWITCHES 2 -00005-mId, condensers (Dubilier type 605). 

2 slow-motion dials (Igranic Indigrapli). 1 twin wave-change switch (Red Diamond). HF. CHOKE - 

1 '0003 to '00035-mid. differential (Lotus, 
J.B., Telsen, Ready Radio, Peto-Scott). i '3-point change-over switch (Bulgin, 1 HF. choke (Tunewell, Lewcos, Ready 

Ready Radio, etc.). - Radio, Teisen, Wearite, RI., etc.). 
COILS - L.F. CHOKES MISCELLANEOUS 

2 Tn. coils (Colveni): ' 2 L.?, chokes (R.!. Audirad). 1 twin inse (BelOng & Lee Bulgin, etc.). ,, 
RESISTANCES i L.?. choke (Wearite H.T.1). ' 1 terminaI block (Belìing'& Lee, cte.). 

I strip resistances (Colvern). 'See teat. Ç i pentode output choke (Atlas C.P.S.). ' 2 terminals (aerial and earth) (BellIng & Lee, 

H 
/ .\ 

A 

j. 

- 
- * a.-. y-' wq 

O 

- . -- - -.- - 
:- 

'7- 

11 ' 

f 

:= 

T 

J 

t 7 HILE it is, of course, essential 
for ever corn onent in y. p 

VALVES, LOUDSPEAKER AND 

such a receiver as the D.C. 
AERIAL EQUIPMENT 

Diodion" o fulfil its destined purpose Valves. Maza SG.: 
efficiently, more than usual care lias D C H L 2nd L 1 D C 2PEN 
to be exercised in choosing the Loudspeaker. Marconiphone, Blue Spot, 
component parts of a D.C. receiver. H.M.V., Celtion, B.T.-H.. R. & A., 

In making the original model of. AtIa.s, V.B. 

the set. the values of all voltage. . 
Aerial and Earth Equipment. Electron 

dropping and decoupling resistances -"Su1ina raham Farish ' Fut 

were very carefully calculated with : .... 
reference to the resistance possessed 
by the smoothing chokes and other 
apparatus in the sanie circuit. 

Of course, a fair amount of toler- 
ance is permissible in this respect, and 
it would be quite safe to employ any 
of the alternative components given 
in the list accompanying this article. 
If, however, any gear not mentioned 
in the list is to be used, it is as well 
to consult expert opinion. 

. i 
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Much thought was given to the layout of this fine set, with the result that all the vital leads are 
.. 

- as short as ¡Lis Dossible to make them. There is a certain amount of sub-baseboard wiring, - butthis is clearly...described in 
- .: thearticle -and is clearly ¡flustratedpn- another page. .. ..................... . .. 
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minal near to toe ao. 6 
anode coil terminal. 

Great care must be taken This novel view of the "D.C. Diodion" is intended to show 
how well the components are spaced. This is a 
matter of very great importance when constructing receivers 

for D.C. mains. 

343 

it is essential tor it to be 
raised . to give sufficient 
clearance tor this wiring. 

of the "D.C. Diodjon," the ibonite washers. 
making the oÑinal model' - - 

- ;nsa he dLerebal cput 

_________ 7 

condenser from its bracket by 

fact that other models WOuld . - Pieces o? cardboard placed under 
be made by probably non-technical each valve holder will prevent valve 
constructors was never lost sight of for 

I i 

legs touching tise loll by going through 
one moment. J 

If one is not equipped with - 

the sockets, as can happen with some 
holders. 

technical knowledge the construc- Wiring cl the gramophone pick-up 
tion o an all-mains receiver might be f i 

57 virci,!L is Dartiv ,,n,Ir the hasChoar,1 

looked upon as ceing a comewhat 
risky enterprise, because where mains 
are concerned short-circuits -are 
liable to be disastrous to the pocket. 

To overcome this possible trepide- 
lion on the part of intending con- 
structors, the " D.C. Diodion " has 
been made on a generous scale, 
so that the wiring diagram becomes 
rithoulously easy fo follow and 
work can proceed with plenty of " elbow room." 

rro.-8 Unlikely 
Tise wiring of the heater circuit 

requires to be done with care, and to 
make risk of error unlikely we are 
giving the point-to-point connections. 
The heater wiring runs partly under 
tise baseboard, and where the wires go 
through tise baseboard the wiring 
diagram is marked A, B, etc. 

The connections are 
1. Terminal of L.T. smoothinc choke 

nearest panel to F terminal of 
pentode valve-holder nearest L.F. 
transformer. 

2. Other F terminal of pentole valve- 
holder through A, up through B to 
F terminal of S.C. valve-holder 
nearest panel. 

3. Other S.C. valve-holder terminal 
through C, up through D to F 
terminal of Y, nearest smoothine 
choke. 

4. Other V5 F terminal to F terminal 
of V, farthest from panel. 

5. Other F terminal of V, down to foil, 
A number of the connections of 

"earthy " points are made to the 
foil and these are all marked on the 
wiring diagram FC, meanIng foil 
connection. 

In two coses holding-down 
screws of components have been 
used for FC, the bracket holding the 
differential input condenser is one 
case, one of its holding-down screws 
having the wire " tag " o! a 20.000- 
ohm resistance held under It. 

hatch the Screen 
The screw o! one of the 

parallel heater resistances 
clamps down the negative wire 
from the fuse box and from 
the 4-mId, heater Circuit 
smoothing condenser. 

Care must be taken to see 
that the screen of the anode- 
coil does not touch the metal- -' 
liceI covering of the S.G.valve, 
which must not, in turn, touch j 

the 2-nild, condenser near to 
it; 7 

If connection is made to 
the anode terminal by a piece 
of stiff wire there will be no - - 

risk of this. 
When positioning the S.C. I 

valve-holder, place tise valve 
in the holder and find the 
position which allows the - 

valve to lie snugly between 
the anode Coil and 2-mf d. 
condenser with the anode ter- - 

r . . fdze a fiàiSiII 
r - ' -. - - , tbe board as shown in the photo, and 

I - . - . -, 

1d the wiring to them from tise rv.dio 
F 

n:; - - 
.r-ç j gram switch is as follows 

--5 . , 'I' ii - I . 

1. From top right-hand switch ter- 
k L - -' - ' 

I :1 ' minal through E to one terminat l , . f .- of one o! the condensers. 
-- - - 

't I 2. From one terminal o! othes co 
1' 

r :j- , . , . 
denser np ihrouch F to FC. 

t,, t - - 
The pick-up itself is connected to 

i I f - - . the remaining blank terminali nl th 
-- 

III. . - -e--, condensers, where it may remain 

¿/1 - , 

;;a.._ 

r ' 

permanently il desired. 

._4, 1":' - 
: . 

CestIsodu IlIassinf) 
- 

-;_' i 

: - The 4-mid. condenser associated 
, . , , - ;. . - with the LT. smoothing choke may 

- , 

s. 

be of 1,000-v. working voltage with 
. - . , benefit. 

- - - ,- The two 1-mid. and two 2-mit. 
. 

¿ ':: . 

I condensers associated with the 
I . - a . cathode biassing resistances may be 

j 
I ' . of low working voltage type, but all 

.f 
I . ..-.' 

other fixed condensers ,sist have a 
- -r, working voltage rating not lower 

, ¿-e . than400. - 

L5 
.T; « ,, - - S 

Different mains voltages require 
s - . .. different values for the two parallel J - heater circuit resittances. The 

l - ______________ following table gives the values re- 
r1À: ,,, ., quired. 

w ,. s _ Value of each 
- r ,_ _3'_ 

Mains parallel Total 
I - - , ----' ii4t t - .. voltage resistance resistnnce 

l c ìfllt'l 1 
' 200 1,520 760 

- a. 210 1,720 660 
I, 

\::::,. 4.: : 

g :g fg 
k - - .- '.-sj' 250 2,520 1,260 \ -, -1- !--',, A really first-class H.P. 

; \ \'1L\ 
p 

'ç :( sj_._______,_ really does become the " pas- 
\\ i_ .- 

IkJ I -- senger " which some people 
\\ - 

_ - f iil' I - 
accuse it of being and which, 

- \\ i - i - - - properly used, it most em- 
- ' 5, , ,J liii phalically is not. 

-.- I - .- - I!lìri Iul 
5Ø Wave-change switching of 

__.%;::;-1a 
- , - 

tiJ..,AL5r . ::ea anode - ,- - -' . - -.. - ,.. afisir " by employing a twin 
- wave-change switch in which 

-. - i, . - 'j the two separate swItches are 
I '.,-. . - actuated by a single knob. 

- 

- / . - 
- Separate switches could, of 

- / \.-. course, be used, and could be 
ji 

. '.; mounted under each tuning 
= . '. -. ' , condenser. 

,'. - As SpecIfied 
"liii '' . The valves specified must 

-s'il . . - be used. Almost every value 
"ill -çr--- - - - '- , 

' in the Set would have to be 
4aJJ re-calculated were other D.C. 

valves substituted for those 
\jjj' . - - specified. 

A special aluminium. 
- covered baseboard has been 

- used, ansi this is raised slightly 
- b battens running along ' 

- three edges. As a few of tise 
---- - wires run under the baseboard 

October, 1932 MODERN WtREI.Es 
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344: 

of the local station. 
If you have read in the previon 

pages the brief outline of the svay i 
schiçlt tue diode rectifies and the 
seif-biasses the first LE. valve, it wil 
no doubt have occurred to you the 
a recy strong station could cause tb 
diode to supply so much reetiftei 
carrier current that the first L.F 
salve receives too much grid-bias.. 

Anode Current en,ses 
This actually does happen, and th 

first L.F. valve can be biassed byth 
action of the diode so much that tim 
anode current ceases to flow and, 
course, the valve ' packs up " an 
nothing happens. By connecting 
niilliammeter in the anode circuit 
tite first L.F. valve this process ca 
be actually witnessed. 

If the dials arc turned towards tu 
tuning position for a strong" local 
the milliantineter needle will gradualI, 

BELOW DECK 

* 

\\ \ 

It L 

jt 

creep towards zero as the correct 
tuning for the station is approached. 
At. a point Impar ti e correct " tune 
the meter will fall suddenly to zero. 
of comicee, this effect is also immade 

e ntanhiest by a cessation of sigitala. 
e \Vheim therefore, you have finished 
s 

t 

the construction of the set, adjust- 
nient for local station reception may 
as well be made. The adjustment. Is. 

of course, one which will reduce the 
; 

local station's input to the detector 
to reasonable dimensions. 

The first step, timen, is to try 
adjusting the differential input con- 
(lensir. Turai this in an anti-clock- 

' wise direction. 
It Is more than likely that even 

with this turned to zero it will still 
lie possible to tune towards time local 
into a degree or so of silence and 
then through tune and silence until 
von hear biumì again. This, of course, 
indicates that the first L.F. salve is 
still being over-biassed and that the 
nput from the local requires still 
further reduction 

Try, timen, adjusting the taps on 
the aerIal coil, Dreatest input and 
least selectivity is given by plugging 
into the No. 1 socket. on the coil humee, 
If evidence of too great an input is 
still apparent, try No. 2, then No. 4 
and No, 5. 

I'ery Carefully Calculated 
In souse cases it will be necesssr 

to disconnect the aerial plug from 
No. i and set the dilferential input 
condenserfiull to the right. The local 
will then he very sharply tuned, but 
will not be strong enough to over-bias 
the L.F. valve, Of course, when once 
found, the local station adjustment 
will be an easy one to revert, to. 

It is worth while finding it definitely 
once and for all. Time overall 
amplification of the set has been very 
carefully calculated, so that sehen 
the L.F. valve is not over-biassed it.is 
iniposslble to overload the pentode 
Under sudi cireunmstancos time set 

-' 

........... 
: '(Abòve) Thte'are to E 

componenta and thr( e : 
w i r.e s o1y - below tF e 

: baseboard. .Right) The : 
E' 

panel layout has been 
-E 

ar,ranged on scientific 
lines, high efficiency be- 

E 
ing considered befo r e 

E 

anything else, 

becomes a true nmusic-lorer's corn- 
panion. 

The volume control becomes a tea! 
control. You can act it at just tIme 
right pla for talks and you will 
think time speaker is in the room. 
W'hen henry Hall says " Good even- 
iota, everyl,ody," you can " turn imp 
the wick " and the neighbours will 
iii-e it ! 

The " D.C. Diodion " is. of coni-se, 
not a " locsml station set." It has. in 
fact, been ilesigneui so as to meet time '. DX'. nun's requirements very fully. 

The " Woa-ks" Epoaed 
Time man whose delight it Is to .' reacia out " and has no care how 

long into time night he sits to increase 
his " hag " of stations will probably 
not bother to house' luis " I).C. 
Diodion " in a cabinet, His pleasure 
is to have the ' storks " exposed so 
that. he can select just the right 
aerial tap for the requirenments of the 
moment, 

W'itlm the set before him he will 
appreciate time careful choice of 
positions in whIch the tuning dials 
are placed. With wrists and arms 
restfully on tise table his fingers fall 
naturally on the knobs of the tuning 
dials. Diais which are slow motion 
and wimich pretend to se notlming 
more tIman an efficient silkily-acting 
link between clumsy human fingers 
and delicate clecti'lc control. 

\% ithaerial on No. land differential 
full in " he sets his dials to 100 

degrees. Slowly turning away f rom 
time 100-degree mark, he reaches 
about the 90-degree position and time 
hiss of a carrier immmmediatclv swells 
Into the sounds of the Kursaal 
orchestra at Ostefld: Not the local 
tuning Imighm, but Brussels No. i as 
loud as the local f 

The novice with little experience of 
tuning will be anmazed at the extra- 
ordimmary number of stations whmich will 
result from one slow- turn of the dials 
f rom 1h10 degrees to zero. Of course, 

the " slow turn " will take about a 
couple of houruitocomplete, sincethe 
stations all liare to be identified. 

The selectivily of the receiver Is of 
a very high order indeed. Round 
mml,out the wavelength of the local 
stations it is necessary to enhance 
the selectivity by altering the umerial 
tap to the higher nmmnmhers. 

Finally. a word concerning time 
adjustment of the output stage. 
This is best done when tuned 
correctly to the " local." Select the 
tap on time oimtput thoke which gives 
reproduction slightly on the high- 
pitched side with the panel tone- 
commt'rol knob tuned fully to the lert. 

There should be a tendency for the 
letter ' S " to whistle when pro- 
nounced by a speaker. This is the, 
best lmoke tap, and a perfect balance E 

of the high and low notes should then E 

be ol,tained with the control about 'E 

central. 
Turning the control more to the i 

right will sumppress high notes stili E 

further and will commmpleteiv eliminate' i 
tIme lmeterodvne whistle which accomn- E 

ponies so many stations nowadays. 

' Not Au Omission t ' 

The absence of an on-off switch may - i 

he regarded as an omission. It was, i 
however, not considered necessary to i 
incorporate any sss'itch. After all, i 
the set has got tobe connected to the i 
nomina and there will nornmally be a 'i 
switch if Connection to the nmains Is i 
made at a power-plug. 

1f, however, you plug into a la limp. ' i 
socket you will not want a long lead - i 
trailing pernummnently to a lummp- i 
holder, and the action of renmoviimg E 

the lead will, of course, switch off the - E 

set.' . ' ¡ 

The plug employed in the original i 
version of time set nmy be plugged i 
eitlmer into a lanmp holder or into the 'i 
socket of a pourer-point., and it was, i 
therefore. coimsimiereul unnecessary to i 
incorporumte a switch in the set, E 

A SCIENTIFIC LAYOUT GIVING UNSURPASSED' EFFICIENCY» 

MODERN Wirizs - October. 1932 
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liC. Diodion" calls for 
little comrnc-nt. You just 

switch on, wait. about half a minute 
for the heaters to warm up, and then 
turn the dials end get "three 
foreigners.' There are, however, 
some initial adjustments to niak 
especially with regsrd to t he reception . 
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I believe that on the whole the John L. Baird, British pioneer of television, with the latest model ' Televisor" which 

B.B.C. so far has followed a course 
he has prepared now that the B.B.C. is sending out regular television programmes. It 
is an all-mains apparatus, extremely compact, and with a larger viewing screen than the 

-which has been demonstrably to the previous models. 
31 

__________ - ¡ 

- _a-_-- -- - -, 

The màtter will engage Parliamentary attention do, with some plausibility, as long as there was the con- 
probably about the end of October. I believe that the tractual argument. 
B.B.C. will get from the House of 
Commons much more freedom than it 
could hope for from the Whips' offices. 

The Provinces Alert 
Listeners outside London are taking 

an increasing interest in the politics 
of broadcasting. Problems about Re- 
gional programmes can no longer be 
solved in private at the headquarters 
of the B.B.C. 

- More and more people are making 
a specialised study of the practical 
aspects of broadcasting in relation 
to available artistic resources, as well 
as available means of distribution. It 
follows that it is now more important 
than hitherto that the B.B.C. should 
lose no opportunity of justifying its 
policies and explaining the background 
of its every action. 

to break away from its previous commitments without 
the agreement of those concerned. As this obviously 
could not be secured before the re-assembly of Parliament., 
all that was done was to reserve in the Talks Programme 
regular periods on Friday evenings for what were described 
as " Political Broadcasts." 

It is known that Mr. Whitley, Chairman of the B.B.C. 
and ex-Speaker of the House of Commons, hs taken 
this very much to heart, and hopes to be able to secure 
for the B.B.C. that freedom and responsibility in political 
matters which had been denied to his predecessor, Lord 
Clarendon. 

The Opera Subsidy 
Although there has been no public discussion recently 

of the Opera subsidy, he problem has engaged serious 
attention behind the scenes. The subsidy was carried on 
this year in the face of a hostile House of Commons, 
principally because it was possible to plead that the 
original contract was undischarged. 

No such stipulation exists next year. The Postmaster- 
General, Sir Kingsley Wood, has already found himself 
in the awkward position of having to justify officially 
what he had attacked when in Opposition. This he could 

Political Broadcasting 
nu announcement of the intention of the BBC. W j release itself from the necessity of consulting. 

Party Headquarters on all matters of political 
broadcasting created a great stir in circles both high and 
low. Even the Prime Minister instigated inquiries to 
discover to what extent the B.B.C. proposed to exercise 
freedom. 

As a matter of fact, however, the B.B.C. had no desire 

controlling British Broadcasting. 

advantage of the listening public. I have no reason to 
believe that there is any intention on the part of the. 
B.B.C. to deviate from this course. 

On the other hand, I am sure that unless the B.B.C. 
takes much more pains than formerly to educate the 
public to its policy, it will be subject to growing mia. 
apprehension. Fortunately there are not wanting signs 
of a new attitude in this respect. 

YflÁDCASTING 
.:ç. 

Our Own Broadcasting Correspondent keeps à 
critical eye on the affairs of the B.B.C., and each 
month, for the benefi! of listeners, comments frankljj - and impartially on the policies and personalities 

Octóher, :1932 

____ ___ -- 

MODERN .WIRELESS 
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The debates' studio at Broadcasting House is well arranged t0 would be if all arrangements of this kind were left entirely 
give the speakers that "after-dinner " feeling Two comfort- to the eure j udcment and sound insight of Dr. Adrian able chairs_range'! on each side of an electric.Jire.,provide an -- . . 

- . aid to informal oratory. his abk auministrative assistant, jur. mase. 

i. FOR HEATED DEBATES? 

t: 
L ¿ 

- I 

. lam all the sorrir to observe, therefore, that nothing 
Was been done as yet to provide the additional accommo- 
dation, the need for which is now. definitely critical. i 
have the impression that a strenuous.endeavour has been 
made to contract all the activities of broadcasting in 
order that they may fit into Broadcasting House. 

This is surely a splendid exaïnple of the "wrong end: 
of the stick." When it becoms necesary,. as apparently 
it is, for the important institution of the Children's Hour.. 
to migrate from studio W studio;, from day to day, in 
order to make way for Television, it seems to me high 
time for heroic. action. . . 

. - 

If the authorities of he B.BC.. continue in their 
apparent determination ta make limited accommodation. 
a salient criterion, they will be faced, before very long, 
w ith a more serious situation than could ever arise from 
accusations of extravagant expansion, however ell based. 

Sir Henry. Wood and the. BB.C. 
There seems to be some ill-natured imp constantly. 

interfering in the relations between Sir Henry Wood and 
the B.B.C. The splendid partnership of the B.B.C. and 
Sir Henry has saved, the tradition of the Promenade. 
Concert and has given it greater distinction; but ,. 
through some ineptness, Or. bad luck, or a combination 
of both, every now and then there is evidence that Sir 
Henry is acutely irritated by the attitude of he B.B.C. 

Strange to relate, depite the success of the present 
Promenade Season, it still hangs iñ the balaiice *hether 
Sir Henry will beat his âecustomed place iii the Queen's. 
Hall next summer. The reason simply is that some 
influences in the B.B.C. are determined to prevent Sir; 
Henry from having a due share of the winter Symphony 
Concerts of the BBC: Season: How much better it 

both the ñgineering and programme departments. - 

Now, more unexpectedly, come threats of raids on the 
production staff of the programme depártment. Again-' 
it is the film, but this time not Troni Elstree, but from 
Hollywood, where apparently several of the B.B.C. 
producers appear to be hold in high regard. 

The truth is that B.B.C. Dramatic Production bas 
developed. uitl - singular rapidity, and several brilliant 
young men- hare. established a claim to intern joual 
reputation. 

I need mention only two: 1Ir. John Watt and Mr. Eric. 
Maschwitz. I wonder what the B.B.C. will do about. it. 

Have you ever thought 
how thoroughly MODERN WIRELESS deals with every 
aspect of broadcasting technique? 

Ç In MODERN WIRELESS the taste of each reader, 
whether constructor or listener, is fully catered for. 

Ç In "My Broadcasting Diary " you h'ave, every month, an 
insight into the policies and personalities of British 
Broadcasting. .. ..... 

Ç In "The World's Programmes ' you have a panorama o1 

-: the changing conditions of wireless all over the vorld. 
You cannot afford to be without your monthly copy of 

"MODERN WIRELESS." 

Sn... n .n. 
Next year, however, he ill have to face the problem 

- de iwvo. I have no hesitation in prophesying that'the 
Opera Subsidy will not be renewed. It will be left for the 
B.B.C. to determine whether it will care to continue the 
endowment dn its own. - ." 

Lute òf the Film 
lt is severahvears now since the B.B.C. was disturbed 

by serious attempts to secure its staff for outside con: 
cerns. Then the movement was known as "The gold 
rush to Elstree,' which, it the begiüing òf " Tàlkies,'j 
attracted a number of the most promising members o! 

Will it take the business line of protecting its. assets or 
will it be indifferent, leaning towards a Ci'il Serce line 
where personalities are disregarded? . '. 

Broádcasting House Accommodatioh 
As long as a year ago I gave the B.B.C. full credit for 

it fòresight in staking a claim to several properties 
adjoining Broadcasting House in Portland Place. lt was 
evident then that the accommodation at Broadcasting 
House was barely adequate for exiting requirements 
and hopelessly inadequate for necesäary future expansion. 

MODERN WIRELESS October. 1932 

Candid . Corn . rnents onRadio . Topics of . TO-day .. 
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John A. Webster (in the circle above) with his transmitter rafter geing h 
THE YOUNG IDEA-They start 'em young in Ithe States. Take a look at 

icence. He's only twelve years old-and they believe he's the youngest 
operator in the world. Any claims Irom this side ot the Atlantic? 

CONTENTS OF TillS SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT 
The Broadcasting Stations of On the Medium Waves. 

Europe. - Saturday Night in Central 
From Here and There. Europe. 
A Voice From the Clouds. Senhor Santos' Station. 
A River that Lives by Wireless.' Portugal's Pioneer Broadcaster. 

Above 1,000 Metres. Are Short Waves Worth While? 
Station Inlormatlon. 

Tuning-Up for Tuning-In. What the Distant Stations arè 
Running Radio to Every Room. Doing. 
The Biggest Set in the World. A Little-Known Waveband. 

i 1.";I4ìb __' \ . b 

:;...: 

' f. 
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TAL-AVIV. The first Hebrew 
broadcasting station is flow 
operating at Tal-Aviv, Pa les- 
tine. English as well as 
Hebrew is used for announc- 
ing, and there is talk of a 
short-wave relay for the 
benefit of Zionists the world 
over. 

BASLE. The Basle tation 
was recntiv closed down 
for a fortnight. overhauled 
and "spiing-eleaned." 

G 5 V C. This is the call of tite 
amateur radio station at 
Bradford that has been co- 

operating with the Bradford 
Police in - communicating 
with a radio-equipped car; 
Another amateur station, 
G 2 D E, has a so assisted. 

* s * 

LUXEMBOURG. The lady 
engaged by the Luxembourg 
station authorities as an- 
nouncer is a German girl- 
Miss Vera Siewert. 

* * 

BERLIN. A new high.pow'er' 
transmitter (00 kw.), to be 
opened next year, will be 
erected in the grounds of the 
Tegel prison. 

* * * 

BANANA. This naine now 
appears on the official list of 
the worlds broadcasting 
stations Situated in the 
Belgian Congo, Banana 
works telephony on a baud 
of Mavelengths between 15 
and 20 metres. 

* * * 

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. 
The new 50-kw, station at 

DAVENTRY. The B.B.0 
plans to erect at Droitwich 
a station that will eventually 
replace 5XX and 5GB. 
It will be a twin-waver, with 
100 kw. on long waves and 
70 kw. on medium waves. 

* s * 

POSTE PARISIEN. The recent 
recitals of music of the 
" Theremin " type on an 
"electrical organ" were 
very successful, and have 
created considerable new 
interest in the subject. 

BOMBAY. The Bombay broad- 
casting station, after many 
vicissitudes, recently cele- 
brated its fifth anniversary. 

BARI. This new Italian sta- 
tion, on 296-4 metres, will 
transmit its own programmes 
foi' about a year, as no suit- 
able landline to link it with 
the other Italian stations 
can be ready for about 
twelve months, 

It will rely partly on 
gramophone records and 
Blattnerphone reproduction. 

* * 

2 F C. The most uncommon 
"OB." ever given from 
2 F C, Sydney. N.S.W., was 
the recent " flying wedding." 
A clergyman married an 
adventurous couple w hilst 
flying over the city, and 
listeners tuned-in could hear 
the responses and the roar 
of the plane's engines. 

s * * 

BETZENHAUSEN. Early next 
year a new 5-Lw. station for 
Freiburg-im-Breisgau is to 
be ready for action, in the 

neighbouring village of Bet- 
zenha usen. 

s * * 

BRESLAU. rhere seems to be 
some disappointment with 

- results from the much- 
heralded new Breslau station 
with its unique "aerial" 
consisting of a vertical wire 
inside a wooden niast. 

Certainly results in this 
country are not outstanding, 
but this was expected, and 
was intended to be acconi- 
panied by a considerable in- 
crease in power at short 
distanees. 

* * ' 

246 METRES. Time "roar" 
which is heard when tuning 
to 246 metres is clue to the 
fact that no 1es than eight 
stations use that. wave- 
length. They are Berne, 
Cartagena, - Casad, Eskil- 
stuna. Kiruna, Linz, Saffle, 
and Turku-all of low pow-er. 

* * * 

KOOTWYK. The slogan of 
Kootwvk. on 16'82 metres. 
is "The Voice of Holland," 

* . * * 

RADIO-AGEN. This station 
was put Out of action for 

.nianv months by the floods 
in the South of France. but 
has been testing its new 
transmitter on 455 met-ces, 

GOUDA. A daring radio pirate 
has been operating an un- 
licensed transmitter in the 
Gouda area-he opened 
nightly by wishing "Good 
luck" to the officials w-ho 
were tracking him dow-n 

EDINBURGH. Scotland's third 
annual National Radio Ex- 
hibition is to be held in the 
Exhibition Hall, Waverlev 
Market, Edinburgh, from 
Oct. 12th to Oct. 22nd. 

* * * 

KAIJNAS. This long-wave 
Lithuanian station, on 1,935 
metres, gives its news bul- 
letins in I"innish and in 
Swedish, both languages 
being spoken in Lithuania. 

* * * 

RADIO-PARIS. "Physical 
jerks" are given at 0.45 
am, daily, except on Sun- 
days. from Radio-Pii ris. 

* * * 

UDDEVALLA. This Swedish 
station, on 229 metres, has - 

the lôwest-powered frana- 
mittec in Europe h'fty 
watts). - . 

THE EMPIRE STATION. ì1e 
B.B.C. expects - that noi 
only will time new Empire 
station under construction 
at Dai'entry be testing he-' 
fore the énd of the year. 
but that its full 'Empire 
service will be in regular 
operation early in 1933 

-s a * - 

DROITW ICH. - An official- 
notification gives March, 
1934, as the probable date 
w-heu Droitwich will take 
over the Daventry Nationa 
and Midland Regional trans- 
flutters. 

s, s S 

PRANGINS. The League of 
Nations' transmitter at 
Prangins usually employs a 
wavelength of 3S47 metres 
for relays to the U.s.A. 
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Nashville now has America's 
tallest mast, which is 878 ft. 
in height. 

* * * 

SYDNEY. The Sydney short. 
wave station has been testing 
television with a Marconi 
Co. experimental station at 
Chelmsford, Essex. 

* * * 

G2 RS. Thecall-signO 2 BS 
is that of the special Marconi 
beam station at Chelmsford, 
which has been testing tele- 
vision with Australia. (It 
should not be confused with 
G 5 S W. which is the Empire 
short.wave station : at 
Chelinsford.) 

ww 
REYKJAVIK. The long.wave 

- Iceland station at. Reyk. 
javik (1,200 metres has 
recently been getting over 
well to this country. It.s 

t 
/ week - night programmes 

. 

usually close at 9.30 p.m 
p. . 

G 
-it.iÌL.i 

or soon after. 
* * .1 

t!Í!. 3t ROME. The week-day pro. 
.14, . 1ji ;i" . 

. 

grammes are always pre- 
ceded by a news bulletin :,o- . i _, . I at 8.15 am. 

Ø 
- - 

* * * 

EIFFEL TOWER. A wave- 
- I . 

4J1. . 

length of 2,650 metres is 
used for the daily time sig- 

, 

naIs given at 9.26 am, and 
10.26 ¡am. G.M.T. - . - - - Ajr 
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tet (iñ the circle below) 
calling up the engi- 
neers, while Roche 
listens for the O.K. 
Everything is now set 
for a broadcast which 
really is some- - 

thing new in 
O.H.s! 

. - ---- 

) 

L . 

- - 

The broadcast is now in full swing and Couftet (whom you 

k -'* ' see above) is telling the story of the expedition. As a broad- 
- - 

caster he may be said to have reached the height of success! 

MODERN WIRELESS " The World's Programmes" 
. October, 1932 

A VOICE 
FROM THE 

.. CLOUDS 
High above the rain clouds and nearly 

- three miles from the ground a little micro- 
phone broadcasts its messageto the valley. 
beneath. The powerful broadcaster in a 
iieighbouring. town picks up the message 
and sends it out to the listeners of 

Europe. 
"Here is Lyonsla Doua 

calling you from the 
summit of Mont Blanc." 

1his remarkable achievement 
-the highest broadcast ever at- 
tempted - was made possible 
thróugh the co-operation of two 
French guides, Alfred Couttet 

/ and Roger Roche, who scaled 
I 

the mountain with a complete 
The aerial is firmly - . - 

L wireless installation on their 
fixed at the mountain backs. In the top picture you 
top and ski sticks come . - .. . can see them nearing their 
in handy for guying - I / journey's end, tired but full of 
the tiny masts ! . 

-....-.' ¡ . enthusiasm for their unique 
Contact is soon made - 

. experiment. 
with the Lyons station - - r - _________________________ 
and you can see Coút- . . . - . 

3 
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apparently the size of hares, creep down to drink. .' 
An occasional j aguar may slink out of the undergrowth,. 

or an ant-eater, overburdened by his tail, lumber after 
his exaggerated snout. Behind the bamboos virgin 
forest is plaited with creepers and seamed by the silver 
bark of lapacho trees before it breaks into many-coloured.' 
flowers. , - 

Yellow, purpleand red, the flattened tree-tops spreading 
out in search of the sun after their struggle through 80 feet 
of iriricately woven parasites,' look like trays laden: 
with brilliant blossom, -' r, ': - 

Paraguayan Picturesqueness 
An old woman, sitting outside a thtchd- shed, in 

which one corner was screened' with mud and bamboos 
t form the family bedroom, told me- 'that :her grand- 
daughters.were impatièítt to be married.'."They do not 
understand," she said, rolling a vast cigar in the corner 
ofher mouth, " how hardis the service of a man." 

The Paragiayan President, who gave inc an audience 
in Asuncion, a capital of gardens in which the houses 
are incidental, epitomised the situation thus: "Since 

enterprise of the Mihanovitch liné of riyer steamers, they 
can easily be reached by way of the Tppr Parana. 

Twelve years ago, I a ni told, -there was only oñe 
paddle-boat on the rivèr. 

Currents and rapids make navigatoi difficult, and for 
this reason, perhaps, the great, tea-coloured stréam is 
deserted. Occasionally a Guaraui hugs the bank in a 
canoe hollowed out f a log. - 

The. Peóple of the Forest 
- Bamboos line the water, their feathery branches like a 

cloud of green smoke. Macaws, screeching overhead, 
look like shreds torn from a rainbow. Distant deer,. 

Ths was the beginning of the legend that man was 
a rare creature, who could not possibly be allowed to 
work. As for a. husband, he was a jewel beyond the 
reach of individual ambitioh. 

To-day, though th numerical balance ètveen the 
sexes must have begun to. right itself, there remains a 
vague idea in the mascuìine:mind that lie confers a favour 
on his women by allowing them to support him. Marriage 
does not exist iñ the ' catho ". or the forest, unless the 
bishop happeus,to - make a, tour, when. he arbitrarilv 
marries every couple he finds together, with the result 
that a thousand or two temporary unions find they have 
receive. rather more than they bargainedfor.! 

- women of Paraguay and El Dorado. 

TIEN Rooseveldt, that mighty untei - . On one side of tite river is Paraguay, a 

VV before the Lord, saw the Falls of 
.; 

gallant little country which has hardly re- 
Iguasu-the honte of the Rainbow- covered from its last five years' war against 

he is reported to. hve said: "1Trç is t1Le F-. - I . three powerful neighbours. The quite un- 
grave of Niagara." - 

- O . T necessary heroism of this land-locked people, 
For count1es centuries these incredible R A numbering at that time (1865 to 1870) about 

falls, two great seùi-circles, divided by a spur - half a million; has retarded material progress 
of forest-coveted rock, have been hidden iii - for a century. When the last incredible war 
the midst of impenetrable jungle on the - ended there were perhaps 25,000 men left in 
frontier of Pariiguay, Brazil and the province - - 

- S . Paraguay to eleven limes as many women, and 
of Misiones in tite Argentine. To-day, by the - most of these males were under 12 or over 60. 
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by Radio's part in the lives of the men and 
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reached that stage of civilisation which is denoted by a 
speed limit and " Keep to the left " signs. 

All this has happened in eight years, for, at first, progress 
was slow. And it has happened hundreds of miles from 
the last one-storeyed township representing Argentine 
civilisation, in the middle of rolling forests-the sort of 
forests which has to he cleared foot by foot with twenty- 
inch knives for the creepers, billhooks and axes for the 
undergrowth, and fire for the rotten timber. 

This very year 500,000 acres of neighbouring forest have 

supreme in workshops which used only English tools 
Guayra is completely dry. Even beer is contraband. 

Marriage among the labourers is at a discount. Every 
man brings his own woman, but he may not change her 
in the place. 

If there is any squabble about a too attractive female, 
oìt she goes! Gambling is only allowed on two days of 
the year; oddly enough, Holy Thursday and Good Friday. 
On these occasions the peons lose at roulette and faro the 
wages of the previous year. 

362 

" When the last incredible war ended there were eleven times as 
many women as men in Paraguay. A husband was a jewel far 
beyond the reach of individual ambition." And so the women 

must work-while the men enjoy the products of their toil 

They grow and make a profit out of tobacco, yerba 
(the bitter tea of South America), oranges, and cotton 
for export, as well as everything they need themselves. 
They have 200 kilometres of red mud roads, a cinema and 
several stores. 

They have doctors and chemists, cobblers, saw-mills, 
masons, carpenters and smiths. They make bricks and 
furniture, build a new hotel every year, and have even 

there is another Curious social systemin the form of a vast 
Yerba company which employs thousands of workmen 
and ows in Western Brazil millions of forest acres wherein 
this " tea " tree grows wild. - .- . . - 

Guayra Has a Bad Name! - 

Giiayra has a bad name in Bunos Aires wher it is 
imagined to be the end of the world or beyond it, a place 
of shootings and knifings and all sorts of other excite- 
inents. We found it a peaceful community, well-housed 
and sell-sufficient, a republic within a republic, where the 
company made its own laws and enforced them, and where 
a Scotch chief engineer and an Irish blacksmith ruled 

animals piled in their laps. 

Beginnings of Civilisation 
The men lean negligently against the nearest stable 

object, with an outsize in straw hats tilted over their 
eyes and a reflective expression. 

On the other side of the Upper Parana is first Argen- 
tine and then Brazil. In 1919, an optimist who was 
also an Englishman drove a road into primeval forest and 
induced a handful of Danes to settle along it. 

Heaven knows what they first grew, or how they 
managed to survive at all, but these inclomitablea were the 
nucleus of El Dorado, a forest colony within a day's river 
journey of Iguasu. To-day there are 8,000 people of all 
classes and all nations living in clearings in a forest which 
has no known boundaries. - 

- t- . 

i 

El Dorado-a little colony in a clearing of the great forest which 
knows no boundajies. This was once the main street of El 
Dorado-but now "they build a new hotel every year and have 
reached that stage of civilisation which is denoted by a keep to 

the left ' sign.'' 

Norsemen, who have made such a success of El Dorado. 
So far four prospective settlers have arrived-a Cambridgè 
undergraduate, an intelligent youth from a Belfast board- 
school, the son of a wealthy tobacco-merchant whose 
business is in Greece, and an Anglo-Argentine tired of the 
droughts which jeopardise farming in the South! 

Where the Upper Parana River narrows suddenly from 
4 kilometres to less than lOO yards, and-having hurled 
itself over the Guayra rapids in spectacular commotion- 
rushes through a gorge scarcely deep enough to hold it, 

they are the economic rulers of the ' campo,' but it is. 
the men who govern in love." 

However that may be, it is the Paraguayan women who 
give colour to countryside and river bank. They walk 
bare-foot and proud, with brilliant magenta or orange 
skirts ballooning round them, black veils binding their 
hair, the inevitable cigar in their mouths, and a mountain 
of produce or household goods balanced on their heads. 
Or they ride, sideways, upon a vast tea-tray saddle covered 
with sheepskin and hides, a vivid umbrella opened, a 
child hanging on somewhere and a variety of young 

with a minimum of £250 capital can go a.nd try his 
luck with the forest. 

The idea of Mr. Schwelm, who origimrted the now 
successful" El Dorado "and the ñew" Victoria," destined 
to be as English as the electrical plant which is on its 
way from London to light the settlers, is that no colonist 
ought to buy his own experience. To prevent such 
waste of time, ecperts are employed to teach the newcomer 
how, what and where to plant. 

It will be interesting to see whether Britons respond 
as keenly as Germans, Swiss, Poles, Czecho-Slovaks and 

p.- 
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station, and underneath the aerial is a heap of galvanised 
iron roof s scarcely more important than any other 
scarlet patch in a forest erupting into flower. 

At El Dorado there is another transmitting station, and 

gotten. The forest ceased to threaten. Atmospherics 
miraculously subsided. Managers, settlers, lumbermen 
and natives relaxed according to their age into senti- 
mental reminiscence or anticipation of romance to come. 

353 

The mighty Fails of Iguasu-the Rome of the Rainbow-which Rooseveldt described as "the Grave of Niagara." 

half his life in an African. desert ; the mulattos living over 
the Brazilian border in beehive huts half smothered by 
the forest, yet electric lit from Guayra; the crews of the 
river-boats; the lightermen who bring Yerba from 
the tributaries of Matto Grosso; and the settlers or the 
labourers dependent on the soil they have cleared from a 
still resentful jungle. 

I decided it. was wireless. There is no other connection 
with the outer world. All messages go by wireless. All 
news and all amusement comes by it. 

At Iguasú the forest stretches, unbroken and impene- 
trable, from the rainbow-haunted falls to the river. 
Suddenly, out of the middle of it, towers a transmitting 

so each broadcasting station has to rel on its advertise- 
ments for revenue. 

Once a week came the still, small voicè of the General 
Electric Experimental Station in U.S.A. with a charming 
selection of Spanish music, dedicated in a flattering pre- 
fatory speech, also in Spanish, to each South American 
Republic in turn, which shows that North America 
knows the value of broadcasting as an instrument of 
propaganda. 

The Effect of Radiò 
Its eirect on the Upper Parana River was that of Sunday 

dinner to the conventional Britisher. Insects were for- 

wondered what held the Parana people together-the The Upper Parana gets tired of listening to local orchestras 
Norsemen and Central Europeans at El Dorado; the or gramophone records of tangoes mixed up with 
engineers and mechanics at Guayra; the French director urgent appeals to ue somebody's toothpaste or some- 
of Puerto Bemberg's Yerba Company, who had spent body elses vests. There are no licences in South Americn, 

; 

the land-owner is obliged to he in1the centre of what 
is still feudalism. 

What Holds Thm AllTdthér? 
11e must house, doctor, educate, train añd feed, or cause 

food supplies to be available for, the hundreds or thou- 
sands he employs. He must develop not only civilization 
out of the forest, but health and fitness, a social sense and 
a dozen other senses in the raw, half-Indian material 
recruited from among the Guaranis, 

So, as we wandered slowly lip-river and down-river, I 

bamboo or the rusty sides of kerosene tins, are aerials 
sagging at odd angles or half covéred with the insistent 
forest growths. 

British broadcasting is no use to South Am'rica. Our 
stations are too far away arid are active at hours when 
the Southern Republics are asleep or at work. 
Atmospherics in the rolling forest make reception difficult, 
but Buenos Aires can generally be picked up. 

No Licences in South America 
Unfortunately, Argentine programmes lack diversity- 

October, 1932 "The 'lVold's Prograrnsnes' MODERN W1RELESS. 

There;ai othercóipaies and other settlennts along all along the - river, the most -nnexpeed 11 ices, - - 
- the smooth tea coloured Upper Parana The Company or above s ooden roofs and tiled ones, above hovels made of 
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And that. is Moscow Trades Union, The Rugby radio station handles the largest telegraph and telephone service in the world: 
which works on 1,304 metres. Rugby's ship service is worked on 18,740 metres-long *aves indeed! 
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in the strength of the foreign stations LARGEST IN THE WORLD-AND BRITISH! 
as the evenings get darker. Even:: 
theverydistantones,suchasMoscow, 
arrive with an amazing vigour once 
\ve get the proverbial R in the 

f month. (Neither oysters nor radio 
r 

are at their best in May, June, July or 
August !) - 

- 

Moscow by the way seems to be : - 
the centre of a great deal of curiosity . - l -- 
at the moment. A number of readers : 
have raised inquiries as to where his : - 
programme is to be found, some ) (D . . ¿. 

doubt on the subject being caused, - -. i 

I.. 

apparently, by the fact that there are - 

several Moscow stations listed on lone - . : 
waves. . - I ri i-; 

The Moscow Stations 
Whatever results may be in other '(e. 

parts of the country, in my own l O - - 

district, and in those of a very great 
number ot listeners in the London . , -, 

area, there is only one long-wave - . S 

Moscow programme worth timing for. .-. !... ____________ - 

the other-bad luck to both of them! 
Enter October, and easy long- 

distance listening. 

Getting Better! 
Instead of the usual four weeks, it 

will bé after an interval of nearly six 
weeks that these notes will appear in 
print. And not only is this a longer 
than muai period to look back on, 
but those weeks have been unusually 
important ones from the listener's 
point of view. 

They have been the steep slope 
down which better reception slid, 
almost imperceptibly at first, but 
surely and with increasing speed., 
from the poor conditions of late sum- 
mer to the very-good-and-getting- 
better conditions of autumn. 

Despite the fact that it happens 
every year, there is something ex- 
hilaratingly satisfying in this increase 

work on 1,116 metres, generally pops 
off for such long periods that one gets 
tired of trying to tune him in! 

* * * 

The Moscow Trades Union pro- 
gramme comes in just a few degrees 
below Motala, who relays Stockholm 
on 1,348 metres. It is a multi- 
language station, so sometimes it 
is talking pure, incomprehensible 
Russian, sometimes French, some- 
times Spanish, and sometimes Eng- 
lish. (Often, by the way, with a 
flavour of New York!) 

Successful Scandinavians 
The English programmes and talks 

seem to be given mostly on Mondays 
and Thursdays, and various "com- 
rades " discuss serious political sub- 
jects with an ardour and with a 
pleasing frankness that is interesting 
to listen to whatever your political 
views may be. 

First a pat on the back for Oslo, 
which at one time was a prime favour- 
ite with English listeners, and which 
is now making 1,083 metres popular. 
And compliments to Kalundborg. 

Kdlundborg's Xmas Box 
This latter station (1,153 metres) is 

expecting its new tthnsmitter to be in 
operation for Christmas, but on its 
present comparatively low power it is 
giving a wonderful service to the 
British listener to the long waves. 

Luxembourg, the new and much- 
talked-of " advertisers' station " is 
hanging fire at the time of writing. 

* * 

1f there is one unpleasant aspect of 
present reception above 1,000 metres 
it is to be found on the l,5544 mark, 
where poor old out-of-date Daventry 
5 X X tries to hold up his head 
amongst his powerful and more up- 
to-date neighbours! 

News about the longwave stations is particularly interesting now that 
the darker evenings are providing vastly better reception conditions. 
Just at the moment even the very distant broadcasting stations are 

arriving with amazing vigour. - 

Tx saying good-bye to September j the keen wireless man bids 
willing farewell to two of his 

greatest troubles. "Summer con- 
ditions"is the name of one of them, 
and " atmospherics " is the name of 

The others-Moscow " Old 
Komintern" and Moscow "Popoff" 
-are generally and disrespectfully 
known as wash-outs; Komintern 
being a come-and-go sort of station, 
whilst Popoi, who is supposed to 

Workers of the World, Unite " As 
one would expect, the tune of the 

Internationale" is often to be 
heard fi-orn Moscow. 

With all the long-wavers hat get 
over well in this country becoming 
stronger and stronger as the days get 
shorter, it seems invidious to particu- 
larise, but special mention must be 
made of two of the Scandinavians. 
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- The call, too, is intriuing. '.' Iillo, 

A BO V E i 000 M E T R E S :- Council of the Trades Unions. 
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'7OUPP ! Woupp Woupp 
V Woupp ! In they come, a 

station at almost every 
degree of the dials as they are 
swished- round. That set has 
been tuned-up tor distance tuned- 
up just like a car is super-tuned for 
speed. 

And lt is just this tuning-up 
which makes all the difference 
between the set which seems to 
bring in every programme going, 
and the receiver of similar type 
which can only enveigle distant 
stations out of the ether as a feeble 
cacophony. 

So long as a set is working 
somehow or other, it will give 
results on the locals, and most 
likely a continental or two will 
manage to get -through. But 
there are certain things which 
can be done to a receiver, no matter 
whether it be home-constructed or 
commercial, elaborate or simple, 
which will improve its distance-get- 
ting properties out of all recognition. 

Lachs Theat Little Soniethlnq 
Suppose you were confronted with 

a set which works right enough, but 
which larks that something others 
seem to have got, would you know 
how to set about tuning it up P 

Or, maybe, you have just 
realised what you are missing in 
not being able to compile a really 
impressive looking log-well, what 
are you going to do about it P 

Ipropose to help you in the follow- 
ing paragraphs with a few hints 
on titivatiug a set and some advice 
on pulling in the foreigners. Most 
ol them apply in general to nearly 
all receivers, and it does not 
matter whether you bought your 
set ready-made or built it up your- 
self-except perhaps in that if the 
latter is the case you may find 
yôurseif able to do snore than it the 

in the set, one should not have to 
push reaction right isp to oscillation 
point. If this is necessary it shows 
that inefficiency is present in all 
sorts of odd little ways-in fact, 
it indicates simply that the set 
wants "tuning-up." 

If you use batteries, I can say 
with almost complete certainty of 
being correct : " You need more 
high-tension." Quite 90 per cent 
of the battery sets are starved 01 

their very source of life-HI. 
Feed Up l'mii' reelves 

Perhaps it is volts you lack, or 
perhaps capacity (referring to the 
size of cells used in your H.T.'s). 
Anyway, don't bother with any- 
thing else until you are satisfied 

high-tension. - 

Now we come to the " terra 
firma " or earth, and the " firsssa" 
the better for all-round resuitsi 
Of late years the importance of the 
aerial has become much less, and 
receivers give amazing results with 
the tiniest bits of wire, 

Unfortunately, this reduction 01 
the aerial's importance has led 
many to think it also applies to the 
earth. But it is surprising what a 
vast number of little snags are due 
to poor earths. 

So see what you can do to improve 
yours, You know the usual 
remedies-thicker wire, shorter 
lead, better joint to the earthed 
object, water-main instead of gas- 
pipe, buried plate in damp soil 

BETTER DAYS FOR RADIO 

but at all external connections, 
Prise open H.T. wander-plugs so 
that they fit tightly.. 

Also clean up all valve-pins and 
ascertain that they make good, 
clean contact in their holders. Make 
sure that every point where elec- 
tricity has to flow is tight-and 
glean. That is half the battle of 
long-distance reception. 

Conses'vis,g .111 tise J'oi,,,,,e 
And now, what about adjust- 

ments and those variable factors 
in the set P 

As a general rule, il you have a 
selectivity control o any sort, use 
it as little as possible; in other words, 
don't make the set more selective 
than is absolutely necessary. 

The reason for this is because in 
ail but very few schemes, iucrease 
in selectivity means slight decrease 
in volume. You want to conserve 
every little bit of volume you can. 

As an instance, consider the 
variable type of series serial 
condenser. As the capacity is 
reduced, so selectivity gets better 
and volume worse-or less and 
vice versa. A somewhat similar 
instance is the tap on an auto- 
tapped coil,- for the smaller the tap 
the greater the selectivity and the 
more loss in volume. 

Another adjustment that you need 
to get just right is the ganging ol 
double or treble tuning condensers. 
The actual procedure is largely 
dependent upon the circuit and 
condenser In use, and double gangs 
are easier to set than treble, 

OIL, h. the First Place 
However,. an important point to 

remember is continually to adjust the 
main knob as the trimmers are 
adjusted. On some commercial 
sets it is difficult to get at the 
gang condenser, and In such a case 
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TUNING-UP 
FOR 

TUNING-IN 
Here come the winter months! And with them 
many more hours of listening. Is your set ready to 
give you the very best entertainment value? An 

overhaul won't do it any harm, anyway. -. 

ticularly it there is an SG, stage detector stage increase with the 

T 

±: 
i 

: f.,.41 

- - - 
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former applies. 

Spiioolh Fi !vet 
Iii II 

it best left alone. because it is 
not likely that you can improve _:: matters ansi you cou'd quite con- : ___ 

Here we are then, with the set It's raining most days now ! Soon you'll have to turn the ceivably make them worse. 
in Iront o! us. Where do we lights on for tea and winter really will be here.. But who And so one could go on with 

the items that want attention when start F First of all a 18w words 
about reaction control. cares? Winter evenings mean better radio-so let's listen you are tuning-up for tuning-in. 

Often you will find it stated that 
you cannot hope to get real distance about this vital, though perhaps 

The most important have been 
.instead of.. short, thin earth tube, mentioned, and no doubt will be a 

unless reaction is as smooth as expensive, item, and s on, and so on. guide to others as well, but it should 
velvet, and it is suggested you What youshould aim at is to The firmer you "anchor ". the be understood that The set must be 

should reduce H.T. volts on the give the valves as near their set to earth, the better it can, reach O.K. in the first place. 
detector until it is so. But, alas maximum voltage rating as you out for distance. There is nothing It's no good trying to get that 
how often does the reduction 0j can, except perhaps the detector, likes good, soundearth coñnectton little more out o! a set when it is 

detector volts fail miserably I which usually wants less-although to ensure thorough. stability. working with a valve that has lost 
In many sets it seems just about not too much less, mark you. And there is nothing better than its emission. 

good contacts and connections to That's the final point I will impossible entirely to remove a 
"plop " when the set goes in and 

And don't lorget..to allow a little 
extra, perhaps a lotextra in some ensure maximum punch. Sur- mention. See that you are using 

out of oscillation. But does that cases, for the drop that is bound to prisingly enough, the place where just the right type o! valves, and 
one usually finds the worst "bad that they are O,K,-no lost emission mean the set is no good toc distance 

Not a bit of it 
take place across such items as 
resistances, transforinet primaries, connection " is at the spot where and not too old. Always suspect 

With modern valves, and par- loudspeaker windings, etc. it is most likely to cause trouble, very old valves until yOu have 

The latter is the.most Important The D'orsi Offenders proved them O.K. A. s. c. 

_____________________________ of these, because the last valve. That is the LT. terminals, where - 

whose anode current passes through 'the tags fit under them. The largest - - 

the speaker, uses the highest H.T. current ol any in a radio set flows at - - 

current consequently the voltage this point, and in comparison , 

drop attains more importance. Quite 
be 

with the current flowing, the 
- olten at least 180 volts must smallest voltage is extant. 

available if the valves are to get their The worst offenders in this con- . . 

maximum voltage of 120 or 150. nection seem to be the accumulators -. 

_________ In connection with the detector 
it o! volts down 

in portable receivers, and the ""' e 

reason is the valve. a reduction 
to about 50 or so does not do the 

probably small 
terminal area in use. 

trick in providing plopless reaction, Of course, you want to ensure 
it.may pay you to put it up higher that there is good contact every- 

' 

and put up with plops. It is where, not only in the actual ' 

surprising hdw -the mag, ot the internal wiring of the receiver, 
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is busy supplying a choice 
of six different programmes 
to the 2,000 reOmS of the 
Waldorf-Astoria-New 
York's latest luxury hotel. 
Visitors in their private 
suites can plug-in and - 

select whichever p r O - - 

gramme they prefer. 
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FOR THE HIGHBROW? 
In the picture at the top of this page 
you see the hotel lounge, with a loud- 
speaker concealed behind a grille over 
the doorway. In the diningroom (seen 
on the left) light music is distributed 
from loudspeakers in the ceiling, high 

above the heads of the diners. 
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Here is the control board which deals 
with the vast system. The operator's 
chief duty is to manage his central control 
so that a programme in one room cannot 

disturb a guest next door 

jacks, from each of which a conduct- Owner Listeners 
iúg pair passes through lead-covered 
cable up a riser in the building to an Apart entirely from the system 
eIectical closet serving the rooms distributing to guest and public 
in its neighbourhood on its floor, rooms is the antenna service for 
Here the pair is cross-connected to residents of the tower apartments: 
four terminal strips from which It was thought that these residents 
several circuits run, each to about might wish to use their own radio 
twenty guest-iooms. - 

es as well as the hòtel's. loud-- 
Six pairs of wires are cnnected to- 

each of tfre guest-rooth ah« t& 

speaker service. -- 

-i-» }or their -accorùmoatìi 'twó 
several rooms in éach of the apar: additibnal antenn havé ben hung 
ments of tÏ1 hotel To avail 1imself betwei thé towers,' ne tó serve 
of the programiiies they offer, a çach tower. Eachaitenna is coupled 
guest requests thai loudspeakí.. . radio-freqñcy. transmissioii a 
be brought him; and th'e page who line of low impedñce throúgh 
delivers it iiííerts the twelve-eon-- pr'otector, a wave-trap for suppress 
ductor plug a+h&end of its cord mg strong local stâtions whih might 
the base oiitìet- o\rlòa the systm, andrpetin 

- coil - - - 

On 1reaching th highest floor on Six-Position Switch which apartments are located the 
By rotating to the proper position line is coupled to 'a loaded line òf 

the knob of a six-position switch on: high impedance. - To this line in 
the loudspeaker, any oL the six turn, are coupled lowiipedance 
programmes available-can be slected. liñes, sometimes as long as 250 ft., 
The volume of the programme can running to the individual apartments, 
be adjusted by a control- knob on cvhere the impedance is again nally 
the speaker. - step1 lip. 

-: - 
. tò the contról-room. Thére thé 

- The Very Latest 
- , antenna circuit s coupled to si 

Th system is said to represent the:-'. Westerh Electrié 10-A radio - r 
latest step in size and flexibility, -cisers, - one asociated with each 
even for America. Its amplifying main chahnel. 
and distributing equipment not only 
gives programme distribution and No Ïntrfèrence 
voice reinforcement in the Waldorf - - -. .- 

: 

-- 

Astoria's many public rooms, but fhe input circuits of the receiveis 
permits an instant choice of these re so arranged that the operation of 

pr9grammes to its guests in eacli ech receiver is indpendent of the 
of the hotel's 1 940 bed and sitting operation of the others Thus they 
rooms! can be used withoùt inutual inter- 

The new system of distribution ference to detect different pro- 
cQrnprises qiipment f o amliflc- : grammes for their respective channels. 
tion and- distribution over six chah-, For distribution to guest rooms, 
nels, For,any of these channels th the output of each power-amplifier 

- . ' - ., - . i connected through matching and 
KEEPING IT QUIET! :,,. switching apparatus to a strip of 

di,ffer4nt progranmes a-iii their 

private rooms 

The master volume-control in the 
control-room is so set that no guest 
can raise the volume to a point where 
it would annoy the occupants of an 
adjoining room. 

To the public rooms the sound 
currents pass over cable from the 
power - amplifiers in the control- 
room. The sounds are reproduced by 
loudspeakers, the type and location 
of which are chosen to suit the rooms 
which they serve: 

- r --' 

;.. .. - 

fl['HE facts concerning the largest programmes may be pickéd up inay US ititroduce to iou- the j and most ramified radio pro: of the public iooms, may be repró largest radio programme.dis- 
gramine-distributing ystem duced from records, òr may còme tributing apparatus evèr built. 

yet installed under one roof, which . from distant sources by wire or . . 

was brought into service in one of through the aid of radio recel\ ers Inst ailed as one might expect 
New York's luxurious hotels re Badio programmes to be placed in America s iatest luxury hotel 
centy,- cannot fail to prove of on the channels are picled .up by. ;--,, . , - 

interest to every wireless fan in the n antenna hung between the hotel's it enaoies nearly two tnousan 

world tss o towers, and thence are led down guests to have the choice of six 

Octobei,. 1932 ' The World's Programmes" MODERN WIR:LESS 

I 

THE BIGGEST SET 
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very good companion to while away 
half an hour with.) 

Those Italians certainly seeii to 
know how to put it across! Trièste, 
down near the bottom of the dial Oli 

247 metres, has been a perfect marvel 
for strength on some occasions 
whilst sister Florence ha been in 
wonderful voice at the-top of the 
dial. 

Florenêe' Calling 
As a concession to those wanderers 

from the wireless fold who dón't do 
any long-distance listening until the 
Winter gales and storms remind theni 
of their radio sets, it may be as well 

powertul stations, 
the 54)-kw. Regional twins. 

Poste Parisien 
There are several things about 

Poste Parisien to be commended, 
including his quality and reliability, 
his nicely balanced programmes of 

caimed" and straight music, his 
'well-timed close-dow-n after the 10.45 
news (giving one a fnier dial for the 
really distant stuff which we shall 
soon he listening for), and his day- 
light programmes. 

If you, have not tried the latter, 
éarch for them any time after noon, 

and you my get a very pleasant 
surprise. 

waves, for such old friends as Heils- 
berg, on 276 metres, are now liable to 
look in any afternoon, if only for 
half an boni'. 

Of the other Germans, the new 
Breslau and Stuttgart (once known 
as "Mühlacker ") are both worth 
watching for, the former being so 
newly arrived among us that it is 

probable that power increases and 
so forth are still being made 
by the engineers. 

'. 

popping over the road to see a neigh- 
bour for a moment. 

(You might find hini out, it is 
true ; but the probability was that 
he was just where you had hoped to 
find him, full of good spirits, and a 

A REAL FAMILY AFF, 

r 

/ 

ated at a niere fraction of the distance 
from London, and using 15 kw. But 
if Florence feels in forni she shouts 
him down and makes him look very 
small indeed, which is remarkable 
considering she is nearly four times 

the distance away. 
MR (It will not be 

surprising if Brus- 
sels sprouts a few 
more kilowatts in 
self-defence !) 

Another pro- 
gramme which will 
surprise the casuals 
who have neglected. 
tuning during the 
sumnier time is 

thtt fiom the new 
station at Poste 
Parisien. - Wave- 
length, 3282 
metres; power 60 
kw., which is well 

An occasion on which the children do 'not mind being seen above that of and not heard. Father tunes-in on the loudspeaker while 
mother prepares the family for the treat in itore for them the B.B.C.'s most 

important place in the provision of 
our alternative programmes this year. 

In Daylight 
There is such a wide and pleasing 

selection of foreigners to be had after 
darkness has fallen that it will be 
better to mention the possible " day- 
light " merchants who, even before 
the sun has set, can find their way to 
our tuning dials. After dark, of 
course, they tend to behave like 
locals 

Foremost among this sturdy,crowd 
we find Fécamp (Radio Normandie), 
on 223 ntetres-or, mather, in the 
neighbourhood of 223, the volatile 
Frenchman having a somewhat rov- 
ing disposition !-Hilversurn (296 
metres) ; both the Brussels stations 
at. times; and Langenherg on 473 
metres. 

Old Friends Look In. 

Poste Parisien has already been 
named, and this does not exhaust the 
daylight possibilities on medium 

WIjATEVER the land surveyors 
and cartographers . may 
have to say about it, 

Europe always seems to shrink to 
about half-size at t.his time of the 
year! 

Back at the end of August, which 
was only a few weeks ago, Rome, for 
example, was a foreign city, far, far 
away. But to tune in to Rome dur- 
ing the past fortnight has been like 

to gie othe information about 
Florence.. She has one of the most 
easily remembered wavelengths in 
Europe-500 metres, to wit-and 
although her power is only 20 kw., 
she often gets over like a 100-kilo-. 
\\atter 

Looks Very Small 
On the wavelength ibove Flor- 

ence's we have Brussels No. 1, situ- 

And, talking of the newcòmers, 
haveS you spotted Bari? This is 
the much-talked-of and long-delayed 
Italian Regional on the Adriatic who 
is now feeling his way over Europe 
on a wave of 270 metres, which brings 
him in several degrees above the 
London National. 

This new Italian station, backing 
up Rome and the rest of them, en- 
sures that Italy is going to take an 

MODERN WIRELESS "The World's Progra,nmes" October, 1932 
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J 
t A brief but thorough review of the statous to be found 

between25Oand5OOmetres,withsoxnenotesonwherethe "-' 

-' come in on the dial and how you can easily identify them - 
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Proga-nntsnes at Leisure 
When the concert finished and 

the "mike "lines were switcheti over 
for a relay from the Smetana Hall 
in the city we left the studios and 
went along to the transmitter 
itself. There on the check receivers 
we could follow- the rest of the pro- 
gramme at leisure. 

We went up from the heavy 
machinery on the ground floor to 
the second storey of the modern 
little building, and this is where we 
first met, the panels which spell the 
radio side of Prague. 

Downstairs the noise of the 
humming converters was consider- 
able. if you have ever been on a 
trip round an electric power station 
you will know the kind of'noiseI 
mean. 

flinch Pastels of Ps-upie 
But immediately we ascended 

the metal staircase, and shut the. 
soundproof door leading Into the 
offices and transmitter room, the 
high-pitched humming w-as practi- 
cally cutoff. 

We were conducted through the 
Chief Engineers office and the 
writing-room, to the big room 

Out-Special Correspondent invites you to come and spend an 
interesting and amusing evening with him at the Prague Broad- 
casting Station He will take you through the studios, intro- 
ducing you to some of the chief personalities of Prague, and from 
there you will adjourn to the control room and see the programme 

actually going out. In fact, a very jolly Saturday evening. 

an ordered calm about the trans- 
initter hall and the control-room 
which shows that the toen on the 
spot are inspired with confidence. 

Way back In tite Prague studios 
the new-s bulletin and miscellaneous 
local notes are being given. 

Noiltiny io be Heap-d 
When we first entered the trans- 

mltter room, the only sounds heard 
u-ere the buzzing of a dozen differ- 
ent transformers or power-choke 
cores, and the clacking of water- 
valves. Tite needles of the meters on 
the modulator panels were jumping 
up and down in accordance with 
tIte annOuncer's speech, but not 
a word was to be heard. 

An engineer walked quickly 
across to a monitoring panel, 
switched on a bank of accumulators, 
and plugged in a quickly-checking 

turned; bringing in the relay at. fuii 
strength. 

%nxioualy the control engineer 
watched the modulation meter. 
The line from one station to the 
other is a long one. There are tone 
correctora at n number of points. 
and it is a tricky job for the men at 
the station to keep the prograinnie 
volume up to the same level as that 
f rom the local Prague etudios with- 
out causing overloading peaks. 

A li7ise Pian 
The engineer left the control- 

room, went to a little ante-room off 
the Chief Engineer's office and 
switched ou a mains-operated set 
which can pick up the Brno relay. 
Brno was giving its progranune 
through its own relay trandmltter 
on 'lOO metros, and the engineer 
thought it is a wise plan just. to 
check up the depth of modulation 

could be trusted to handle the pro- 
gramme without a hitch. The con- 
verters svere running steadily. 
The whole tatiou was going with a 
awiog. 

Old- I Faa-Id " .4dieu 
The closing-down time came all 

too quickly. The little emergency 
studio at Prague was switched on 
A control engineer u-cnt along to 
this room, which is also on the first 
floor, switched on t.he light and 
pulled the sound-damping curtains. 
The carbon microphone was 
switched on to one of the test 
amplifiers and the control otan 
tapped it softly ou the side. His 
assistant touched a buzzer button 
to chow that all wns well. 

The control man assumed an 
announcer's tone. 'Halo .Radto- 
Pralta t-ysila a proie seem pos- 
tucheum donma." - 

He gave the old-world adieu. 
Swiftly he left the emergency 
studio and -went back to the 
monitoring panels where tite other 
engineers u-ele busyawitching off. 
it is a long job. it is not like 
sw-itching off a receiver. 

And So To Med - - 

October, 1932 " The World's Programmes" 

other day a friend tiok me j up to ono of the twin 
studios at the Prague pro- 

gramme centre, and we were pro- 
vided with carte bianche to sit 
through the programme or go down 
to the transmitter aswe wished. 

it was Saturday evening, and at 
8.30 the main programme started. 
It was a concert of the Sandier or 
Tom Jones variety conducted by 
M. Spot, a jiopular ôzceh musician. 

Wo kept oar seats for the solo 
Items, and during the full 
orchestral broadcasts wo went Into 
tIte - little announcer's room and 
heard the programme through the 
pilot speaker. Two microphones 
were hanging up in the studio 
outside, but. only one, a condenser 

mike," was being used. 

SATURDAYR'HT IÑ: 
CENÍÍUPE 
L 

- - -. ' 
I S Çfl J 

yr 

MODERN WIRELESS 

for the studio ptforiunSe of a 
little one-act comedy, followed tip 

by orchestral music in the ahnie 
studio until closing-down time. 

After the news bulletin, one nf 
the station engineers 'phoned hack 
to say that the home studios would 
not be needed after the Moravskl 
relay, and that the programme 
people could go ahead with their 
rehearsal. 

'.Góing il7f, a S icing 
Moravak wss tuned in. as was 

Brno. -The line n-as working well. 
- The control man eat hack with a 

ensile and switched on the side-tone 
set. again, so that he, too, could 
enjoy the programme. 

The announcer -dim -studio 
director is a coud fellow, and lie 

i.-. , 359 
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THE INVENTIONS OF TO-DAY- 

s- 

I'ì 
s,' 

Prague is fortunate in possessing a control room which, in point 
of efficiency, layout, comfort and size, can hold its own with any 

in Europe: 
around which on three sides are the side-tone set. A cone speaker 
black panels of Prague. flooded the room with the news 

A striking thing is that there is bulletin. - 

really no sign of the enormous - 

radiation. Two hundred kilowatts Iietiissiing the Compliment 
are tlashiisg out luto the ether, and «»i, Prai! Damp g pecore, 
millions of lIsteners all over Europe ,slyseii jsle siyni nelyoile," iaId the 
are depending on the programme. 

- announcer, openina the new pro- 
In Constant Attendance 

Meters on some of the rectifier turned a control on the inierephone 
panels show the huge voltage of landline circuit. Thea he went 
25,000 D.C., at which the power to one ot the Post 015cc-like switch- 
transformers are working, and a hoards which control the link-up 
man is In constant attendance at - all over the country for all stations, 
the input side of the triinsinitter, Buch as Erna and Moravskii- 
the Ilnishlng point of the pylons Ostrava, taking the Prague pro- 
carrying the 5,0O0-volt power gramme. 
cable across country to the broad As a matter of fact, the comphi- 
caster, nient was to t'e returned. Prague 

The slightest fault on these lines, was switching Over for an hour to 
which would mean a station break- Erno, where there was a special 
down, is contro led by the engineer concert. 
at the input panel. Anothei man A test signal was pit through on 
regulates the big rotary pumps the line from Bmo to Prague, and 
which circulate the valve-cooling the announcer at tue Brun end gave 
water, and a stoppage of which the "ready" call. 
would mean disaster. Just as he started hIs announce- 

And yet, in spite of it all, and in nient the master potentiometer 
spite of the huge voltages, there Is across the Bruo line was elowly 

by listening-in. lt provides a quick Switch hors were pulled which 
check in case there is anything eut oft the 15,000 volts high 
wrong. ' tension. Thc little grid-bias und 

A programme official 'phoned filament generators, were next 
through (ruin the studios to know esÇitched off- and, as. their high- 
if it would be possible to pive the pitched note died awsy to a low 
closing-down sign trum thè gtatton, hum. the rotary watu'rpünips 
as they wanted tO use the main uvero slowed down, bank by bank. 
Prague studio' for a rehearsal of a ' Not till about half an hour,after 
big orchestral concert to be giu'en the good-night. cali, could the 
the following ulay. Chief Engineer throus- out. the main 

ae ossue yes i 
pouver switch and definitely put 
itadio Prague to bed! 

- The, station had to switch back Au evening full of incident, you 
to the home studios for the second - will say. Itut for the engineers, the 
news bulletin uit -P.20, and theo' control nlen'the announcers and 
there was a little more serious work the station director, tluisSaturday 
for the engineers as they witehod night was but lypical of "the 
over to the MoravskuS-Ostrava hue day's worts." -- 

--IN AN OLD-WORLD SETTING 

turc of yesterday may be adapted to the needs of to-day, The 
hall, with its hanging cluster of lights, its pillars and its carved 
ceiling, might well be the ballroom of some eighteenth-century 

palace. 
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TIMELY RECOGNITION 
The severely furnished room which ycu see on the 

right is No. z studio, used for talks, news, and the 
ubiquitous gramophone record. 

Senhor Santos designed it all, and he was recently 
decorated by the Portuguese Government for the service 
he has rendered to the community by enabling it to 
listen to broadcast programmes. 

No one will grudge him this well-earned honour. 
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- THE MOD- 

EST "MIKE' 

SHORT WAVES - - 

NO2 
ASWELL I 

see it on the left) 
In the top picture is used for small 
you can see the ap- . ' orchestras, con- 
paratus which is .'<' - - certs and plays. 
used for the short- 

I I Contrary to 
wave transmissions -. 

__t 

UJ usual practice, 
from C T i A A on ----- 

'.-- __ - - - .. the microphone 
3125 and 429 - is hidden away 

metres. -. 

_.- ..b,...' modestly in the 
Itcomprisesapush- 

- 
I 

_. r corner, but it 
pull, tuned = plate, -=-.= manages to pick 
tuned grid trans- 

r - - - . . . 
- up anything that 

mitter with a power - 
-. I. - 

is going on. 
of 2 kw. in the '- W 
aerial. Its results 

-. - - . - ' Il k I are most success u . 
- - 

. -'-_.'*, - _____________ 
- 
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A . VERSATILE 
GENTLEMAN! 

Portugal is an odd country 
: in maiy ways, but po- 

bably its oddest charac- 
teristic is the fact .that it 
has no official broadcasting 
station,, either State or 

commercially owned.. 

Consequently the people 
of Portugal have to depend 
upon the enthusiasm of. 

- their amateur transmitters 
to provide them with a 
tiational broadcastin ser? 

Vice.' 

You have, ailh4rd df, 
C T r AA, the Lisbon.trans4-. 
mitter.' Sènhor Abilio 
Nunes dos Santos is the 
man who owns the station, 
maintains the transmitters, 
and provides the pro- 
grammes-all at his own 

expense. - 
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Portuguese Telephone Company, which was called in transmitter, which works on 2822 to find a solution. A steel cable, supported by wooden 
- i-netres, is laid out on the American plan. It has a power 

posts, carries an armoured multiple-strand copper cable. of 2 kw. in the aerial. 

Some interesting .facts about C T i A A, Lisbon's privately- - all iCrts of the world. 
owned broadcàsting station. ' ON THE MEDIUM WAVES 

CTi AA is situated in the residential distrit of.. 
Lisbon known as the" New Avenues." The 

r 

"station" is divided into two distinct portions : 'j l 

(1) the two studios and the control-r&in, on the ground 
floor of a house in tAenida Duque d'Avila, No. 86; 
and (2) the transmitters, situated in the house of Sen.hoi - 

Santos at Avenida Antonio Augusto de Aguiar, No. 144, . .. - I " 
some four hundred metre away from the studios. ' J ,.. 

' ,_, 

3 The studios are not large, being compartments in a r 
flat. But they are very well arráned and fitted to hive i t3 (' . 

i-.,..4 1+,. 
.: 

- ___ t j 
VitO IJVOU jJ'JO1PJIC ACOUtUC. 

No. 1 studio is the smaller, and is used for talks and 
- 

- . 

programmes of gramôphone records. Microphónes of Ji . - j 
the most modern type are' used, and are produced by . : . 

the Radio Corporation f America. They àre' of the 
-. L .. :1- - 

condenser-valve amplifier type, using 200 vol-s. on the - . K. - 
\I.. 

platò añd 6 volts in the filaments. -... . .. ... .' -- £ 
- cutting Out the Trams ' - 

Number two studio is the larger, and is big 'enough to 
, j ' 

hold an orchestra of twenty-five players. It contains 
I I 

piano and.ish ran and the system of 1ightiii is such 
i - 

that in nò part are shadows cast. Here, also, -R.C.A. / 
. -. '. microphones are used. . . 

. 

Connection between this control rooth and the actual 
transmitter is by overhead line. It was this line that ' 

prozided one of the most'serious problems of all on the - 

oecasiòn of the, increase in the power of the transmitter - . - 

to 2 kw. some short while back. - - - -. - 

To avoid unwanted noises (electric trams pass the door 
of the studio) a special line *as put up by the Anglo- 
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C T i A A hasfburwavelengths, One' medium 
wave (282.2 metres), and three short waves (31'25 and 
42'9 metres for broadcasting, and 21 metres for tele- 
graphy). 

The aerial for medium-wave broadcasting is of the 
prismatic type, while for short-wave transmission three 
aerials of the Hertz type (a form of " T " aerial) are 
used. The power of the transmitters is 2 kw, aerial. 

The medium-wave transmitter is composed of four 
parts, the first containing the various lead-in cables, 
distribution and measuring instruments, controlling the 
cûrrent fromth mains (110 volts), which is A.C. The 
second contains the Kenotron rectifiers, .transformrs 
for filament current, and instruments necessary for the 
control of same; the third houses the modulating 
ystem; while the fourth block onthins the" Hartley" 

oscillating emitte'r. '' - 

- -- . -. - - 
-. t .2 - . ' 

' 

- Permanent Oùtside Lines 
The broadcst .tansiters are linked up with a 

system if relay lines, some being permanent, rentd 
from the Anglo-Portuguese Telephone Company: Five 
permaiient lines exist-thre to theatres, one to the 
jrincipal salon of the Portuguese Geographical Society 
(where important conferences are held), and the fifth to 
a large studiO in another part of the town (Studio No. 3, 
capable of coùtai.ning large bands, choirs or choruses of 
100 performers). : .' 

While the mediúth-wave traminitter serves Portugal 
ánd the neighhouring'fi'inges of Spain and France, the 
short-wave broadcast transmitter has 'been heard in 
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: 

It was supposed to be easy on the 
short waves could one try P Even- 
tually a one-valve circuit was rum- 
maged Ont from a plie of old peno- 
dicals and the junk box examined 
hopefully for spares. About an hour 
later a ramshackle disgrace to any 
test bench had come into being and 
was ready to switch on. 

Briefly its specification was as 
follows (the severe limitations of the 
junk box will be readily apparent) 

2 Foreign-made very-variable 
tunieg condensers, nominally 
rated at'0005. innocent o! slow- 
motion device but fitted with 
extemporlsed extension handles 
consIsting of rubber-ended 
wooden darts," such as are 

of trifling importance compared with 
the fact that when at last the seance 
broke up, and the tobacco smoke had 
dispersed, two enthusiasts retired 
to bed bursting with pride at having 
learned at first hand that that 
baffling conglomeration of vowels 
and consonants spelled "Schenec- 
tady " Is pronounced " Skennec- 
taddy." 

In addition, the room had been 
filled with some of the most blood- 
curdling howls, squeaks and plops 
imaginable. But not before the 
possibilities of a short-wave receiver 
had been revealed. 

The next few weeks were devoted 
to acquiring some good components 
and constructing a more orthodox 

the same programme after it had 
crossed the Atlantic twice. 

Presently, midnight began to 
strike, and tbe tuning was left on 
W 2 X A D. A few seconds after the 
last note had died away a VERY 
nasal voice broke the silence 
"Tuis is Hiram P. - an- 

nouncing crom Schenectady. You 
have been listening to a relay from 
Cbelmsford, England, of the Savoy 
Orpheans Band playing in the ball- 
room ot the Savoy Hotel, London, 
and at its conclusion you heard the 
famous clock; Big Ben, chiming 
midnight London time. Now, tolks, 
we are switching you over to our 
New York Studio tor a programme 
sponsored by the Longine Watch 

from end to end. 
Then there is Rome, the Vatican 

station, Prague, Barcelona, Lisbon, 
Paris, Idadrid- all of which broad- 
cast regularly and can be depended 
upon to provide reliable signals given 
reasonably good conditions-to say 
nothing of a number of English end 
Continental amateur transmitters 
who work regularly on Sundays in 
the morning and early afternoon. 

From amongst such a selection, 
which is by no means exhaustive, 
the listener will find no difficulty in 
choosing a number of alternatives 
to his " lbcal " When distant recep- 
tiou on the 200-500 and 1,000- 
2,000-metre banls is poor during the 
long summer days. -BQ.P. 
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ARE 

SHORT WAVES 

WORTH 

WHILE 

x DISGRUNTLED correspon- 
j-t deilt has stated recently, in 

no uncertain language, that 
in his view short-wave receivers are 
a complete" wash-out " as a source 
of entertainment, and that, apart 
from a number of Morse transmis- 
sions, he has tailed utterly to pick 
up anything of interest in spite o! 
hours and hours of dial-turning, 
spread over some time. 

So serious an indictment O the 
short-wave receiver as an adjunct 
to the ordinary broadcast set is 
likely to be extremely misleading, 
and may conceivably, deter many 
from experimenting in a highly 
interesting field. The danger o! this 
is al! the more real in that the 
criticism is plausible and contains 
an element o truth. 

Old F,'iends Vanish 
The fact that many o! the old 

friends gradually fade away with 
lengthening daylight, and that of hers 
will be marred by increasing static, 
io all the more reason for considering 
seriously what programme value 
may be had within a range extending 
from about 15 to 60 metres. 

Turning the clock back to one 
evening in 1925 would reveal, 
amongst other things, a couple of 
"Pirates " operating a two-valve 
" reflex," whose output was fed into 
a loudspeaker with a perfectly 
straight-iine characteristic at least, 
the works were screwed on to the 
end of a conical tin trumpet with 
perfectly straight sides quite 11 in. 
long. 

On this particular occasion Aber- 
deen was fading badiy, Hilversum was 
disappointing on account of static, 
and "Radeeo-Ronia-Napoli " did 
not exist. A yawn or two was stifled, 
Conversation presently touched on 
American tationg: Wisst did it fee! 
like to pick one up direct 

A Ilmushachie Disgrace 

Readers who have been reluctant about starting on 
: short-wave reception wifl be reassured by the 

experiences told in this article. I 

E 
Without costly apparatus and with moderate skill, the 

: short-wave listener can have the thrill of hearing pro- 
grammes from all over the world-programmes which 

he has never thought of before. 1 

fired from a child's spring gun. and presentable receiver. True, it 
These stuck on to the centre o! still boasted only one valve, but in 
the dials by suction, but had a those days valves cost as much so 
nasty habit of dropping off in a whole set would to-day. 
themiddle of a ticklish bit o! Later a second valve was added 
tuning. anil. eventually, a third, turning it 

1 Grid leak of indefinite value. into a straight detector-O L.F. 
1 Grid condenser, very rare speci- circuit, battery operated. With this 

men, maker unknown. outfit really good reception was 
i Home-made coil, which, in possible, manipulation simple and 

default of anything better at restricted to two slow-motion dials, 
band, consisted of a few turns and body-capacity effects negligible. 
of heavy-gauge brass picture- A subsequent change over to D.C. 
n'ire wound round a 3-in. ply- mains for high-tension supply had 
wood former. no effect on stability, whereas the 

i Aerial tap, or which purpose extra volts available had a good 
an old tie-clip came in handy, effect on quality. 

And, last but not least- 
i Osram TWICe Across " The Posad" 

illuminating power. Perhaps one of tise funniest ex- 
Those who know why " Pie-are- periences from the point of view of 

cubed" (Or should it be IS cubed?) a London listener occurred one 
may be tempted to ask oupercili- night. It was nearly msdnight, and 
Ously what about screeniug, short- the Savoy Orpheans were being 
wave chokes, three-speed hsccoughs, relayed by W 2 X A D. It had been 
and the like, rather amusing to alter tise tuning 

The answer io that at that stage by about three degrees, thus chang- 
of the proceedings there were none. ing over From 5 S W, twenty miles 
And, anyhow, such matters would be away, to W OX A D, and hearing 

f 

t, 

t 

"HAND ME THAT 
MICROPHONE!" 

_4., 

i;' :' 

Measuring only a couple of inches in diameter, and designed for 
wear in the lapel of a speaker's coat, this tiny microphone is 
supposed 'to help after-dinner talkers to be less conscious of 

their unseen audience. 

k 

Company. Inc., of New York. This 
company manufactures . . 
and so on, till a vicions atmospheric 
cul him out. 

The fates were bountiful that day, 
for later on another coup was made " Hallo, New York! This is San 
Francisco Calling . . ." The 
silent listener this side eot busy with 
bio tuning dial and presently located " Hallo, 'Frisco ! Pittsburg answer- 
ingyou . . ." 

The doubter may obiect that such 
resulto are in the nature o! freakish 
receptions, or that exceptional skill 
is required to tune them in. Let it 
be conceded that a good deal of what 
is picked up is fortuitous for want of 
reliable working schedules, but 
herein lies half the charm. The 
listener never knows whether he 
will spend ten minutes running 
round the dial to find nothing, or 
whether he will be plunged into 
romance in a matter of second.s. 

,,,onscuse Needed 
As regards operating the set, a 

cértain amount o! common-sense is 
necessary, andit is desirable to make 
oneself proficient at tuning-in a 
given programme on tise ordinary 
broadcast band before tackling the 
short waves. On the other hand, it 
will probably he found far easier to 
tune in W 2 X A D than to separate 
Hamburg from Brookmans Park, 
15 miles from the latter. As for 
Konigswusterliausen, probably only 
a lavoured few can receive his signal 
nowadays clear of Radio-Paria on 
one side and 5 X X on the oilier 
whereas Zeesen, his LiUipntian 
brother, ja an excellent daylight 
signal during the summer months 
easy to get at good strength and 
often entirely free from almo- 
spherics at times when the upper 
wavebands are fizzing and banging 
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- * * 

OSAKA. The Osaka station, 
J O B K, now gives daily 
Esperanto talks at 10.30p.m. 

* * * 

BARI. Tise new Italian station 
on the Adriatic has been 
getting over well op 269 
metres. 

* * * 
: 

K ON IGSWUSTERHAUSEN. 
Since the recent reorgani- 
sation of Germany's broad- 
casting, consequent on poli. 

VATICAN CITY. The fluai I'folIowing are with a view, to the establih. 
words of the closing an. wavelengths used: ment of a high-power station 
nouncement are: "Laudatur 13-92 ni., 12.30-17.00 dailj (150 kw.). It should be 

Jesu Christus." - 1972 ,, 12.30-20.00 - working next year. 

* * * 2527 ,, 21.00-03.00,, * . * ., 

GRAHAMSTOWN. The African 4886 ,, fFoni 20.00 BRESLAU. During the recent 
Broadcasting Company and onwaids. political disturbances in 
Postmaster - General have * * Germany an attempt was - 

been negotiating for the MAGYAROVAR. A new relay made to set fire to the 
Breslau station, j 

4 5 

The November MODERN WIRELESS LANGENBERG. The famous 
German station at Langen. 

October,. 1932 "The Worlds Prog,annes " 

-- 
STATION INFORMATION 

/ There's always something happenin at those 
L.'- . 

foreign stations. It may be a change of wave- 
- length, an increase in power, longer programme 

- . hours or the like. But whatever it is the long- 
distance listener will find news of it in these 

monthly notes. 
;..fl;. ............................................................. 

01jeec 
ser.ation Broadcbsting the Weather-LinIed by Radio-New Studio 

Radio Corporation will wor for Hilversum-Rio Wants Report s-Milan to Wor/f with 50 
on 420 metres. It will be Kilowatts. 
America's biggest station. 

* * * }HLVERSUM. Early next eating with Europe. and the 

REALTOR. The site at year Hilversurn will open a U.S.A. will be fitted with 

Realtor for the new i1ar- new studio building. It will auxiliary apparatus for 

seules station has not yet have a concert-hall capable broadcasting. - 

been officially handed over of seating 500 people, with * 

to the Ministry of Posts, film facihtie and cinema w 8 X K. This -station low 
Telegraphs ajd Telephones equi.ie. 

its 'vorks from new trans- 
(P.T.T.). . - - mitters at Saxonburg, Penn- 

MODtRN WIRELESS 
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tical developments, Konigs- 
wusterhausen has become 
the "official" German 
station from which Govern- 
ment announcements are 
made. 

* - * _*_ - 

BRITTANY. The site for the 
new Biittany station to 
serve Western France has 
been selected at Thourie, 
near Rennes. 

t 

- 

WILL BE berg was in danger of being 
put out of action recently ON SALE NOV. iSt. Order Your Copy Now, by an attempt to overturi 
oneof the masts. 

M .............................................................................. 
* 

erection of a station at 
Grahamatown. 

- * * - * 

PARIS. Relays from the 
Paris Opera House via 
P.T.T. stations include 
"Der Rosenkavalier" on 
October 8th and October 
30th. 

* * . 

MILAN. The last of Ita1 s 
high-power stations will be 
erected at Milan. The power ill be the same a that of 
the B.B.C. Regionals-50 
kw. 
- -s * * 

SHANGHAI. Chins's new 
"Beam" radio-telegraph 
stations for comniufli- 

-L - -.- 

of Budapest has been opened 
at Magyarowar. - 

* * * 

ÇAPE TOWN. A ness station 
is to be provided as the 
result of listeners' coin- 
plaints about poor reception. 

RADIO-PARIS. urnmarics of 
the forthcoming prograthines 
are given three times a day' 
by Radio-Paris-at 7.45 
urn.. 12.30p.m. and 11 p.m. 

The early morning sum- 
mary on Sundays will be 
timed for 8.30 am. 

* * * 

SAIGON. The recent close. 
down of this popular station 
was due to the grant from 
the French Government 
being discontinued. 

* * * 

NICE. The first of the new 
French Regionals to come 
into action under the General 
Ferne plan will probably 
be the ($0-kilowatt station at 
Nice. 

* * * 

MADRID. A power of 120 
kilowatts will be employed 
by the projected Madrid 
long-wave station. - - --- -- 

. 
- * *' - * 

- ROUMANIA. The authorities 
ar testiiig various sites 

LENINGRAD. Daring 1933 
the Soviet Union reckons to 
build 440 new broadcasting 
stations, with an aggregate 
power of 380 kw. 

* * * 

KIEV. A 100-kilowatt station 
is under construction at 
Kiev. 

* * 

NAUEN. The American claim 
that Nashville's 878-ft. 
mast is the tallest in the 
world is disputed by Naucn, 
Germany, which has two of 
880 ft.. 

* * 

RIO DE JANEIRO. The Radio 
Club of Rio de Janeiro 
would be glad of reports on 
any of their programmes 
broadcast on 3 1-58 metres 
and received jo-this country. 

* * * 

HESTON. The principal weat- 
her forecasts on 833 metres 
are timed for 08.30, 10.30 
and 16.30 G.M.T. 

a * * 

BERLIN. Certain of the 
- 

- German -stations have been 
-. broadcasting. an experi- 

mental long-term (ten days) 
weather forecast on Tues- 
days and Fridays. ..... 
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'ir HE curious reader who 

JI wishes to explore 
this section of the 

waveband, with a set that 
reaches up to less than 600 
metres on medium waves, 
and to 1,000 metres or so when its 
switch is over to long waves, may 
wonder whethr thére is an easy way 
to do so. There is, and it involves 

A LITTLE-KNOWN WAVEBAND 
How to enjoy the thrill of exploring between 600 and 

1,000 metres. 

be normal. Tune in a well-receivèd 
station near the top of the dial- 
North Regional, for instance. Then 
increase each extra condenser's 

capacity a little and - 

tune on the main tuning 
dials, reducing these . 

little to keep the North 
Regional coming in. 

When, after decreasing 
a degree or two at a time in this 
way, the extra condensers' capacities 
are all-in, the dial reading of the 
hitherto top station on the dial will 

MÒDÈRN WIRELESS " The World's Programme8" Octóber, 1932 

)\ AI EDIUM-WAVE reception lias j/j been extremely' good re- 
i centlyandseveral American 

stations have provided good aiguaie. 
uropean stntious having beed 

cpmlng In at phenomenal strength, 
and daylight reception of the more 
4istant of them has been a regular 
occurrence. 

Besides the niore usual stations 
such as Brussels No. 1, Langen- 
berg, Poste Parisien (Paris) and 
Fécamp, less frequently heard 
(during daylight) stations such as 
Rome, Florence, Beroniuneter, 
Radio Toulouse, and Miililacker 
have provided good signals as 
early as mid-day. 

Plenty of Variety 
During the evening the band 

seems alive with stations and there 
le plenty of variety for those 
undesirous of listenIng te the 
British stations. The thp end of 
the diii (above Northern liegional) 
is particularly interesting. 

Here we find Florence and 
Palernio representing Italy at 
excellent strengtk. Prague is, of 
course, the big noise." Budapest 
Vienna, Munich, Ljubljana and 

WHAT THE DISTANT STATIONS 
ARE. DOING. 

other stations Iii this region have 
ail been heard at excellent strength. 

Below 480 metres reception 
has been equally good and it is 
extremely difficult to say u'.blclu 
stations are the better received. 
Beromuuuster simply rips the 
ether," but Roune is almost as 
powerful. Poste Parisien (Paris) 
is probably the moat powerfully 
received station below the London 
Regional trauusnuitter. 

It is an extremely interesting 
fact that European stations are 
being (and have bee,, for several 
months l)ast) received at good 
strength as far away as 
Zealand alud Australia. 

At first one Is inclined to look 
uupon this reception as beiug 

freak," but from the regularity 
with which it takes place it 15 

clearly nothiuug of the sort. - 

Britain Sehlogn Heosii - 

Those stations best received 
in these dounluulouis are Rome, 
Moscow-Stalin, I LwÓw, Bratislavui 
and Radio Toulouse. The British 
stations are seldom heard. 

Although there is no other 
country with so many ardent 
distance enthusiasts as has the 
United States of America, it is an 
extremely rare occurrence for 
reports of European stations re- 

ceived there being made. Peculiar 
though it umlay seem, New Zealand, 
Australian a,id Japanese stations 
are frequeuitly received, even mn 

the Eastern states. 
Returning to orn side of the 

Atlantic we hive a pleasant sur- 
prise awaiting for us, for the 
American stations are returning 
from What should have been their 
summer vacation. 

Volume Incienses 
Besides niore stations being 

received than a short while ago, 
volume lias also increased con- 
siderably, and it s now possible 
to receive several of them at 

reasonable - indeed, on saille 
occasions, good-phone strength. 

I had a most successful night in 
this sphere recently. At ouie o'clock 
Oli that morning I sat with head- 
phones to np, ears, turning the dials 
and feeling (lint I was wasting my 

beauty sleep," for, so far, I had 
not heard a sound from across the 
Atlantic. 

However, having sat up ap late 
lt. occurred to me that I should not 
throw np the sponge thus early, 
and so I turned over to my short- 
wave receiver for a refresher. 

Here if nowhere else, I uns able 
to receive Âuuerica at entertaining 
streuigth. Several American statiouus 
provided nie with entertalnuuient 
until about 2 a.ni. Thien 1 
returned to the medium uvaves. 

I was immediately conscious tivat 
things huid livened up, and ¡ 
swung the dial, down towards 
282 uuetres. 

Listened with Pleasure 
- I was just in tinue to receive (lue 
tail-end of an announcement frouui 
WTI C, at Hartford, Connectiemut.. 
Voluumue was far greater thuauu I liad 
anticipuited and for souuue time I 
listened to the programme cdli 
pleasure. However. I soon thought 
I would see whether W' P 0, 
Atlantic City, \Vas coining in, uimid so 
swung below W' T I C with tise 
idea of searching for this station. 

I diLl uuot need to search, how-: 
ever, for W PO was conming- in 
at strength almost equal to that 
of W T IC. This despite the fact 
th,ut W T I C employs a power 
of 50 kw. and W PU of merely 
5 kw. i 

Short-wave reception hìu been 
surprIsingly good and, as could 
be expected, \V-2 X A D, Schenec- 
tady, and stations arouimd that 
waveleumgthm, have provided soins 
of the most powerful aiguaie. 
W2 X À F, Schenectady, sud 
W.I X A Z, Springfield, hmave also 

- 

-0 

- 

- 
- Ï -:'- 
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i 
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- 
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provided excellent signals. Con- 
sistency huis, huowe er, been Lick- 
ing from thueuì. 

The 49-metre band huis beeuu 
hopeless-so far as dlstummmt stations 
mure concerned mmntil after 1 a.nu. 
Volume ha thien been good until 
about 6 aims., is-hems a fade-out 
generally begins to take phuce. 

I Star Station 
Several South, and Central 

- Aniericuin stations have provided 
good signals. The "star" of 
timese stations is 1' R X A, Rio de 
Jumneiuo, on 31-58 metres. This 
statiomi lias beemi hromudcasthuig 
imiglmtly bulletins of Brazilian 
'news iii sever;ul languages, immehud- 

..iuug British. Vohunue huas been 
good, u hilet the consistency with 
which I u'eceived this statiouu earlier 
cm the month was astoundimug. 

LS Y, Buenos Aires, has pro- 
videal the greatest volume of any 
American station (North or South). 
Tiums station works upon . 1447 
uuuetres. Another Buemsos Aim-es 
StmithOn. LS X. huas also beeuu heard 
well. Y\ Q, Maracay, Venezuela, 
has been received at fair 'phone 
streimgth on two occasions. 

L. W, O. 

out position, when the read- using an HF. stage, audwill 
They do themselves well in Japan, as this 

ings of the medium- photograph of the magnificent station generally be found repeat- 
wàvelength stations should buildings at Formosa clearly shows! ing theWarsaw programme. 
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the use of two of :ho:e handy little RADIO IN JAPAN be we I down towards the middle. 

variable condensers for which Likely Stations 
so many assorted uses have Then the extra con- 
already been found. densers can be left alone 

Easy Â1terations 
and the top of the tuning 
range explored. Likely 

All that is necessary is . . ... stations are \%ilno, on 563 
to fit one of these con- - metres, and Ljubljana, 
.densers having a capacity -1. the Yiigo-Slay. This latter 
of 0002 mfd. Or. there . I works on 25 kilowatts, 
abouts across each tuning - - 4 ...;. as compared with Wilno's 
,cndenser by ì'eans of a 

- 

16 kw., but comes over to 
in couple of short, flexible - Britain well autumn and 

leads. First adjust the winter. Wilno is a fairly 
extra condenser's-in the all - easy capture on a good set, 
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would probably find the resultant .This remarkably interesting photograph was taken nearly twelve years ago, when 
K D K A, the very first broadcasting station in existence, commenced operations. It is curve to be something like a straight located at Pittsburg U.S.A. and to-day announces itself as "The Pioneer Broadcasting 

line with a number of relatively small Station of the World." 
365 

writing those notes I have had a long roughly, every fifteen months. will he like ou October ist, or at any 
talk with * newly-made acquaintance The period of time for which these dther period from then onwards. 
o. mine who is in the happy positiOì conditions is entirely dependent One point occurs to me here 
of being a really expert meteorologist on the relative positions of the other with reference to " location.' It is 
and an ultra-enthusiastic short-wave 
experimenter. THE FIRST BROADCAST FROM K D K A 

he assures me that the eIeven 
year cycle" may be taken as read 
when we refer to sunspots, but that 
he doesn't think we need take it 
seriously in connection wih. short- 
wave radio. - - 

Quite Unreliable 
His theory is that it certainly is 

present in a broad, geieral way, but 
that it is so hopelessly ch.ttred up 
iy other " cycles " that it is quite 
unreliable. There is another çycje, 
connected with the movements of 
certain heavenly bodies, that he 
thinks would account for the extra- 
good conditions that prevailed this 
last Spring. 

If you were to draw the" eleven- 
year cycle" on graph paper, an4 then 
superimpose upon it all th other 
cycles whose existence is nroved. you 

nr HOSE of j YOU who 
read these 

pages last month 
w i 11 remember 
that I prophesied 
that short-wave 
conditions would 
be likely to im- 
prove from now 
ónwards, if there happened to be any- 
thing in the "eleven-year cycle." Since 

: Eves-5 uionfh »lose sind soie E 

people ase getting isitesested in 
short leaves, (isid 550 nittej what 
past iesiiaj- sect ion of tisis fascissat- ¡ 

: ¡ng subject biteresls you, goss ivili 
find sosnetiiis.q of interest in these 
par;es. O,,s- (-ontsibistor ilas had 
sisan!, qear.s' eJperience of tise isiqiser 

E 
frequencies and kssoies his subject - 

(rossi beginning fo end. 

troughs" in it, 
corresponding to 

bad" periods. - 

I have already 
mentioned the 
"fifteen - monthly 
cycle," supposed 
to be a ninth 
harmonic of the 
eleven -year 

affair, and it seems to be a fact that 
periods of bad conditions do occuj, 

cy'1es, of hich there appear to be 
at least six ! I departed from this 
lerrned gentleman in a chastened 
mood, determined that th job of 
prophet as product ive of more kicks 
titan ha'pence, and that I would 
abandon it forthwith. 

:A- Matter of Location 

Fr that reason let me state, here. 
and now, that I haven't the vaguest 
idea of what short-wave conditions 

iì\ O .s. 
f __ : 

rTIi 
. - - 
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an undoubted fact that the place at 
which one is situated has a great 
effect upön the parts of the world 
that one finds it easiest to receive. 
Station "A," at Tooting Bec, may 
receive Australia and South America 
extremely well, while Station " B," 
at Wandsworth Common, may find 
that he a.lwâys hears North America 
and South Africa, with yery little 
eise. - - 

Station " C," in the Midlands, may 
be good for India, Java and Japan, 
while the unfortunate Station "D" 
may be extraordinarily well placed 
for the reception of the Fiji Islands, 
Central Pacific Ocean and South Pole. 

Always the Same! 
Of curse, the latter chap won't 

k-now how well he s placed for those 
areas, because there aren't any 
signals coming from them on which 

hi.isiness is definitely proved up to 
the hilt. One big fàct that I have 
left out, however, is the effect of the 
aerial used. A man may. often change 
his "good spots" completely round 
by putting up an aerial in a different 
direction, or even öne of differént 
proportions. 

All-Round Compromise 
I have done so myself times 

without number, and have eventually 
settled down to an unsymmetrical 
and generally inefficient-looking aerial 
simply because it appears to be a 
compromise all round. It gives me 
fairish reception from all parts of the 
world, .instead of excellent reception 
from one .continet and mediocre 
results from the rest. 

This, to me, is just one of the 
many things that make short-wave 
work so intriguing. If it were easy, 

RUGBY RADIO 

V T 
I 

L - V' 

j .= 

;! 
.1L. 

r 
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i.comein well, ,.whereas - at the. yery bu a comrcial short'wave sùer 
ON THE . same time Afiica may he extr' good het and twiddle the knobs 

L.UDT u1AT$Z making "B" think ,that condittons If on the other hand, you 'ant 
iirì marvellous.' As for poor old -to rnak a hobby of the busiùes, then 

-continued "D," if - he rilìy can't receive - you build your own gear fi'bm th 
anything except the' places I have - junk-box and -proceed to find out 

- - suggested, conditions will always seem a few of the " whys and wherefores." V the- same to him! - - - Incidentally, - the stepping-stones 
-, Surely this shows why it is that the in the life of a short-wave fan appear 

- : reports I receive from readers vary to be the following: "Mildly inter- - 
so much. For this "location " ested reader of short-wave articles; 
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he can check up! I should simply be bored with it, 
The point I am leading up to is and doubtless my readers feel the 

this, that "A" will think conditions same. If you just want to hear 
are bad when his Australians and distant sations, and are prepared to 
South Americans don't happen tó pay for th privilege, you simply 

SHANGHAI'S UP-TO-DATE SHORT-WAVER 

;tI 

- 

- - I 

- 

rL 

The látest step in modernising China-the up-to-date short-wave station at -Shanghai 
that is- used for communicating-with all corners of the world. It uses one of the new 

anti-fading aerial systems, hence the unusual type of mast. 

The final amplifying stage of the largest 
wireless station-in the world. It is situated 
at Rugby, and belongs to the British 

Post Office. 

possessor of short-wa ve receiver; 
reporter of amateur signals from all 
over the . world ; - would-be amateur 
transmitter; and fully-fledged' ham.'" 
At the recent R.S.G.B. Annual Con- 
vention I was talking to quite a 
dozen " hams," who told me that 
"-On the Short Waves," or similar 
articles, had started them ofi on that 
path. 

Wearing Out the Ether 
And here they are, in some cases 

less than two years afterwards, with 
a roomful of transmitting equipment - 

of which anyone might be proud, 
and with radio friends in most of the 
countries of the world. - 

Truly, the listener of to-day pro- 
vides the signals for the listener 
of to-morrow ! - '' P. P. E." told the 
world many years ago that it was 

more blessed to send than receive," 
hut if we all did that the ether would 
be worn out in a year orso. 

One of the most interesting features 
of the Convention, by the way, was 
the address by Capt. A. J. L. Murray, 
D,S.O., O.B.E., RN.,. on the subject 
of the formation of the Royal Naval 
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Designed for long-distance cruises, this flying-boat is equipped with a highl efficient 
between 9 and 9.30 p.m. 

radio installation. So that communication can be maintained when on the surface I hope to have rn complete 
of the water, the aerial is supported on a light mast. data for publication next month. 
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posai of this nature savours of falling back on mere prophecy, 
selling the bond of friendship to the perhaps I can make a fe' remarks on 

A RADIO-EQUIPPED SHIP-OF-THE-AIR 

i 

z1 

-. 

J. - 

i1 

Those w ho were fortunate enough 
to be listening to an American station 
on the night of the total eclipse 
(August 31st) were regaled with a 
full running commentary in highly 
dramatic style on the progress of the 
moon's shadow over the earth. 

I heard it from W 2 X A D, 
W 3 X A L on 168 metres, and 
W 8 X K down on 13 metres, at 
practically equal strength from all 
three. 

Although readers' letters seem to 
indicate that most of them noticed 
a falling-off of signals during the few 
seconds of totality, I found exactly 
the reverse myself ; W 2 X A D in 
particular coming up to a roaring 
strength for a few moments, although 
he was badly affected b tadiag 

Admiralty recognises the e±istence 
and the usefulness of the much- 
maligned "ham." This is really the 
first time the British " ham" has 
been officially recognised, and he 
ought to feel duly proud of the fact. 

Naturally, the scheme has not gone 
down with unanimous approval. 
certain dissenters put forward the 
perfectly sound argument that 
amateür radio is a vast movement for 
internatiomil peace, and that a pro- 

Special high-frequency apparatus installed in a German hospital for treating certain 
ailments. In the course of experiments pressures up to 600,000 volts have been used. 

war ; but, all the same, it's no 
good shutting one's eyes to possi- 
bilities, however unpleasant or re- 

mote, of some unfortunate breach of 
the peace in the distant future. 

From the Antipodes 
Winter conditions" will sohn be 

iiì force once more, and, without 

I believe this applies, too, to the 
broadcast bands, with the exception 
of the 49-metre crowd of Americans, 
who usually continue to come over 
well all through the winter, starting 
rather earlier in the evenings than 
usuaL 

Eclipse News 

Wireless Auxiliary Reserve (herein- 
after called the R.N.W.A.R.). A 
scheme is well in hand whereby, in 
the most unlikely event of another 
war; the Navy will be able to call 
immediately on a large body of 
.trained operators, recruited princi- 
pally from among the amateur ttans- 
mitters of the country. - 

Sound Technical Knowledge 
The competent "ham," naturally, 

is more than a man who knows the 
Morse code inside out; he is a rnaù 
used to "getting on the air," and 
familiar w-ith radio procedure. Further, 
he has a certain amount of söund 
technical knowledge . .Where could 
one find a more likely person to 
qualify for thejo of wireless oper&tor 
during hóstiliti?. : 

The other side of .the qùestion, too, 
is important, for it shows 1hât the 

HEALING WITH THE AID OF HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS 

..4 

: 

I 

I - 

.:j: 

F. 

L 
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ON THE 
SHORT WAVES 

-continued 

- 

«1 

armed forces." So well was this 
argument put forward at the Conven- 
tion that I an as yet unconvinced 
on one side or the other. 

Certainly no thinking man can join 
a movement on account of its power 
for the continuance of peace, and at 
the saine time start preparing for 

MODERN WIRELESS 

my previous two years' logs for 
October and November. In the 
amateur world the outstanding efIecs 
are the arrival of signals from the 
Antipodes, both in the early mornings 
and afternoons, and the general un- 
reliability of the " Yanks" in the 
evenings. 
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Pioneers, and the other. is a recording of the famous 
second Hungarian Rhapsody, by Llszt,'played on 
the piano by Ignaz Friedman. (DX850.) 

As a recording the "Hill-Billy" record is a 
wonderful piece o work, the voices, the banjo and 
the mouth organ are all clear-cut, and the full 
timbre is obtained thro,ughout. . The numbers 
included are, of couise, a mixture of tise well- 
known nigger minstrel songs, such as "Casey 
Jones," and Southern songs of deeper sentimen- 
tality. . . . - 

The "Hungarian Rhapsody" is a full-blooded 
recording, and except for one or two instances the 
trouble of that peculiar timbre that Is the char- 
acteristic of many piano recordings Is absent. 
The reproduction te excellent and with a good 
electric reproducer very life-like. 

The first of the ten-inch discs that we are going 
to discuss is Musical Influenza (DB882) a dise 
with an intriguing title by the "Atishoo ' Opera 
Company. The "contents" are parodies of weil- 
known operatic and ballad melodies, based on the 

H.M. V. 
One of the chief records issued this month is 

that by the London Symphony Orchestra of Eric 
Costes' From Meadow to Mayfair. This takes the 
form of two discs (C2448D), and is a fine recording 
from a technical point of view, and it necessarily 
requires a good Instrument to reproduce it. 

On an inferior gramophone the result is nothing 
short of painful, for the timbre of the strings is 
essential to the interpretation of the piece, especi- 
ally in the second section, "A Song by the Way." 
As a matter of fact, we would like to have heard 
more of the violins, for the whole piece tends to 
become too much on one lovei of tone, and the 
result is rather monotonous. 

Going from the sublime to-something lighter, 
we come to Gracie Fields in Waltzing Time in Old 
Vienna and A Fly's Day Ont. The former is the 
better of the two, and is more like the' popular 
Gracio in style. "A,Fly's Day Out " Is rather 
pointless in its words. 

which Is very good, though not such an outstanding 
number a that just mentioned. (0180.) 

Syd Lipton and his Grosvenor House Band are 
worth hearing in A Great Big Bunch of You and 
Marta. The band is neat sud compact, but there 
is nothing really outstanding in their performance. 
(8181.) Why do so many bands make their 
numbers so flat? 

The Blue Lyres (Ambrose's second band) are 
always good, This time.they are to be heard fu 
The Clouds Will Soon Roll By and The " Oi " 
Song. This latter je a snappy number that is well 
played by the band, and is sure to be popular. 
We suppose that Flannagan and Allen are 
responsible for the idea, but wherever it comes from 
it le good. The comedy is original and the theme is 
fresh-a relief in these days of threadbare senti- 
ment and sugar singing. (8162.) 

I Want to Cling to Ivy and The Flies Crawled Up 
the Window form two more of the Blue Lyres' 
numbers. They are recorded on 6163, and are 
both good in their way. 

piano by Peggy Cochrane, is an excellent record. 
The tone of the piano If very well portrayed, and 
the items chosen are really popular. You should 
hear it, it Is worth much more than is asked for it. 

The- Miserere, froni ' Il Trovatore," and 
Barcarolle (" Taies of Hoffmann "), sung by' Thea 
Philips and Yrancesco Vada (3230), are good, 
though the recordIng of the voices is a little harsh 
at times. --' - 

Some more dance numbers worth hearing are 
Downhearted (3237), Troubles Are Like Bubbles 
(3238;.by the Harvard Dance Club Aces, and 
¡ulian (3239), by SteIn's Tango Orchestra-TipIca. 

- COL ÚMBIA' 
T!here are two twelve.inel Columbia records that 

we want to bring to your notice this month-not 
that they are the only two listed, but they aro of 
particular interest in that- they are very fine 
recordings and the first mentioned is somethIng of 
a novelty. - - . -. ....... 

Here, then, are the titles: Hill-Billy Songs 
(DX36S), sung by Carson Robiaon and - his 

Only a few re discussed, 
but they are representative 
of the ñuiny brought out 
by the various gramophone 

- 

record companies. E 

- 

- The B.B.C. Dance Orchestra has recorded 
- Flannagan and Allan's famous song, Underneath 

tbe Arches, on CB481, and with thc vocal chorus 
liare made s good number of lt. But we tear this 
haunting melody will soon be killed if the plugging 

-. does not cease. We heard it fo times running 
the other day In less than half an hour, played by 

t - either dance band or light orchestra over the radio. 
Wrap Your Arms Around Me and Wherever You 

Are are good numbers by the same band, the 
former having a snappy vocal chorus by, is it, 
Anona WInn? 

Another novelty record of note has been found 
by the Zonophone Company. We refer to the 
cookery record, How to Make. An Omelette, by 
X. M. Bouiestin. It is -divided into two parts, 
Theory and Practipe, and it will undoubtedly have a 
great appeal among the housewives of Great Britain. 
The omelette has always been a weak point in our 
cookery armour; here is s chance to strengthen 
it (not the omelette). Rear record No. 6174. 

Lullaby oh the Leaves, sung by Sam Browne, is 
worthy of note, a it is well sung and not over- 
done, as is so often the ease with this typ' of 
number. (6154.) On the other sHe is When Work is 
Through. . 

Some new dance combinations make their 
appearance in the Zonophone lista, and one of 
these Is a real "find." We suspect that it records 
under another name as well but that is beside the 
point. The Zono. name of the band is Terry Mack 
and his Boys. - 

They are to be heard to great ath'antage in 
Bahama Mama, which is a hrlusnpb of orchestration 
and ingenuity in the handling of the instrumenfal 
break-s. On the other side is Cabin in the Cotton. 

BROADCAST 
( 000 novelty records are not easy to find ti-i nowadays, for most of the brilliant Ideas 

have been snapped up. One that should 
have special mention, however, Is the ten-inch 
Broadcast record, Famous Choir of Canaries, which 
is a wonderful disc In its way. 

flow many canaries there are in the performance 
we do not know, but the trilling of the birds to the 
orchestral accompaniment in O Sole Mio and 
Monastery Garden is exceedingly fine. You should 
make a point of hearing this disc. (888.) 

A Day's Music in Our Street is another novelty 
record that has " personality," if we may so call st. 
it is obviously from Its title a miscellany of pave- 
ment artistes, and as such it is remarkably lifelike. 

The barrel organ is very well portrayed, and the 
recording of these discs since the new method 
bas Leen adopted is very much improved. You 
will likethe Jews' harp accompaniment tothe mouth 
organ. (dSP.) 

A Spot of Sport and Oh, Whiskers (886), by Billy 
Danvers, is good lun of the music-hall-type, with 
broad humour while of the dance discs, l've 
Gone and Lost My Little Yo-Yo and The Gag Song 
aresuretobegoodsellers. (894.) 

They are of the very broad type, the latter being 
based on the galaxy of "She was only a Book- 
maker's Daughter" type of joke that has been 
going the rounds during the last few months. 

Of the larger Broadcasts there are several really 
excellent recordings. The People Upstairs and The 
Big Drum Major (8225), by the Western Brothers 
are well worth hearing. The recording is good and 
the entertainment value is good also, especially 
in the last-named, which has some interesting 
instrumental effects. 

A Posy of Popular Tunes (3230). played on the 

"hero's " bad attack of the well-known compiaint. 
The visit of the vicar is a good touch, while the 

second side is better even than the first. It is 
sveli termed a "Tuneful EpidemIc." A very differ- 
ent ending from that expected is arranged. You 
should hear lt. By the way, is lt Leonard Henry 
as the poor patient? 

Albert Sandier and bis Orchestra are truly 
delightful in their rendering of Gipsy Moon and 
Bird Songs at Eventide. (DB853.)- The former 
number is being well plugged by the dance bands, 
but it reaches its finest interpretation when played 
by a light orchestra. 

Onaway, Awake, Beloved (Cohen) and The Lute 
Player, sung by Harold Williams, is a very fine 
record indeed (DB857), and one that should be In 
every gramophile's library. 

Lighter fare is provided by Flotsam and Jetsam 
on DB883, where tlsey sing Big Ben Calling and 
The Ghost of An Old King's Jester. The former is 
rather weak in Its conception, and the laek of 
tune is emphasisel by tIse ' effect" of Big Ben 
striking. The second number is more up to the 
usual F. and J. standard. 

l'in Carefree and Sly Mum are two of the Savoy 
Hotel Orpheans' dance numbers this month, the 
former being excellent, though we do not much 
care for the latter. (CB468.) Let That Be a Lesson 
to You and I Don't Blame Top, with vocal Chorus by 
Chick Endor (CB47i), are good items; and the 
vocal choruses, as one would expect, leave nothing 
to be desired. - 

A brief selection from 
some of the records re- 
leased during the month. 

weil recorded. The orchestrai accompaniment is 
delightful. (B4223.) - - 

It takes a really, good -radio-gramophone to 
reproduce anything approaching the harsh blare 
of the trunipet, but without this many of the latest 
hot numbers are completely spoiled, so we would 
not advise you to get the following unless you are 
confident that you will be able to reproduce them 
in such a manner as to do them justice. If you 
can, then get them by ali means if you are fond of 
hot orchestrations. 

The first is At the Prom and The Way I Feel 
To-day, by Irving Mills and his Modernists and 
McKinney's Cot.ton Pickers respectively. They are 
both very fine pIeces of work, and are worth 
hearing (B6204). The vocal chorus ¡s most artistic. 

fiere are some more "red-hot icons" tlsat will 
be enjoyed by thousands of dance-band en- 
thusiasts. By &eorgc Olsen and his Music we have 
Downhearted (fairly- straight) and Fools in Love 
this by Lew Conrad and his Musketeers. (B6214. 
There I Go Dreaming Again (with female vocal 
refrain, and a rather haunting theme) and You Can 
Make My Life a Bêd of Roses. (B6202.) This latter - 

is another fine number with amost artistic vocal 
refrain. 

McKinney'e Cotton Pickcre also give us Miss 
Hannah and, on the reverse side, I'm a Ding-Dong 
Daddy Is played by Jolsnny Johnson and his 
Orchestra. (B6215.) 

Ambrose and hie Orchestra are to be heard in 
Humming to Myself and Soft Lights and Sweet. 
Music, two tuneful numbers thai should not be 
missed. Ambrose is not an exponent of "hot" 
playing, hence his general popularity; and a well- 
deserved popularity lt is, for Isis is undoubtedly 
one of the finest dance orchestras in the country. 
(B6205.) ... . . - 

ZONOPHONE . - 

r 
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In the Viennese number, Oracle's imitation of '. the Army sergeant is a typical touch. (B4214.) 
Miacha Elman is always welcome, and his Le [CENT' Cygne and Melodie (DA1143) are excellent 

examples of good violin recording, coupled with 
choice of item that is eminently suitable for home 
entertainment. The bite of the bow on the strings 
is captured in fine fashion, and the record e worth 

1 P[ORD 
, 

hearing for that alone,' apart from the musical 
value it also contains. 

Paderewski has chosen two "gems" to record 

f 

on DA 1245, though to the average man they ate 
not likely to appeal The first, Mazurka in 

RELEASES'S 
greatly. 

D Major (Chopin), is very monotonous, and though 
the recording Is good we cannot recommendthe 
record as i piece of entertainment an' more than 

Czerny 

S 

we could advise you to get s Exercises 
and sit and listen to them even if played by the 
greatest pianist in the world. 

"' The second item, Mazurka In A Flat Major 
(Chopin), Is like unto the first in ite conception, 
though it is a little more tuneful. Technically, the 
records are perfect. 

Switching over to low-brow we have Frances Day and Max K1rb' singing two excerpts from' 
"-Out of the Dottle. Everything But You and I 

S 
u Don't Want You To. They are typical snappy 

- 
- musical comedy -ñumbers that are well sung and 
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All controls are conveniently situated. 

NOWADAYS the word "portable" 
has come to mean something 
more substantial than the 

artificial leather suitcase contraption 
that housed three or four valves in an 
inefficient circuit such as we used 
to know a few yeais ago.. 

To-day it conjures to one's mind a 
well-designed and powerful set housd 
in an attractive wooden cabinet, 
and though it may not be light enough 
to carry when hiking, it is really 
portable in that it requires no 
aerial or earth connections, and is at 
the same time a serviceable household 
set, not one merely meant for out- 
door picnic work. 

veniently on a neat escutcheon plate 
above the loudspeaker fret, and a 
most ingenious method of minimising 
the number of knobs has been 
devised. The turntable, too, is a neat 
and invaluable incorporation. 

Straightforward Controls 
There are four controls, and these 

are operated by means of a concentric 
system of knobs. Thus we have two 
small switch-like knobs protruding 
slightly from two rings. The knobs 
control in the one case the fine tuning 
of the set, and the surrounding ring 
the dial setting, while in the other 
case the knob controls the wave 
range and switches the set on or oft, 
and its accompanying ring is a volume 
control. 

bet. portable, and it remains for me 
to go into the actual test and the 
way the set behaved itself. 

Naturally, London is no fair place 
in which to test a super; or I should 
say, perhaps, that Tallis House is 
no fair place. So, as is done with all 
receivers where a range test is re- 
quired as well as a mere sensitivity 
meter test, the portable was taken 
out into the country to give it a real 
chance. 

Splendid. Range 
lt took it. There is no mistake 

about this set's capabilities, for once 
given the air it ranged round Europe 
in a manner that was astonishing. 
One is not accustomed to regard 
the portable as a distance-getter, 

Octol'er, 1932 
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THE HJi.V0 SUPERHET. 
PORTABLE: SIX' 

The main iechÑicni details and test report, of the first II.M.V. battery' 
- - recdver. 

- S 

-By K. D. ROGERS. .' 

' true H.I%1.V tle and, as would be 'not content with a really good bag 

expected, is above reproaéh.. It i 'òf f stations, but wants them all, 
walnut, and the simple design makes - The circuit diagram will tell the 
the set both attractivé and busine'ss- more technically minded of n 
like in appearance. readers most of the things they 

All the controls are grouped conr vant to know about the H.M.V. super-- 

House, and was handed over to my 
tender care. 

Attractive Appearance 
In appearance it is one of the most 

attractive portables I have seen. 
Ita cabinet-work is carried out iii 

ensures good quality when listening 
to the local or very strong stations. 

The loudspeaker is of the balanced- 
armature type, and provision is made 
at the back of the set for a pick-up, 
alternative loudspeaker, and external 
aerial and earth for the man who is 

36cr 

i8 by 15 by 8 ins. 

But after a few minutes the surprise 
wore off, and I settled down to enjoy 
a good evening's hunting. All the old 
favourites among good outdoor aerial 
receivers came in without coaxin 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
E CIRCUIT DETAILS :-Six valves, S.C. 

oscillator ; sa. ist detector ; S.G. L.l'. 
5 amplifier ; 2nd detector ; Pentode. 
5 CONTROL ARRANGEMENTS : - Four 5 

controls. Two tor tuning ; one t, 
volume control; one for wave-changing 
and "on-oft " switching. 

SPECIAL FEATURES : - Local/long- 
: range control ; balanced-armature 5 

speaker; provisisn for pick-up; especi- 
ally low consumption. 

BATTERIES -L.T, 2-volt 28-amp.-' 5 

s hour accumulator (consumption 0'e 
amp.). HT. 120-volt super-capacity 

: dry battcry (consumption 10 milliamps). 5 
MEASUREMENTS :-Height 18 ins., 

width 15 ins., depth 8 ins., weight 82 lb. 
s 

PRICE:-17 guinSas, including valves and f 
- royalty. 

E. 

So, on hearing that a new portable 
-the first from Hayes-was being 
introduced on the market, I obtained 
a promise from the firm concerned 
that they would give me the oppor- 
tunity of testing an early model. 
And so, not long ago, the H.M.V 
super-het. portable arrived at Talus 

The circuit of the set is a six-valve 
super-het. arrangement, with an input 
SG. valve, followed by the oscillator, 
first detector (which is a screen-grid 
valve), then an intermediate stage, 
second detector, and output pentode. 

And the marvel of it all is that the 
totalhigh-tensioncurrentconsumption. 
of the set is a bare 10-11 milliamps. 
when working at the specified voltage 
of 108. The receiver is automatically 
biased, and a battery of 124 volts 
is provided so that the H.T. can be 
increased as the cells run down. 

Standard Valves 

Two-volt valves are used through- 
out., and volume control is 
carried out by varying the bias of 
the first screened-grid valve. A 
long-distance or local switch on the 
back of the cabinet allows a very 
useful sensitivity adjustment that 

and the use of the super-heterodyne 
principle (ideal for the purpose) 
in the H.MV. portable rather upsets 
one's subconscious calculations. 

AN INGENIOUS LAYOUT 

A 
i. 

A'. 

4. 
".5 

ç. 

The internal design is well worked out from 
every point of view. The cabinet measures 
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-and the price 
is exceedingly 
reasonable. 

H.M.V. have for long been the hall- 
mark of the gramophone industry, and 
when the radio-gramophone came 
into being they determinéd to retain 
their position in the land. Now 
they have entered a new field, but if 

The circuit of the H.M.V. Portable Six contains a pre-mixer H.F. valve (A),' then the 
oscillator (B), then the mixer (C), intermediate S.G. (D), second detector (E),and a steep- 

slope small-consumption pentode output (F). . - - 

particular power valve were "38 
milliamps per volt" the plate current 
will vary by 3'8 milliamps for every 
volt change in grid potential. 

Mutual conductance must, how- 
ever, be carefully - distinguished from 

37O . 

ordinary power 
valve is fre 
quéntly over- 

loaded in this position, to say nothing 
òf one having twice the amplification 
factor. This is a case where push-pull 
can be used to advantage, as this 
arrangement will handle double the 
grid-swing of a single valve. 

Quality F(rst 

The price of the 
H.M.V. super- 
het. portable is 
17 guineas, and it 
is a price thai 
should appeal to 
a widespread 
public. The set is 
good-I have not 
the least hesita- 
tion in saying so 

J ________ -. 

C 

impulses musi be 

- 
s,ñatl, otherwise 

a al overloading in- 
ewtably oeca! 

r ¿& o asinthelaststage 
a :: :i-. of a receiver ein- 

'ci - - ploying two pre 
L..L:LI W_JJ vious trans- - - - - _-, - f o r m e r-coupled 

- ''- --'-- sszio stages. Thus an 

a little attention from the 
service department, and it 
is not necessarily any re- 
flection on the set that this 
is so, and the arrangements 
for easy and efficient servic- 
ing are part and parcel of 
the design of all properly 
built receivers. 

Luckily a good set does 
not often require much at- 
ention in this direction, but 

such jobs as renewing a 
valve (which also is only an 
occasional requirement), can 
be done in a few minutes 
by just removing the back 
of the cabinet. 

ï_. C 

î.i 

i / 

i. 

- - for a: given amplification 
factor. 

- , 

. Large Mag. 
k . In effect, that means that 

the, valve will provide a 
large voltage amplification 

i combined with large change 
- in current for quite low vari- 

j) ations in grid potential 
- - ..' 1 That is, it will deliver the 

full power output of which 
it is capable at compara- 

( \ 
-.À, . 

tively small grid impulses, 
- and in that sense it is an 

\ 
excellent power valve of 
large ampljflcation. 

£ F But ihe q?id 

(other than that of electrical inter- 
ference when going all-ot!t on the 
distant switch, setting in a crowded 
town) i vry commendable: 

Easily' Accessible - 

The whole of the chassis pulls out 
fron the back for servicing if 
necçssary, the removal of the, es- 
cutcheon front freeing the inside of 
the set. Even the " most 
perfect" of sets will need 

sirable quality unless you lnow how 
to make correct use of it. 

Another name for slope is" mutual 
coñductance," usually. stated as so 
mäny' "milliamps per. 'volt" (or 
mA/V). It indicates the change in 
anode current per volt change of grid 
potential, and this is represented by 
the " steepness" of the characteristic 
curve. For example, if the slope of a 

The eurient, however, varies 'in- 
versely with respect to another quan- 
tity-viz., the "impedance" of the 
valve. For a given. amplification 
factor, the less the impedance the 
greater the change in anode current 
correspoùding to .1 volt change in 
grid potential. -To 'get a large slope, 
therefore, we must either increase the 
amplification factor while keeping 

- 
" the impedance constant, 

or deerease' the impedance HOW THE CIRCUIT IS ARRANGED 

-coniinued from previou page voltage variations are magnied, 
whereas mutual conductance gives 

and the tdne of .the loudspeaker is REGARDING SLOPE» 
the corresponding change in current. 

excellent for so small a set. Some interesting acts about high- It 's' Power That Counts 
The long waves are as good ashe -- - efficiency valves. But ".power" is not volts or cui- 

medium, and as a programme-getter By HANDEL REES. rent. ] is the product of the two, 80 
the HM.V. portable is certainly in a that a valve having both a high 
class by itself. The ease of control amplification facíor and mutual con- 
will be an eye-opener to anyone who hear much about "steep ductance is capable of delivering, a 
has not handled a good super, and slope" power valves, but large power output to a circuit of 
the absence of 'background noise - - - thi is not aI*ays a- de- suitable impedance. 

MODERN WIRELESS 

THE H;M.V SUPER: 
HET. PÖRTABLE SIX 

this, their first battery receiver,is a 
true forerunner of later designs, we 
shall hear a great deal about H.M.V. 
in this respect in the future. 

October, 1932 

amplification factor." The latter 
refers to the voltage amplification 
alone without regard to current ; it 
states the number of times the und 
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pressed between the grid of the 
valve and the cathode or filament. 

Varying Pressure 
In other words, there is a differ- 

ence in electrical pressure between 
the grid and the filament which is 
continuously varying in accordance 
with the strength and character of 

corresponding current variation in 
amps. 

By inserting such a resistance R 
in the anode circuit of the amplify- 
ing valve, a in Fig. 1, a voltage 
variation is obtained which is usually 
much greater than the voltage signal 
originally impressed on the grid. We 
can, therefore, speak of the ratio 

371 

INPUT 
j - 

o- - 

Choke coupling works in a way similar to 
the resistance arrangement, but it has the 
advantage that more of the HT. is avail- 

able for the anode of the valve. 

 

Oírvr 

¡(Y PUT -- 

With this form of coupling, varying vol- 
tages are set up across the anode resist- 
ance, and they are then fed to the next 

valve through the condenser C. 

voltage, which, as we say, is " im- 

Voltage and Current 
it is well knov n to readers that if 

a direct current of I amperes be mtde 
to pass through a resistance of R 
ohms, the potential difference be- 
tween the two ends of the resistance 
will be given by the product I x R 
volts. It follows from this that if 
the anode current be a variable one, 
the corresponding voltage across the 
ends of the fixed resistance will also 
be variable in sympathy with the 
eu rient. Moreover, the magnitude 
of the resulting variable voltage will 
always be given by R times the 

ing effect for a given current, since 
E=I X R. At first sight, th.erefore, 
it seems that as large a value of R as 
possible should be employed; but, 
unfortunately, there is a complia- 
tion which we have omitted to takø 
into account. 

THE CHOKE METHOD 
A234 . 

-- 

To obtain maximum amplification from a value certain conditions must be fulfilled, and in this article 
our contributor discusses the subject in really easy-to-understand terms. in addition, he gives two useful 

N-diagrams that will save many complicated calculations. - 

IN recent sections of this-series 
we have been studying the 
ordinary three-electrode oi "tri- 

ode" valve, and trying to obtain 
some sidelights on its use in amplify- 
ing circuits. As every constructor 
knows, the form in which an in- 
coming "signal" comes to the am- 
plifying valve is that of a varying 

RESISTANCE COUPLING 

1 

the hiput. This' varying - pressures 
difference has its effect on the electron 
stream flowing from filament to 
anode, resulting in a corresponding 
variation in the current flow through 
the valve. 

- To achieve a strictly " voltage 
amplification, however, we must 
utilise this variable current to pro- 
vide us with the magnified voltage 
variations which ve desire. For this 

t purpose we may invoke our old 
friend. 'Ohm's Law. - 

between these two voltages as the 
amount of the actual amplification 
obtained. 

Due to the Valve 

- This method o amplification, called 
the " resistance-capacity " method, 
was dealt with in the last instalment. 
lt was shown that part of this ampli- 
fication is due to the valve itself, 
while the value of the resistance R 
álso has a share in the process. 

Obviously, the larger R is made, 
the bigger will be its voltage produc- 

RECKON[R[ 
5uWÂ.I?ardaqMA. 

/ . 

'I 
l 

-L 
' 

..- .'.. 

" 
rgI" 
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the HT. battery is the point of 
highest potential in the circuit, the 
anode end of the resistance must be 
at a lower potential than the battery 
end. 

Suppoe, for example, we wish to 
use a valve for which the correct 

Under these circumstances, natur- 
ally, the valve would not work 
efficiently. Either the HT. supply 
would have to be increased or the 
resistance value must be reduced. 

It is clear, therefore, that in a 
resistance-coup1d amplifier it will 

372 

ance" is the name given to the 
fictitious kind of resistance offered 
by inductance and capacity to alter- 
nating currènts of different fre- 
quencies. The simplest way to pro- 
vide the desired reactance X in Fig. 2 
would be to use an inductance or 

quantities mentioned. 

45.000 . - - 

10,000 

-. F103 
sÖ_0òo - . 

O 

of R ohms which has been placed in 20 volt8 positive; obviously quite 
the anode circuit, and naturally sets insufficient to produce the normal 
up a steady potential difference across working current. 
it. A little, consideration will show 
that, since the positive terminal of It Will Not Pay 

ance óffers no opposition to D.C., but 
only to A.C. The variable current 
through X would then set up corre- 
sponding voltage variations across it 
in precisely the same manner as with 
R, but this time there would be' no 
D.C. voltage loss. The full voltage 
of the battery would thus be available 
at the anode, with consequent highly 
increased efficiency in the functioning 
of the valve. 

Readers will recall thaí " react- 

ç 
20.00 

u 

t,) 
zs,00 

tu 

¼.) 

4 
.0,OO( 

Ui 
> 
-j 
4 
> 

<e 

-Ç- 

These diagrams are particu- 
larly easy to use and they 
save any amount of calcula- 
tion, for it takes a matter of 
moments only to find the best 
value for any of the three 

component. of the current, thus 
enabling the full battery voltage to 

60,000 be utilised at the anode. Fortunately, 
-t it is not difficult to find such a load. 

In former sections of the Radio 
Reckonér we studied the nature of 

50,000 r alternating currents, and found that 
these obeyed a special form of Ohm's 
law in which "reactance" is Sul)- 

40000> stituted for resistance. Suppose, 
now, that instead of the resistance R 

ru in the anode current of Fig. i we were 
to substitute a' load having a reactance 

30000 of X ohms, but very hUle resistance, as 
in Fig. 2. What then? 

- Full Voltage Availablé 
20.000 

, It will be remembered that react- 

Now this steady current must also since the total H.T. voltage is 120, 
pass through the external resistce this would only leave the anode at 

- - STAE-GAIN STATISTICS. 
O 

- 

- 

li) 

There is a definite relation 90,000 

between anode and valve im- 
pedance for best results. And 
with the help of this diagram 

80000 
you can quickly find the 
optimum external value that 
will give maximum amplifi- 

cation. 70,000 

as we have seen, the considerable 
voltage drop in the anode resistance 
must always be subtracted from it. 

An Alternative Method 
Naturally, therefore, one looks 

about for an alternative method of 
amplification which will not be sub- 
ject to the above disadvantages. Our 
problem is to find some sort of load 
for use in the anode circuit which 
will fermit the variable signal current 
to develop the required voltage oscil- 
lations. At the same time it must 
present no obstacle (and hence no 
voltage drop) to the steady or D.C. 

It will be remembered that in 
order to allow the signal variatiöns 
to operate, the valve must be supplied 
with the correct working values of 
mean or steady 'voltage on both anode 
and grid. When this is the case, 
the correct amount of mean anode 
current *111 flow. 

At a Lower Potential 

value of mean anode current is 2 
milliamps: We shall suppose, f urther, 
that we have an anode resistance R 
of 50,000 ohms and an 1-LT. battery 
of 120 volts. 

Then, if we could pass 2 m.a. 
steady current through 50,000 ohms, 

2X50,000 
the resulting P.D. wouldbe 

1 000 
or 100 volts across the latter: But 

not pay to increase the value of the 
anode resistance beyond a certain 
amount, since by doing so we should 
cause the mean voltage on the anode 
to fall below the level prescribed by 
the makers for correct working. In- 
deed, there is always the disadvantage 
with this type of amplification that 
the full voltage of the H.T. supply 
can never be used on the anode, since, 

MoDERN WIRELESS Odober, -J 932 ..aa.;- e..ibani 
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what peicentage of the magnification 
factor of the valve will actually be 
realised in practice. It might be 
thought that when the valve con- 
stants R0 and are known, and also 

These formul need not trouble 
us, however, as they are exemplified 
in the two N-diagrams which accom- 
pany this article. 

The method of using these is as 
373 

panel, it is much better to break it 
up into several short lines. The 
object of this being to prevent leak- 
age through dirt, etc,, getting in the 

rut." F. B. 

0J 
charts it is an easy matter to estimate 
the value of X in Fig. 2 for any value 
of inductance when the signal fre- 
quency is known. 

Practical Percentage 
Having thus arranged a satisfactory 

anode load, we next desire to know 

X/L 

-Actual magnification = i 
'J 'o m 

or, if p be the percentage of the 
magnification factor actually réalised, 
we Can write 

box 

+X2 

points on the panel which will even- 
tually have a difference of potential 
between them, it is quite likely that 
there will be considerable leakage of 
current. Besides wasting valuable 
juice, this state of affairs is often the 
cause of mysterious crackling noises 
in the loudspeaker. 

The correct method of marking out 
an ebonite panel is to use a scriber. 
And, instead of scratching one long 
continuous line on the back of the 

F 
40.000 

Ui 
'S, E. 
4f1 

¡;:;5000 'h 

4 - . . 

- 60.000 . 

I. 
70000 The method of using these N- 

diagiams is very straight- . 

forward, a rule being the only & 
implement required. Just \ 

$0000 
place the rule across the dia- - o 

- I gram so that it cuts the two 1 

known quantities, and the re- :- - 

- : quired value can be read off i. 
on the corresponding ordinate. . 

- $0.000. . -. - .5 

R0= 23,500 and X=38,000 on Fig. 3, 
reading the percentage of amplifica- 

-i tion on the diagonal scale as 85. 
Hence the actual amplification ob- 
tamed is 85 per cent of , or 85 per 
cent of 20, which is 17. 

00.000 

MARKING A. PANEL .. 

.4 frequently praetbed . method 
that you ,houhL avoid. 

ANY home constructors when 

iV j they are marking out a panel 
- for a new set use a pencil for 

the purpose. Now although this is a 
50,000 very convenient method, it is not 

really advisable if the best results 
-are desired from the receiver. 

Blacklead is a fairly good con- 
ductor, so it will readily be seen that 

. if a pencil line is drawn between two 

dealing with the higher frequencies is called) is a little more complicated, 
used in radio work. From these being: 

OPTIMUM ANODE IMPEDANCE 

Another N-diagram fulfilling the 
same purpose as Fig. 3, but in- 
tended for valves of considerably 
higher anode impedance. It is 

suitable for those with impe- 

dances up to xoo,000 ohms, and E 

E external anode impedances up to 
E 

E 200,000 ohms. 

20000G 

isOc00 

Actual Amplification 
For an examp'e, let us suppose wo 

are using for audio-frequency ampli- 
fication a valve for which R0 i 

23,500 ohms and is 20. Let it be 
desired to find the magnification 
which would be obtained at 1,000 
cycles if a 6-henry choke were used 
in the anode circuit in the position 
shown at X in Fig. 2. 

By referring to the first chart in the 
September issue, the reactance of 
6 henrys at 1,000 cycles is seen to be 
38,000 ohms. All we have to do, 
therefore, is to join the points for 

choke, the size of which would depend 
upon the range of frequencies to be 
amplified. 

In the issue of MODERN WIRELESS 
for September, 1931, an N-diagram 
was given from which the reactance 
of such an inductance could be read 
off at any audio frequency, while in 
the subsequent issues of October and 
November similar diagrams appeared 

the value of X iii the external anode 
circuit, we might proceed as last 
month to find the percentage of 
actually obtained. 

Unfortunately, however, the matter 
is not so simple, and we cannot 
merely substitute the value of X for R 
in the formula and N-diagrams of 
last month. The formula for choke- 
coupling (as this type of amplification 

described last month, the sole differ- 
ence being that values of anode 
reactance, X, are shown on the right- 
hand upright, instead of the resist- 
ance, R. For a given inductancç and 
frequency, therefore, we must first 
of all ascertain the corresponding 
reactance by means of the charts 
given last autumn, to which reference 
has been made. 

October; 1932 MODERN WIRELESS 
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The Varley "Rectatoné" 
ma is an LF. transformer for 

providing high-note compen- 
sation where such is desired. 

But its special qualities are optional 
it can be used as a high-class L.F. 
transformer for straight-line amplifica- 
tion. 

As a compensater it needs the 
addition of a variable resistance, and 

The Varley "Rectatone" is built 
into a compact, well-finished case on 
which, in addition to the terminals for 
normal transformer connections, is the 
extra terminal for the external tone- 
controlling resistance. The other 
"end" of this has to be joined to the 

- A TYPICAL CIRCUIT 

'V + -OHIt 

the British Radiophone Co. It is a 
"twin" and, as with the other 
Radiophones, is guaranteed against a 
maximum error of micro-mid. plus 
Or minus per cent 

Each section has a minimum 
capacity of 000026 mid., and its total 
capacity variation is 0005 mid. 
Therefore, the tuning range will be 
rather greater than with the normal 
so-called " 00Q5." 

r 

MODERN WIRELESS October, 1932 

By the 

f. 

.Techn!cal 

1: fl t e 
r __ 

( Messrs. Bulin provide a £100 free 
insurance against damage from light- 
fling with their device, and in view 

- of its trio of safeguards we cannot 
J imagine they will ever have to meet 

any claims! 
The Bulgin Lightning Switch, is 

robustly constructed, aild should be 
able to stand lip to the vicissitudes 

Y of our varyi weather and atmo- 
/ spheric conditions. 

Ityetailsat2s.6d. 

[ Fine c'ondenserconstruètion 
-. We have recently examined and ' 

tested a ganged. condenser made by 

dynes, and those requiring considerable indication. The word" ou ' or" Oft 
The Bulgin Lightning Switch embodies a 

reaction, some form of audio-adjust- appears in these in accordance with fuse and an arrester as well as the actual 
ment is a matter of. prime importance. the position of the switch: switch itself. - 

374 

with this any degree of high-frequency 
"lift" up to a valuably high maximum 
can be arranged. 

The amplification is substantially 
straight up to 1,000 cycles, and above 
that the rise is sharp. 

WIDE CONTROL 
5. 

- : 

/ 
This new Varley component enables a: 
wide control of liighnote compensatjqn to 

- be obtained. 

There are few normal sets which- 
would fail to benefit from a high-note 
emphasis of this nature, and in: 
selective sets such as super-hetero- 

This diagram shows the simple circuit 
cònnections of the Varley "Rectatone.". 

HT. plus terminal on the transformer. 
The result of our tests with the Varley 
"Rectatone" reflect most favourably 
on the component. We were par- 
ticularly. impressed by its practical 
contribution towards output linearity 
in a super-het. set. 

It should prove a popular articlè 
during this season. 

Bulgin Lightning Switch 
One of the most comprehensive 

lightning safety devices ue have 
encountered is the Bulgin Lightning 
Switch. This includes a sprung-type 
switch with which a "midway" 
position is impossible, a fuse and an 
arrester. 

There are protected apertures 
through which the fuse and the 
arrester can be iewed. Ts o further 
"windows" are provided for switch 

Further, there will be greater 
selectivity over the bottom of the 
dial, though some slight inductance 
adjustment may in some cases be 
necessary in order . that the shorter 
wavelengths can be accommàdated.' 

The trimmers provide for a capacity 
variation of 00006 mfd.. and: this is 
usefully generous. 

- 
. THREE SAFEGUARDS 

i 
FI1 

, k. 

r 
. 

: :-' - 
- - I r.! 'c.. _.--;7 7/,, 

', 
- /riFj p 
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is given with the object of permitting 
calibration in either metres or kilo- 
cycles without cramping. 

The vanes are of aluminium, but 
the frame is built of sheet steel 
rendered rustproof. Patent bearings 
eúsure an unvarying smoothness of 
action. There is also a patent method 
of fixing the vanes on their spindles 
revealed in the Radiophone conden- 
sers which is claimed to " overcome 
the disadvantages of soldered joints 
and is far more rigid than the usual 
methods." 

The Radiophone is certainly a fine 
piece of condenser engineering, and 

enables the ingenious tilting plate 

movement to be seen. There is a 
circular disc carried on a bent spindle 
so that it tilts round the resistance 
track as the knob is turned. 

The coùtact is firm and effective 
and the movement smooth and en- 

tirely free from anything in the 
nature of an irregularity at any point. 

Indeed, we consider that both 
mechanically and electrically the 
Lewcos potentiometer is one of the 
very best obtainable, and its com- 
parative inexpensiveness must be 
credited to it as a further very 
attractive feature. 

A new component due to Lewcos, the 
famous wire makers. 

For Mddern Sets 
It is often essential to employ 

shielded leads in modern radio sets, 
and in many cases indeed it is de- 
cidedly advantageous to do so. 

For example, it sometimes happens 
that the only point at which com- 
ponent shielding or incidental screens 
fail to operate effectively is at the 
anode connection of an SG. valve. 
Screen this and, perhaps, complete 
stability is secured instead of an 
"on the edge" condition. 

Uctobér, 1932 

Varley, Bulgin, Radio phone, Lewcos, and Camco products form the 
subjects of impartial reviews this month. 

An approximate log, law is followed check on the effect of the action of the 
in the vane shaping, so that a tuning component on the receiver with which 
curve between ' straight-line " wave- it is used. 
length and " straight-line frequency" Additionally, this transparent cover 
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so that it can be seen at a glance how accompanying photo, but the actual [ 
and when the moving contact is thing must be seen for its finish and The Camco" Gresham model for radio- 
placed, and thus enables an excellent polish to be appreciated fully. - grams. 
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A RADIOPHONE CONDENSER 

¡ 

it L.rZ ; 

Accuracy of ganging and liberal trimmers 
are features of this Radiophone condenser 

which "M.W.' readers will appreciate. 

illustrates forcibly the advances which 
have been made in this branch of the 
industry during the past few years. 

The Lewcos Potentiometer 
The constructor invariably likes to 

know what goes on inside his set and 
its components, and is irritated if he 
is expected to rotate knobs and 
unquestioningly take what is given 
him. 

And so we consider it is good 
psychology on the part of the London 
Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd., 
to provide their Lewcos potentio- 
meter with a transparent cover. 

It is a wire-wound potentiometer, 
and its resistance is evenly graduated 

The New "Camco" Range 
It has been said that "a country's 

radio is judged by its cabinets." And 
there is a great deal of truth in that. 
However magnificent a set may be 
from a purely technical point of view, 
there is no gainsaying the fact that 
the average listener will not be 
greatly impressed unless it looks nice 
as well. - 

The modern radio set must appeal 
to the eye as well as to the ear. 
Shortcomings in the appearance of a 
set were readily forgiven or even 
encouraged in the earlier days of 
broadcasting, but the magic and 
mystery of wireless having given way 
to a large extent to more prosaic 
requirements, cabinets have assumed 
an important position in the industry. 

The Carrington Manufacturing Co. 
were pioneers in the " better appear- 
ance for radio" movement, and their 
present catalogue adequately illus- 
trates that they have well maintained 
their reputation, and have, at the same 
time, made it possible for all to 
obtain good cabinets within the 
limits of their means. 

The "Camco" Gresham cabinet 
for radio-gramophones is an excellent 
example of "Camco" craftsmanship 
and inexpensiveness. Its form and 
design can be estimated from the 

Remax Cables are now supplying 
a screened wiring kit which is just 

hat is required for such jobs. 
It comprises a 3-ft. length of 

closely braided, tinned-copper sleev- 
ing, tinned-copper flexible connecting 
wire, and twelve combination soldering 
tags and earthing clips. The com- 
plete kit costs is. 

A HANDSOME CABINET 
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is the battery radio-grdm worth while 2. Ar.ariswer to t/ie.critics. 

- By "TONE-ARM." - '- 

IHAVE been having quite a heated 
argument with a quite experi: 
enced listener o er the somewhat 

vexed question of battery radio-grams 
and the provision of pick-up facilities 
on the ordinary battery set. 

biutiful landscape in real life. I 
photograph it. That photograph, 
every time I look at it, not only gives 
nie a pleasant reminder of the origi- 
nal, but it forms a picture that is 

leasant for its own sake ; having its 

- The mains set is the çoloured photo- 
graph, or the stereoscopic view, u-hile 
the smaller reprothicer and even the- 
acoustic gramophone form the snap- 
shot. 

All give pleasure ; but obviously the 
better the camera (the reproducer) the 
better the picture. 

Also, others who have not heard the 
original will enjoy, for its own sake, 
the "picture." whether it be snan- 

Mc DERN W1RELESS 

ROUND 
TURNTABLE 
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Colour it. artistically and it should 
be bter, but it must fail to be the 
'originl. . . . .. ., . 

Now back to radio-grams. Listen to - 

the Queen's Hall orchestra, or to 
Henry Hall, or anyone you like. Then 
get the record of,the sthhe item and 
play it over: - 

You will get a recoll'ection of the 
original, with powers of recalling that 
depend upon, the excellence of the 
record and that of the de\ ice on which- 
it is played 

All Give Pleasure 

the technical excellence of the set. powerful H.M.V. mains super-het radio-gram. time), and I should 
painting, its "likeness," depends on 

5 
Capable o a tremendous output, this is the (as I did at that 
The " super " or radio part of the set is the Let us take photography as an. chassis mounted vertically on the left, while the (as I did) enjoy it 

example of what I mean. I see a power a.mplifier is placed or the "ground floor." to the full. 
376 

My" contestant "was (and to some 
extent still is, I fear) of the opinion 
that the battery radio-gram (whether 
H.T. is from battery or smallish mains 
unit) is a failure and " ought never 
to be aIloed." I quote his own words. 

S. Far So Good' 
His contention is that it is hopeless 

to expect the . results of a big 
radio-gram from a small-powered set 
that cannot at the most (except by 
using the new pentodes) deliver more 
than 350-400 milliwatts to the loud- 
speaker. - 

He is obviously right. I will go with 
him and others who think the same 
vay, so far. But, although I agree 
that the mains outfit is undoubtedly 
the better of the two, I do not consider 
the battery model is, as he put it, a 

waste of time." 
When one has been listening to a 

fu Il-blooded 5-watt mains output 
thumping out an orchestral record 
(with too much " bass " as .a rule), 
one is liable to be dogmatic about 
one's views on the smaller fry. Unless, 
that is, one remembers one very 
important point. 

A Cameo Picture 
That one is not trying to reproduce 

the oriqinal when one plays a recoi-d 
(especially the orchestral or organ 
types); one is merely trying to paint 
a true cameo picture. The ' size" of 
the picture depends on the " power" 
of the set and the faithfulness of the 

w beautif u! points 

Worth . While In Itself 
It doe not ned a stereoscopic 

device to make me enjoy the pictiire 
Such a photograph would add to the 
impression'of reality, but the ordinary 
print is good and worth having in itself. 

- FOR FULL-POWER PROGR 
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shot oi full-coloured reproduction. 
So, it is not right to pushthe lowlier 

battery radio-gram out into the cold 
among the unwanted. It is better in 
its balance of musical reproduction - 

than the acoustic gramophone. It 
cannot compete with the powerful 
mains set as regards the "size" of the 

picture,'' b u t 
AMMES properly designed 

and handled (and 
that means not 

- - -. trying to get mains 
volume out of it), it 
will give a delight- 
ful "snapshot." 

These "box 
) cameras" of radio 

give plenty of en- 
J -, tertainment, and 

just as with photo- 
graphy it is ob- 

- viously foolish to 
say that because 
you cannot have a 
full-plate camera, 
or the latest re- 
flex or ciné, you 
will have none of it, 
so it is with radio 
foolish to condemn 
the battery outfit. 

I have a mains 
radio-gramophone. 
If Ihad no mains 
(as was the case 
not long ago) I 

-F should have a - 

battery radio-gram 
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Good Old Stand -13 ys-S orne Excellent Talks-To an Unnamed Listener-They Do 
Take Notice !-About the Birthday. 

EAcH year I become more and 
more convinced that the end 
of Summer Time means the 

beginning of better B.B.C. pro- 
grammes. 

With the very best intentions in 
the world, the programme arrangers 
at Broadcasting buse-R. II. Eckers- 
ley and his colleagues-feel that they 
must reflect the out-of-doors spirit 
of the summer in the fare which they 
provide for listeners. But, unfortu- 
nately, summer programmes seem to 
be synonymous with a complete lack 
of bright ideas. 

Those Concert Parties 

ings of the British Association into an 
informal talk which was almost as 
intriguing as an A. .J. Alan story! 

would have seized upon such an 
obvious opportunity. 

A Bit of His Mind 
The talks announced for the series 

called " To an Unnamed Listener" 
sound as though they might be most 
exciting. A. P. Herbert, whose mili- 
tant efforts to secure a greater 
measure of personal liberty, for the 
individual are almost too well known, 
is to be given the freedom of the 
microphone to speak his mind to A 
Town Councillor. 

This is one of the evenings i shall 
take special care not to miss. . 

October, 1932 
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very good talks on the most un- 
promising subjects during the past 
month. The best of these was given 
by a Dr. John Baker, who turned an 
eye-witness account of the proceed- 

i understand that the B.B.C. has 
taken no steps to secure Dr. Baker 
for future broadcasts. One might 
have, thought that Mr. Siepmann 

377 

charming letter of thanks from the 
author, but the line in question was 
cut from the second performance on 
the very same day as i made the 
suggestion! 

r.i 

Vaudeville hours during the last 
fur months have increased in f re- 
quency and decreased in merit; 
dance music sessions have been flooded 
with more than usually " sloppy" 
numbers; outside broadcasts have 
been more or less confined to relays 
of seaside orchestras and concert 
parties who repeat each other's 
material with monotonous regularity. 

In fact, were it not for such blessings 
as the Leslie Bridgewater and Ger- 
shorn Parkington quintets, and an 
occasional bright talk, the lot of the 
regular listener would indeed be a 
sad one. 

A Missed Opportunity 
There seems to be a very prevalent 

idea that all broadcast talks are after 
the style of the learned professor who 
lectures on " The Life and Habits of 
the Common Spider." 

Actually there have been some 

JOHN WATT 
the talented B.B.C. producer and author, 
whose recent musical play, " Love in 
Greenwich Village," introduced to the 
microphone the charming personality of 

the heroine of "Derby Day "- 
- TESSA DEANE 

ny txcuse 1 

I take ofi my hat to Mr. James 
Mackenzie, of Liverpool, for having 
found a brand-new excuse for not 
renewing his licence. 

"The B.B.C.," contended Mr: Mac- 
kenzie, " are breaking the law by 
broadcasting on the Sabbath." - 

The magistrates evidently like their 
Sunday programmes-fine, lOs. 

Service for Listeñers 
Several newspapers have recently 

pointed out that the B.B.C. is too 
self-satisfied to pay any attention to 
the suggestions of professional critics. 
Personally, my experience has been 
all the other way. 

Only last month i had occasion to 
point out to the Productions Depart- 
ment that, in my opinion, an otherwise 
perfect radio play was completely 
spoiled by one ultra-melodramatic 
sentence. Not only did i receive a 
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Since those early days when John 
Watt med to produce jolly musical 
shows from the Belfast studio, I 
have always had a great admiration 
for this talented producer's ideas, 
even if I have not always been in the 
mood for his productions. 

A MAN AND HIS MOOD 

and is likely to produce more kicks 
than ha'pence. But John Wait, in 
'conjunction with George Barker, who 
arranged Dr. Arne's music with 
sympathetic skill, succeeded where 
tess brilliant men would have failed 
dismally. 

'universally ápprecia1ed radio drama 
ever broadcast. 

Also to.L. du ßarde Peachjor.his 
"Tales óf the. Tower of London," 
which are doing much to brighten up 
the .ChidTeu's Hour programmes.' 

P. C. 

,Sy:E&.y SHAll' 

CAL1.EO lb PAY1 
14ER MAlO QOl(E 4EI. BEST 

- 

fl4 ÚAQ.OENEP LL 

/Touû 114E CUOi)1l9E 
"Loo<. 'LZ9E.tl4 
I'M SoRi Ar'fl) ALL 1I4AT 'J 

SET.OF QHINA YETEQ.OAY 
I4USBAMD lAS LUMBA6O 

FRAM-ANO AS A L 

STRAW, A LOVELY 
BuT IVE ENoUÚ TROUBLES 

OF 15V Ot4 'l(TlOUT BEU'IÚ, 

vsrri ''oup. w Se.1? 
I%% COME ROUMO 

EE1'4 IN A S1402 4IN 00W BOTI4EIE0 l-fl4 cJtI4eIZ Peoples AND PUT Il RIGHT 
FOR 

u 

How s lhis for the most amazing 
tjçjam, of. radio plays ever pub- 

'iishd. fh Radio'Correspondent 
.1is..-dily.. iewspapei. çowplains that 
rnany11'stener have not the time to 
devote to a full-length play, and if 
they turn on their sets in the middle 
they are quite unable to understand 
what it is all about. 

Many of you have probably read 
newspaper articles right through with- 
out discovering what they were about. 

Wórth Doing! 

After becoming popular as a concert 
singer, Miss Garda Hall made her first 
broadcast from Savoy Hill in z 927. The 
enthusiasm which she aroused on this 
occasion has been repeated on frequent 

evenings since then I 

John Watt has featured her in several 
of his "Songs from the Shows " pro- 
grammes, and Miss Hall made a recent 
appearance at Broadcasting House in 
"Suitable Songs," when she gave an 
excellent demonstration of how wireless 
sopranos ought to sing t Garda Hall 
has also recorded several of her songs 

for the gramophone. 

ahow up to date i no enviable task 

Air," a une which her mother, now 
dead, had regretted that "Connie" 
would never be able to hear. 

It must be most. eneoura ging for 
regular broadcasters to be treated 
as personal friends by hundreds of 
listeners wiom they are never lieIy 
to see. 

.Cóngrätulations 
Congratulations to Dulcima Glasby 

and Howard Rose, author and pro- 
dùcer of " Obsession," the best play 
.of the month, and probably the most 

In fairness to the B.B.C., I hope that 
several critics will make a note of this. 

- Birthday Cake, Please! 
How many of you remember the 

days of the informal staff parties at 
Savoy Hill, when we were all in- 
vited to join in a lind of glorified 
children's hour? V e used to marvel 
then at the talent and versatility 
.ahown by the staff. 

B.B.C. officials are no less talented 
to-day, but their talents are buried 
so deep that we have no öhance. of 
appreciating them properly: 

I should like,to see Sir John Reith 
have the 'êdúráê nd foresight to 
.hnd over the- Birthday Week proc 
grammes et month to John Watt, 
qordon MçConnel, Howard Rose, and 
a few more of those bright young men 
.for whose serviées the film studios 
of Hollywood and Elstrôe are striving 

hard at the moment. . - 

I ., . 

Well Welle 

I was, therefore, pleased to see. 
that "Lo in Greenwich Village," 
first próduced in 1929, was considered 
worthy of revival last month.- 
'.Bringing an eighteenth-century 

In thee Progranlme8. - 

GARDA HALL 

__ 

hope - that there are other 
eighteenth-century . musical pieces 
which lend themselves equally well to 
such adaptation. 

Doctor Stone 
The S.O.S. broadcasts are not. the 

only part of the programme- to 
provide real-life drama. Chrfstopher 
Stone-funny how he creeps into 
these notes e\rery month-has just 
revealed the details of ä mystérious 
iemark rn oie of his-recent pro 
grammes. .-' - -z 

Stone apologisoc.l for not having a 
record of the " Londonderry Air" 

L and hoped that "Connie" would 
understand. 

lt appears that " Connie," deaf 
from birth, put on a pair of head- 
phones one evening and was able 
to hear after twenty years of silence. 
"Conni&s" aunt thereupon wrote 
to Christopher Stone and asked him - 

to play a record of the " Londonderry 

MQDERN WIRELESS October., 932 _..fl. 
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IC RAN IC 
i-I.F..B IN OCU LAR CHO K E 

The H.F. Choke for all 
modern valve circuits. Ex- 
ceptionally efficient over 
range of 150 to 2,500 
metres and complete ab- 
sence of peak effects. The 
mounting ensures complete 
rnsulation from baseboard. 

Price 3/9. 

GRAN IC PUSH-PULL 
SWITCH 

Smooth action and positive 
contacts. Terminals and 
soldering tags on ebonite strip 
All metal parts nickel-plated,' 
reducing resistance to a 
minimum. One-hole fixing. 

Price 9d. 

Wrile for Catalogue f1199 to 
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., 149, 
Queen Victoria Street, E.G.4. 

- 
CVS-lb 

IGRÀÑi.0 

COMPONENTS WILL 

BE THE MAKING 

IGRANIC MIDGET RADIO 
SW ITCH 

A neat, compact component 
specially suitable for switching 
filament current on " and 

off." Moulded bakelite with 
heavily plated metal front- 
one- hole fixing. 1 amp. at 250 - 

volts 3 amps. at 125 volts. 
Prices, with terminals, 1/8 
with soldering tags, 1/6. 

IGRANIC ANTI-CAPACITY 
SWITCH 

For use in all circuits where 
self-capacity in a switch must 
be reduced to a minimum. 
Excellent springs ensure posi- 
tive contact. Well-spaced 
soldering tags. Semi-rotary 
movement. One-hole fixing. 
2-way Change-over Switch. 

Price 1/9. 
3-way Ditto . . Price 2/-. 
4-way Ditto Price 2/6. 

LOGARITHMIC VOLUME CONTROL 
The IGRANIC Logarithmic Volume Control is wire wound 

and fitted with a specially graded resistance track. It has 

been evolved to afford a uniform control of volume where 

a valve or valves of the Variable Mu type are employed in 

the circuit. The graded resistance makes the volume 

control obey the same law as the valve. Sizes: 5000, 

10,000, 50,000 ohms, and they can also be supplied 

with combined switch. Price 5'6, with switch 7'6 

Ic: 

October, 1932 MODEÍN WIRELESS 
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"-was walking along Alma Crescent, 
Sydenham." 

credit, but are, in effect, stamped as 
a kid-killer, an alarmist and-almost 
-a purveyor of scarlet fe\ er, by sug- 
gestion. Such is the stay of the world 
and women! 

Now list to my story. Professor 
Ignatius Thunk, who discovered that 
great star, Alpha Thunkii, and fifty 
years later discovered that Alpha did 

thought and had caused Mr. J. P 
Morgan to subscribe twenty billion 
dollars tothe foundation of an Ameri- 
can school of thought, the explosio 
jn Euiope having revealed a de'fi-. 
ciency ii th States. Since then, Dr 
Thunk, as 1 have just stated, invari 
ably regarded mud myopically. 

Now, Dr. Thunk, as he jolted and 
swayed along Alna Crescent, was 
prophesying to his inner man that 
in ten minutes both of them would 

he was skilfully gagged, his ankles 
sand wrists being bound. The car then 
moved off. 

For some minutes Dr. Thunk had 
the company of a large, bony man 
with black moustaches, who stared at 
him hard, and a little later stopped the 
car and transferred to the seat beside 
the driver. Those few minutes had, 
however, been occupied by Dr. Thunk 
in some of the quickest and clearest 
thinking he had ever accomplished 

excited that -the prophet is overlookd 
and the " Daily Mail " gets all the 
credit. That's business. 

We are all prophets, in a minor was. 
You, respected . reader, prophesy. to 
your lady wile that young Egbert is 
in for a dose of measles. Whereupon 
she wiites you down as a scare-ia iser- 
but privily sends for the doctor, who 
announces scarlet fever I You get no 

HOMEWARD BOUND 

His gait was deplorable. M4ny 
waifs seeking fagends in the gutters, 
could havé given him points in deport- 
ment: For where they seemed to 
cultivate the gutter, he passionately 

This month Dr. Thunk, the dis-. 
coverer of Alpha Thunkii-the .1 

famous star that never existed 
-has the amazing experience of 
being kidnapped by a fanatical 
radio experimenter. He acci- 
dentally discovers that he is 
required for certain death-ray 
tests, and with his usual 
presence of mind manages to 
delay the gruesome experiment, 
the police arriving just in the 

nick of time. 
s,. ..... ... .................................. 

wooed it. He had once broadcast a 
on " Mud, Myopia and Mega- 

eentrism," which had detonated no 
less than nine European schools of 

TIGHT COUPLING! 

-skilfully gagged, his ankles and wrists 
- being bound." 

gutter. The doctor, therefore, slouched 
nearer to the middle of the pavement 
in order to pass the car. He did not 
pass the car, however, for as he drev 
level with the driver's seat strong 
1ands lifted him -up and popped him 
into the vehicle, in five seconds ; there 

HE people who catch Tartars are j mostly very clever-and, if 
Tarta rs are of any use to them, 

they ar'e welcome to them. The 
Tartar-catching industry-but that is 
not my subject this month. Rather 
would I open out on prophets. Now, 
prophets are deserving of our com- 
passion, for they get Kalamazoo 1f 

their prophecies don't come right, and 
if they come right everybody is so 

Cyclical Variations in the value of 
minus infinity to the sixth power of 
q, with as an operator." 

How It. Began -- 

Having left, as I have said, the 
members of the R.S.A. edified but 
slightly dazed and inclined to go gay 
on "bubbly" (with oysters as opera- 
tors), Dr. Thank wended his weary 
way homeward, namely and to wit, 
to No. 13, The Drive,'Sydeuham. 

gagged and bound, was speeding in 
a car to the home of a radio "fan," 
and als to within some few milk- 
metres of Kingdom Come. Life is 
so very full of surprises, as the wart- 
hog said when it saw Wallace Beery 
as " The Ohamp." 

The Hold-Up 
-The car was drawn up at the side 

of the road, close to the javement, 
thus obscuring a part of the docror's 

October, 1932 - MODERN WIRELESS 
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j 
The Kidnapping öl Dr. :Thùnk 

/ / not exist-owing to a mistake in some be sitting down jn No. 13, The Drive, 
algebra-was walking along Alma before .a dish of macaroni cheese, 
Crescent, Sydenham, one night in which of all dishes was their favour- 
June, after having regaled the Royal ite. lt was the surest bet possible. 
Society of Arts with a paper entitled: And yet in: two minutes Dr. Thunk, 
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protuberant eyes and trap-like mouth "All right," said Louis to the switch. 
of the faotic. others, "go downstairs and wait." (Continue4 on page 412.) 
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-a grim-looking chair, ali belts and 
buckles, reminiscent of America's electric 

Chair." 

One particular layout of gear domi- 
nated the rest; exactly opposite 
to it, against the wall, stood a grim- 
looking chair, all belts and buckles, 
reminiscent of America's " electric 
chair." Thunk took all this in 
with a comprehensive glance and 
awaited developments. 

Fresen tv a. man emerged from an 
inner room. He had the slightly 

"A good mother, sir ! Cleanliness 
and holiness, ancetra. .. Pinched the. 
shirt orf a line." 

"Well, Mister Brung Down by 
Strong Drink," said Louis, " tell me 
-here he fairly rapped the question 
out-" tell me the value of pi?" 

A light flickered in the" vagrant's 
eye. 

"Ar," he said, lickin his lips, 
"threppence on Deptford Broadway, 
but I reckons they're made o' kitten, 
not rabbit." 

full half-minute, listening! Every- 
thing seemed very quiet. Very much 
too quiet! Louis began to move 
towards the apparatus. 

"No; I think I'll go, as 'you 
said, guv'nor. I 'ates wireless 

"Sit down and listen, and I'll 
give you a quid." 
." Ar, that's talking, sir! Okay, 

l'il sit down. Give us the quid first, 
though." 

Louis fumbled in his pocket, held 
'out a pound note, and reached for a 

ALL FROM THE MAINS! Thunk made a movement as though 
to pull a forelock. 

"Arthur Montgomery Brown, sir. 
Brung down by strong drink. No 
home; no friends. I picks up fag- 
ends and sells 'em to the Jews. 
llave you got any grub? Nothin.g 
to eat since yestidy. Me ears is 
singing t" 

Explanations 
"You liar! Why are you wearing 

silk ? Why are your hands so clean 

glazed, in their unseeingness. 

The Bribe 
Louis began again: "So I took the 

liberty of-er-borrowing you for a 
couple of hours. All I want you to do 
is to sit back in that chair and give 
me your opinion of various loud- 
speakers." 

"'What's all them strops, guv'nor ?" 
"Nothing at all! My grandpa used 

to have fits. Sit down and smoke." 
Dr. Thu,nk remained silent for a 

perturbed ; in fact, he got as near, a 
chuckle as ever he had done-and 
until the door closed behind him he 
kept craning his head round in order 
to look at the evening, sky. 

He was led up a staircase and 
conducted into a large room which 
had the appearance of a radio 
amateur's laboratory, a fact which 
our hero was quick to recognise 
because of his earlier dealings with 
a "fan" named Jones, who used to 
write articles for MODERN WIRELESS. 

"You ain't a-goin' tgive me away?" 
"Oh, no, my friend!" said Louis. 
It's a mistake." Here he scowled 

at the Two Kidnappers. " You 
can go!" 

"But, Louis," cried the Gagger, 
"will he not serve? 

"Look at those hands! Did you 
see his teeth ? You muddlers! 

"Plenty of dówn-at-heels gents 
about," muttered the Driver. 

"Attend! " said Louis. "You- 
who are you? 

"-and five policemen biist into the 
room." 

unbiassed, uncritical observer. You 
see, the experts are all divided up 
into schools; some think this, some 
that. I want the views of a man, say, 
like yourself, who doesn't do a lot of 
thinking. I want the virgin mind, 
the blank tablet." 

" Yussir.! " 
The eyes of Dr. Thunk wandered 

idly over the medley of coils and bat- 
teries; then they dulled, almost 

Belgian, I think-and they look too 
serious and are very hurried and 
nervous. For instance-" 

An Electric Chair 
At this point Dr. Thunk became a 

man of action, and was very busy until 
the car stopped at a large house in 
Beckenham, when he was dragged out 
of the car and his bonds torn off; 
those on his wrists were very loose, as 
though he had been working at them. 
Dr. Thunk did not seem to be greatly 

menacingly. 
The others looked, also. Thunk 

- lowered his eyes Sand pretended to be 
scared stiff.: 
- "You fools! " said Louis plea- 

'santly. "Look at his shirt-finest 
silk! Look at his hands-a gentle- 
han's! Look-" 

"But, Louis," burst forth the 
Driver of the Car, "he was shambling 
along, searching the very gutter- 
er-for the little 'pieces of cigarette." 

"I stole 'em." ouavered Thunk. 

A RADIO RESCUE 

I: -,: 

Had he given voice to his thoughts, 
his words would have been like these. 

Tut, tut! Most uncalled for 
Bonds, gag, but not blindfolded. 
Hence we jiave either a comparatively 
harmless practical joke or-1 may not 
be expected to come back, so that there 
would be no object in blindfolding me. 
I incline to the latter theory because 
people do not play jokes on m. 
Besides, one f them is a foreigner-a 

- "So you've got one," he said. 
'' Pull out the gag." 

Thunk kept silence, waiting for the 
next move. The man, who the others 
addressed as Louis, suddenly stared 
at the doctor's hands, finger-nails, 
collar and boots. - 

The Wrog Man 
' This is not a vagrant, a homeless 

wanderer, he said, slowly and 

Louis then came nearer to Dr. 
Thunk. 

"I suppose you want an explana- 
tion of why I had you brought here, 
eh?" 

No, guv'nor ; not if there's any 
money in it." 

You've heard of wireless, I 

suppose? Even you have heard of it. 
Well, I am an experimenter, and J 

need the opinion of an absolutely 

MODERN WIRELESS October, 1932 

"Just a Practical Joke, .Sergeant," sniggered Dr. Thunk 
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CONDENSER 
With many novel features, very 
tow minimum capacity. Special 
screened pig-jail to rotor. Capa- 
cities 00005. 0001. 00015, 0002, 
00025. all 5/9 each. CONDENSERS & DIALS 

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOGUE 

J. B. ILLUMINATED 
DISC DRIVE 

For use with the new J.B. Gangs. 
Extremely powerful. Ratio 12/I. 
Sloping Scale and Hairline Visor. 
Complete s5,th lull-length escut- 
cheon in oxy-silver or bronze 
finish, 4/9. 

Adt.ertisement of Jackson Bros., 72 St. Thomas'..Sireet, London, S.E.I. - Telephone: Hop 1837 

J.B. NUGANG 
Rigid one-piece chassis-very 
robust construction. Capacity 
0005, 2, 3 or 4 Gang. Prices 
semi-screened, as illustrated, 14/-, 
21/-, 28/-. Fully Screened, 16/-, 

23/6 and 31/-. 
NUGANG, Type A7 complete 

with Lisc Drive. Semi-Screened, 
16/6, 24/,, 31/6. Fully Screened 
18/6, 27/.- and 34j6. 

,i ,. .--- ».-'(--- - I- - 
. J.B.SUPERHETGANG. 

- . . - Similar to the "Nugang" bu 
- - - - . modified -tor superhets. Capacity 

.JJ5 Fully screened, '3 Gang 
25/6, 4 Gang 33/-. Semi-screened. 
23/- arid 30/-. 

J.B. SHORT WAVE . . -, 

1 D.) 
.: 

' .(' 

\\ -;,___..__ .:.. 

-11)jJI !4 J.BUNiTUNEGANG ki 
L 

Rigid one-piece chassis as NU- .\JJ! 

, J - 
- operated from rçceiver panel by 

I 

. ,) a knob concentric with main - 

GANG. Trimmer of front section is : / 
tuntng knob. Capacity OOO5. . 

tstfated 2 Gang 

.. 
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could make the set unselective. A point about the design of the set incorporates a special gramophone 
Both the S.G. valves are of the which. particularly appealed to us motor with automatic stop. 
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First of all, investigations were 
made to discover the nature of the 
circuit, and the fact soon emerged that 
two S.G. valves were employed, fol- 
lowed by a detector, one low-frequency 
and one power valve-five valves in 
all ; certainly an arrangement likely 
to give all the sensitivity claimed by 
the makers. Moreover, the use of 
two S.G. valves necessitates the 
provision of at least three tuned 
circuits, so that only very bad design 

Regional, North Regional, and Mid- 
land Regional. These stations being 
B.B.C. transmitters, the accuracy 
of their wavelength keeping can 
be accepted with confidence. All 
these stations could be found 
immediately at full loudspeaker 
strength at Talus House by mer.ly 
moving the pointer to the names on 
the dial. 

Well-Planned Láyout 

many mains receivers, "floppy 
reaction on the long waves. There 
is, in fact, no difference whatever in 
the behaviour of the receiver on 
either waveband. 

There are, in all, three separate 
models of the receiver available. The 

Table Model " (the one we tested) is 
priced 18 guineas. The "Console" 
model is housed in a cabinet on 
pedestal legs and costs 23 guineas. 
There is also a " Radio-gram" which 

T 

'r. 

vs 

EXTERNALLY AND INTERN- 
ALLY AN EXTREMELY NEAT 

DESIGN 

Appearances and ?ccessibility are strong 
points in the design of this efficient 
receiver, which incorporates a moving- 
coil loudspeaker and a valve rectifier. 
The three tuned circuits are all controlled 

by one knob 

and sensitivity. So ken1y, in fact, 
did the pamphlet stress these featu res 
that it quite forgot to call attention 
to the appearance of the set which, 
incidentally, deserves praise. 

A Five-Valve circuit 
Having ascertained the maker's 

opinion of his own product, we then 
prepared to test the set and record for 
"MW " readers our own impressions. 

and, after dark, the immediate recep- 
tion of numbers of foreigners. 

The dial has a generous open scale, 
marked in degrees and illuminated 
from behind. Ail the most. important 
long- and medium-wave stations have 
their names printed on the translucent 
dial over which a pointer travels. 

It was found that the positioning of 
the station names was dead accurate 
for the London National, London 

One-Knob control 
No reaction is employed and the 

absence of this control on the panel 
makes the set really a "one-knob 
affair." There is, in fact, only one 
other adjusting knob-that which 
controls volume. Adjusting this to 
zero automatically switches off the 
set. Incidentally, the absence of 
reaction control removes from the 
"Futura Six" that bugbear of so 

RECEIVER 
A sensitive and selective set that employs two variable-mu S.G. valves. 
It was recently tried out by a member of our technical staff, who tells 

you something about its interesting features. 

T) ECENTLX Messrs. The Standard j\ Battery Co. sent us one of 
their " Futura" AC. mains 

receivers for test. A perusal òf the 
descriptive and instructional pamph- 
let which accompanied it left its in no 
doubt as to what Messrs. The 
Standard Battery Co. thought 
about the set. 

They considered it to possess to 
an abnormal degree the two attributes 
which every wireless user wants, but 
which are generally so difficult to 
obtain simultaneously-selectivity 

recently introduced "variable-mu" 
type, so that a particularly effective 
form of volume control can be 
achieved. 

Highly Selective 
On test, with a fairly large outdoor 

aerial at some ten to fifteen miles 
from Brookmans Park, the set mani- 
fested extremely selective properties. 
The slightest turn of the tuning dial 
from the positions marked resulted 
in a complete cessation of reception 
from either the London transmitters 

For instance, the three-gang tuning 
condenser (an excellent piece of work, 
by the way) was so mounted that 
the trimming condensers on each 
section could be adjusted without 
having to probe into a dark interior 
with a bent screwdriver! Valves, 
too. could be removed without risk 
of smashing them against the loud- 
speaker, or any other part of the 
set. 

The non-technical user also should 
have little difficulty in doing his small 
part in installing and running the set. 
A feature which will appeal to many 
is the fact that the end of the long 
connecting lead to the mains is 
equipped with a "universal" type 
of plug, allowing either a "power 
point" or lamp-socket to be used for 
connecting up to the mains. 
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was the accessibility of those parts 
of the receiver which might-if 
occasion arose-receive service at 
the hands of a competent local dealer. 
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Fo, îIfustr&ed literature write to 

FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCS: AND BUSH HOUSE, LONDON. W.C. 2. 

- GRAMOPHONEPICK.UP. 

-- 

STATI ON DIAL 

E RR A II T i 
MODEL, 23 GUINEAS 

os described in specifìcotion 
with wavelength indicator. 

7VALVE SUPER-1-lET 22 GUINEAS or Deposit 42/. 

and 12 Monthly Payments ol 
Suitable only for 200/250 volts A.C. supplies having frequencies between 40 and 6D cycles. 38/6 

Super-Het-if.. your. dealer ¡s ¿ut of - 

stock, he can get:one. 
. : - .-.. - 

-The dsign incorporates the most modern features, including INITIAL 
ÄMPLIFICATI0PI, preventing interference with other sets: VARIABLEMU VALVES, 
providing the best form of volume control, GANGED CONDENSERS, givinq one 

:i - knob tuning ; BAND PASS COUPLING, ensuring high selecPivity without loss oTf. 
- high notes, MOVING COIL SPEAKER, for high quality reproduction, TONE -. 

s CONTROL, to provide sharp or.mellow tone at will; 'ILLUMINATED WAVELENGTH 
-- - 

- SCALE, gi'vin instant station identilkation; AUTOMATIC MAINS AERIAL DEVICE, - 

enabling the Receiver to be movedeasily from room Po room and used wherever 
.-ó A.C. light or power socket is available; and provision is. made for 

..j1 f 

SS) I. 

cLoc K: Ñ .ôo EL, 
incorporating Ferranti Electric 
Clock and Station Dial - 
for time controlled 
frequencies only-25 
GUINEAS, or Deposit 45/. 
and 12 Monthly Payments 

of 4-4,'-. . - ,. 

Technical men are enthusiastic in their - - 

praise of the foresight shown in the - 

design of the Ferranti 7-Valve Super- - 

Heterodyne. This new receiver provides - 

the sharp selectivity and freedom from - -_ - 

interference demaniJed by modern con- ( 
ditions-and something more. For the - 

Ferranti designers realised the vital 
) -. . - - 

importance of ensuring tht no ¡nicro- - ¿ ,I;I - - 

phonic vibrations should occur in this / 1j 
super sensitive super heterodyne .- I 

receivér, and made special provision 

instance of the cire taken in perfecting N 1 
the Ferranti Super-Heterodyne to the - ' - 

-f 

highest -standard ¿f efficiency yet 
'. / --' attained. INSIST on te FERRANTI - 

j 

THE PERFECT:IO N. ÒF:"THE 

SUPER:HETERODYNE 
PRINCIPLE 

October.: 1932 MÔDÈRI WI1ELESS 

BY FERRAN T I-. T.: 
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This is an important point! When a fuse 
bulb is inserted in circuit between H.T. - 
and L.T. -, the lead to the filaments of 
the valves should always be taken from 
the LT.- terminal, and not from the 
H.T. - terminal as is sometimes the case. 

connections between the fine wire 
windings of HF. chokes and their 
terminals. Occasionally an L.F. 
transformer or iron-cored choke may 
give trouble, but in these cases the 
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Sometimes the flexible lead is 
faulty, and, of course, the loudspeaker 
itself is not above suspicion, so the. 
possibility of a defective winding 
must not he overlooked. 

whether the noiseis coming in fròm 
the outside, or if it is the set itself 
that is causing the bother. Remove 
your aerial and earth leads, and, 
with the receiver switched on, listen 
carefully and note whether the trouble 
still continues. If the crackling 
ceases immediately the. aerial and 
earth are disconnected, then it is 

WORTH KNOWING! 

Atmospherics are always of a 
temporary nature in this country- 
that is to say, they may last for an 
evening, or perhaps two or three, but 
certainly not longer. 

Prod the Panel 

Sippose the set itself is found t 
be at fault, the first thing todo is to 
go over all connections and see 
whether any of them are loose. It is 
not a bad idea to give the panel a 
smart tap, noting whether this accen- 
tuates the trouble. If it does, then 
there is probably a faulty joint or 
contact in one of the components 
near the panel, and in this way it is 
frequently possible to localise the 
fault. 

If you have any spaghettis in the 
set, these should immediately come 
under suspicion, especially if you 
happen to have tied a knot in one of 
them. 

Next press the valves well home in 
their sockets, and look over the 
tuning coil windings, and also the 

it is surprising ho'v easy it is to 
produce the trouble artificially. Often 
a very slight loosening of a switch 
contact is sufficient. 

The reason is that when a set is 
placed upon a table it is constantly 
in a state of vibration, these small 
movements being transmitted to it 
via the floor upon which the table is 
standing. Traffic passing the house, 
and people walking about, all cause 
these small vibrations, and conse- 
quently the listener hears a series 
of crackles in the speaker due to 
the varying resistance of the con- 
tact. 

So far I have said nothing about 
batteries, but there is no doubt 
whatever that much of the crackling 
one comes across is produced by the 
battery leads and the bad fitting of 
the wander plugs in the battery 
sockets. Wander plugs should always 
be a good tight fit, so that they 
cannot shake about and make inter- 
mittent connection. Moreover, the 
plugs and sockets should be clean. 

Let us suppose that this crackling 
has suddenly developed in the re- 
ceiver, and that you, the owner of 
the set, are at your wit's end to know 
how to track down and remedy the 
irritating fault. Where are you to 
look? 

How to Start 
Well, there is only one way, and 

that is to set about it systematically. 
The first thing to do is to find out 

ing apparatus, to apply various 
remedies according to the nature of 
the interference. 

Every »,onth the Chief of the 
" M.W." Queri; Department 

: discusses some of the 
eo,nu,on difficulties wl,icb 
can often be so trou bleso,,te. 
This time I.e deals with 
eraehlinq noises a,uI their 

location. 

by a certain amount of hun; and, 
possibly, mushiness. Each case must 
be taken on its merits, but it will be 
found that the insertion of an HF. 
choke in the mains lead, and a large 
by-passing condenser across the set 
side of the chokes, will definitely be an 
advantage. 

Some Useful Suggestions 
In nine cases out of ten crackles 

are due to something loose in the set: 

receiver seems to suffer from 
it some time or other in its life. 

Crackling can be caused in a 
ariety of different ways. It can be 

picked up by the aerial from some 
external source, it can come in via 
the mains in the case of sets that are 
working from the electric lighting 
supplies, or it can be due to a defec- 
tive component, joint or contact in 
the set itself. 

it up. 
Remedies hi this case are difficult 

to apply, because the trouble is 
normally caused either by atmo- 
spherics or some nearby electrical 
machinery. If you can definitely 
identify the electrical apparatus, your 
best plan is to write to the B B.C., 
who are able, with the help of the 
Post Office authorities and the co- 
operation of the owners of the offend- 

only remedy is to substitute another 
component, because you cannot re- 
pair this fault yourself. 

When the crackling comes in from 
the mains it is usually accompanied 

MODERN WIRELESS October, 1932 

TROUBLE 
TRA CKIN 

NE of. the commonést faults I quite obvious that it is the aerial .. 

kn9w of is crck1ing; every and earth system which is picking - . . 
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an L.F. component thoughtfully Scond prize in th& Stard Design ornpetition atOfynpia was won by H.M.V., a general 
shrouded in a cylindrical iron case to - view of whose exhibit is seen above 
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send on request. 

The Secret is Out 
" Formo has a secret thatinterests 

you ' is the intriguing title of the 
latest Formo catalogue, and the con- 
tents certainly live up to the expecta- 
tions engendered by the title. 

One of the brainiest features I have 
seen for some time has been incorpor- 
ated in the Formo canned coils. It 
is the simple idea of sticking a disc 

- of card on the top of the coils, inside 
the can, with the circuit connections 
clearly drawn on it. The arious coils 
are covered with different coloured 
cans, according to the type of 
coil.. Thus aerial coils are one colour, 
band-pass another, and H.F. coils 
another. 

A second interesting new line is a 
coil and condenser assembly mounted 
on a metal chassis for either two or 
three tuned circuits. It should 
greatly assist the home constructQr 
and is very reasonable in price. 

The Formo éauned transformer, 

A WINNING SHOW AT " THE SHOW" 

L' ,. 

,.,... 

i. 

j :.' 
- 

a ready sale. 
Moving-coil loudspeakers, tapped 

pentode chojes, super-het. coils, 
chokes, mains transformers, potent io- 
meters, strip resistances, switches, 
and so on, are among the large range 
of new and old lines that fill the 
various leaflets and the main 
catalogue of this go-ahead firm. 

All set constructors should make a 
point of getting a copy of the main. 
catalogue, which Messrs. Igranic 
Electric will be only too pleased to 

which attention should be directed by 
all who get the catalogue. This 
Tatter, by the way, is available for 
any s ho send to the makers at Crown 
Works, Southampton, dr at the 
London offices, at 23, Golden Square, 
Piccadilly Circus, Wi. 

Rädio Instruments 
The Parai eed coupling unit is one 

of the outstanding new lines- in -the 
latest RI. catalogue. It is claimed 
to have a straight-line response curve 

every field of radio receptioiL and their 
transformers have been world-famous 
for many years. -- 

Which ii Which ? 
The trend of design in the home- 

construction components' sphere is 
becoming more and more towards 
cans. Coils have been canned for somç 
little time, and now to match them 

- -- the other components in the average 
set are appearing with metallid 
garb. 

In'terestiñg !gràn ic 
Innovations .'.. -. - 

IHAVE just been studying the latest 
catalogue and leaflets issued by 
the Igranic Electric Co., Ltd. 

and many interesting features have 
been brought to mv lotice. In the 
first place, gang.coudensers at com- 
petitive prices are included in the 
1932-33 range of components, while 
the transformer at 5s. 6d. should have 

: Sanie trade neaiw (INiI ViCIrS th,t 
aie of ,ntere,4t to rea(IeP8. i,ether : 
oi not ttae; are cornaected with the 

radio Mdaastry. 
3Ienaber of the triade «re haviteil 
to wend teiiaw of haterest, or photo- 

r yaa,plas, to be tncla,ded under tais 
ae(a(1iaaq. 

match the cils, is a iew innovation( 
while the shunt-fed model, the multi- 
coupler, is another instrument to 

over the major portion of a 25 to 
8,000-cycle frequency range. The 
super-heterodyne receiver is the sub- 
jeet of a separate brochure, which 
fully describes the set and its capabili- 
ties. 

Naturally, the many well-known 
RI. components that have seen the 
light of day recently are given due 
space, and the catalogue is a very 
interesting and useful one. Messrs. 
Radio Instruments cover practically 

OUR TRADE 
ÇQMMISSIONER 

:, 

' 
'il M 4 
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A happy party of 200 Lotus workers who came to London specially to see the Radio 
Exhibition. 

interesting, valuable and instructive 
articles that appear in number three 
of this publication. 

The articles are practical and well- 
presented with ample illustration. 
Three blueprints of Telsen set designs 
are given away with the magazine, 
and this wonder mag. contains in 

are, informed that this set is a com- 
mercial battery three-valver and 
that it has no connection with the 
kit set. 

The "Skyscraper ' kit, of course, 
incorporates a circuit which has been 
specially designed for home-con- 
struction work, and which has been 

found only one piece of information 
which is never likely to be of any use 
to me. That is the sentence which 
informs me that "The Tonga Islands 
keep 122O mins. ahead of Green- 
wich." 

"Technical Tables and Glossary" 
is invaluable for anyone who takes a 
practical interest in radio. - 

P.C. 

- By the way, some misunderstand- 
A Fine Production ing may be caused- by the figure i should like to pay tribute o given in page 200 of last month's 

the very fine production known as 
the Telsen Radiomag. Space prevents The £8 17s. 6d. refers not to the 
us from properly describing it here. " Skyscraper" ready made up, but 

However, i would like to draw to another three-valver that is avail- 
attention to the wide variety of able from the same factory. We 

LOTUS LEAVES LIVERPOOL FOR LONDON - 

s 

- , 
q 

t. 

- 

4 

, .4 - ?,_: 
L t V '& -* 

* a, 

W 

any book of reference. 
The B.B.C. is to he congratulated, 

therefore, on having issued, at a very 
moderate price, a handbook of techni- 
cal tables and forrnul which can be 
conveniently slipped into the pocket 
or given a place of honour on the 
construction bench. 

This handbook does not pretend 
to be a thorough encyclopoedia of 
wireless terms and symbols, but the 
information it contains (most of 
which has been reprinted, with re- - 

visions, from the B.B.C. Year Book, 
1931) has been carefully chosèn to 
provide just that assistance which is 
constantly being needed by the home 
constructor. 

A Very Useful Book 
The full list of technical symbols, 

a table of logarithms, reciprocals, 
square and cube roots of all numbers 
from O to 100, Greenwich time. 
variations for all the countries in the 
world, and a full technical glossary 
of nearly thirty closely printed pages, 
are the chief attractions of this very 
useful little book. - 

In all the seventy pages I have 

general outline that a quite under- 
standable error crept into the exhibi- 
tion section of "M.W." last month. 

In this case the photograph of a 
Benj amin Transfeeda was described 
as being one of the Colveru T.D. 
coils, which in many ways it re- 

sembles. This is a striking example 
of the possibilities of matching com- 
ponents, and there is no doubt that 
these two go very well together in a 
set. 

I hear that the Lissen "Sky- 
scraper" kit is doing exceedingly 
well, and that it has already earned 
for itself the reputation of being one 
of the easiest kits to assemble, .a 
reputation that it thoroughly well 
deserves. 

The price, too, is right, for the 
plain kit costs only £4 9s. 6d., while 
with cabinet it can be obtained for 
£5, and the whole outfit, including 
speaker, can be built for £6 5s. 

) 7HAT i the technical symbol 

Y V for a neutrodyne conden- 
ser? How many watts 

make one horse-power ? What is the 
dielectric constant of porcelain ? How 
does one determine the signal strength 
of a transmitting station 

Every radio enthusiast knows how 
these little problems keep turning 
up at the most awkward moments, 
usually when one is far away from 

This is all to the good in some 
respects, for ii. will greatly add to the 
appearance of a receiver if some 
similarity of design in the components 
is achieved. 

Many firms are taking up the sort 
of light admiralty grey (or is it a 

duck's-egg green?) colour for their 
cans, and the shape is also becoming 
fairly standardised. 

So close indeed is the appearance of 
some of the different components in 

addition a full catalogue òf Telsen 
parts, making it a most useful 
publication. 

You should look out for it, it has 
an attractive cover and is of a size 
that should easily be spotted without 
being clumsy in the least, and when 
you have paid the mere 6d. asked 
for it you will consider it one of the 
best pieces of value you have had. 

The "Skyscraper" Three 

found, by experience, to provide the 
best all-round performance. 

The Home-Constructor's 

"ENQUIRE WITHIN" 
(" Tech,,icai Tables. aud Glos- 
sary "; published by the British 
Thoadcastinq Coiporalion. Is.) 
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The OSRAM VS.2, S.22, S.21, H.2, HL.2 can request. Sold by all Wireless Dealers 
be supplied either metaiiized or alear. 

EXTRA QUALITY WITHOUT EXTRA COST 
':: . ..... ''.k-. 

Advt. 
of Tha Generai Electric Co. Lcd., Magnet }Loisse. Kingsway, London, W.C.2 
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OSRAMMUTUAL CONDUCTANCE I 75 ma/volt at Ea 150 Esg 75 Eg O 

»2-volt Valves with » 

» »» 

the WEMBLEY FILAMENT » 

(Mefallized or .Clear)TPR ICE .16/6. 

PRICES The screen grid valve with new automatic OSRAM 
cushion springing and special non microphonic construc- 

s PRICE 
-» ». tion.. Designed for:. range with. stability.. A. senstive: 

vs i arable Mu Screen 
i 6'6 detector valve with entire absence of microphonics 

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE l'i ma/volt at Ea 150, Esg 70, Eg. 0.». - » 5.22 High slope Screen Grid i 6!6. . .- . » . 

.5 

sii 
st: 

s ra 
HL i The non.microphonic 

.'- . i .. 

Detector - - - -. ...; . » .- i - - 

LP.2 L.F. and Small Power. 8!9 e - 

Write for the I 
P.2 Super Power . 12!: OSRAM Wire- . » S » 

S lessGuide(1932 

PT i Economy PoWer Edition) Sent MADE IN ENGLAND 
. 

. Post Free on . - » - » 

PRICE 

I 

A new variable mu. valve with outstanding character- 
istics-long range,- improved selectivity, adeqùate volume 
control, with only a 9-volt grid bias battery. - 

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE F25 ma/volt at Ea 150, Esg 70, Eg. o 
: 

at Eg-9 005 ma/volta 

S. 2 2 (Metallizedór Clear) PRICE 16/6 

- The high slope screen grid valve to improve the reception 
of any three valveKit set. Replace your old screen-grid 
valve with an OSRAM S.22.-A tonic to ány. set :it.h; 

- - . Y single stage screen-grid. i.:. - - :. 

________ 'J'.. 

EVERYTHING 9.tIJ.C. _ ELECTRICAL 
-- p1ES 

jEVELOPM 
OSRAM.2-VOLT. 
SCREENGRID 

H BATTERY VALVES 
- wìththe T 

: WEMBLEY FILAMENT 
Y ) . 2 (Metallized ór C'ear) PRICE 1 6/6 
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R. N. (Du1wich).-' Can you tell me 
whether the gauge of wire used for an 
aerial is important? I know that 7/22 
is the more commonly used wire, but 
I hav.e a quantity of No. 20 gauge 

home-constructed A.C. eliminator. I 
first of all placed the mains unit in the 
case with the set, but found that a 
most appalling hum ensued. I was, 
therefore, compelled to remove the 

390 

round the bulb; some valves are more 
microphonic than others, and very 
often a change over to another type 
will Temedy the trouble once and for 
all. . 

You got this shock because the 
aerial was charged up as an insulated 
conductor. As you go up and up into 
the air, the electric potential increases 
with increasing height. In a thunder- 
storm this potential increases more 
rapidly than when the electric state 
of the atmosphere is more stable. 

Your aerial was acting as one plate 
of a condenser, the other side of which 
was the earth. When you touched 
the aerial lead-in the charge on the 
aerial wire passed through you to 
earth, and you received a shock. 

The moral is that when you dis- 
connect your aerial during a storm, 
always earth it as w-eh. Use a proper 
earthing switch on the aerial lead-in, 
preferably fitting it outside the h use. 

The Best Wire to Use 

A postcard will do. On receipt of this all the 
necessary literature will be sent to you, free E 

E and post free, immediately. This applica- = 
tion will place you under no Obligation 

E whatever. Every reader of MODERN 
E WIRELESS should have these details by = 
E him. An application forni is included = 
E which will enable you to ask your questions = 
E so that we can deal with them expeditiously = 
E and with the minimum of delay. Having = 
E tisis form you will know exactly what in- = 
E formation we require to have before us in = 

order to solve your problem. 
London Readers, Please Note Inquiries = 

E should not be made in person at Fleetway = 
= House or Tallis House. 

illllllIlllllllllillilllllllllllIlIllllllllItlllllllllllllllllllilllIl 

to break than a single wire of 20 gauge. 
Therefore, if you want the aerial to 
last up for a long time and success- 
fully to withstand the winter storms, 
7/22 gauge will suit you best. 

Eliminating Hum -. 

M. S. (Sutton).-" I recently built 
an S.G., detector and i L.F. receiver, 
which I used iii conjunction with a 

until it drowned everything. I 
switched off and went over the set to 
see whether anything was loose, at 
the same time moving the loudspeaker 
to another part of the table. 

On switching on again, the set 
was quite normal, and remained so 
until I moved the loudspeaker back 
again into its former position, when 
the howl again commenced. Is the 
loudspeaker to blame or the set? 

This is a case of a microphonic howl 
caused by the sound waves in the 
loudspeaker impinging upon one of 
the valves, probably the detector. 
When you place your set in its proper 
cabinet it is quite possible that you 
will hive no further trouble. 

On the other hand, you can try 
screening the valve from all external 
sound waves by wrapping cotton wool 

628 x 50x30 = 9,420 ohms.: 

Shock From an Aerial 
O. D. (Wolverhampton). -" Re- 

cently, fearing that my aerial might 
get struck by lightning, I discon- 
nected this during a storm, leaving 
the lead-in wire hanging free. After 
the storm was over I attempted to 
connect this to the set and received a 
violent shock. Why did I get this 
shock ? " - 

!IillillliiiilillllllIillilltIltiiIilllllllliiIlllIllIllIlilillItlIlli 

TECHNICÀL QUERIES 

DEPARTMENT 
E Are You in Trouble With Your Set? E 
E The MODERN WIRELESS Technical Queries E 
E Department Is in a position to give an E 
E unrivalled service. The aim of the de- E 
E partment is to furnish really helpful advice E 
E in connection with any radio problem, E 
E theoretical or practical. 
E Full details, including the revised scale of E 
E charges, can be obtained direct from the E 
E Technical Queries Department, MODERN E 
E WIRELESS, Fieetway House, Farringdon E 
E Street, London, E.C.4. 

was eliminated. 
Build an iron case round your 

mains unit, so that it is completely 
screened, and try again. 

Microplzonic Howling 
R. H. R. (Exeter).-" I recently con- 

structed a new set, and before placing 
it in the cabinet I tried it out on the 
'bench. When I switched on I got a 
loud howl which started quite softly 
and gradually built up in intensity 

 WorIing Out Impedance 
J R: (Bexhill).-' Will you - please 

tell me how I dan calculate the 
impedance of an iron-cored choke for 
any particular fréquency " I - 

Let the inductance be called'L añd, 
the frequency N, then the impedance 
willbe: . . - - 

6-28 X L N. 
N is in cycles pr second, L in 

henries and X in ohms. Thu the" 
impedance of 30 henries at 50 cycles 

hard-drawn copper on hand, and I 
would like to use this if possible." 

For all practical purposes as far as 
reception is concerned the gauge of 
wire is unimportant. Unless yours is 
a very exceptional case you would 
not notice any difference in signal 
strength between two aerials using 
the gauges of wire you mention. 

There is, however, another view- 
point. The aerial must have sufficient 
mechanical strength, and a flexible 
stranded wire is, of course, less likely 

mains unit from the vicinity of the 
set in order to stop the hum. Why 
was this ? 

The most probable reason, MS., is 
that the magnetic field of the lIT. 
transformer in the unit was coupling 
with your L.F. transformer or filter 
output choke in the set, and in 
consequence you were gettiñg a pure. 
induction effect, which resulted in the 
hum you mention. When you 
removed the mains unit away from 
the L.F., circuits the inductive effect 

i. 
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the "All-in-One" Radiometer. It works with 
an accuracy that must be seen to be fully appre- 

u ciated. Every single component of any radio set 
can be tested swiftly and surely. Ask to see it 
at your Radio Dealer's or Electrician's. . . 

1 Has a rising response curve from 1,000 

If in any difficulty, write direct to: - - to 4,500 cycles. . 

PIFCO LTD., . High Streét, MANCHESTER. .. . 
. 2. Balances any form of sound reproduction. 

. i .: - . . 3. Retores a weakened trèble to its correct 

Standard Model All De Luxe Model - value - 

October, 1932 
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TEH)1J1311$ FASI Li. 

JI 
Put an "-All-in-One" 
Radiometer on the trail, 

-and the hunt is quickly over. In an amazingly 
short time this instrument will track down the 
trouble. 

There is no other instrument in the world like 

: 
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coupon ,..* "BOOK of the RECTATONE" 
Date ....................................... 

Name .................................................................................... 

...................................... 

M.W.z. 

in-One" Radiometer Battery Sets, Elec1rj 
for Batie;y Seis only, Receivers and Mains 
asshozvn 

t 

' :r: 

.4.. Gives a variable compensation and there-. 
fore complete control of tone correction, 

5. Gives the required tone-correction without 
an extra L.F. stage. 

6. Becomes at will and instantly a. normal. 
straight-line transformer. 

7 The ideal L.F. coupling for selective sets. 

8. Particularly useful where the same L.F. 

- amplifier is used fôr radio and gramophone 
reproduction. 

Step-up ratio :7. Can be used in all the usual methods. 
either direct coupled or choke or resistance fed, with or with- 
out the tone correction feature in each case: - - 
- List N0. D.P.33 15/- 

. . 

. 

e" J . COUPON 
Proe,rs. Olive, Peli Control Ltd. ..°° To Messrs. Varley, Kings. 

. - . . ,. way House, 103, Kingaway, 
London, WC.2. 

Use this - .°°° Please send me, Iren and post treo, the 
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thing is liable to happén with elec- 106-voit one, and is rather a stale Of course, it is quite useful to 
trical meters, particularly in radio. sample with a resistance of, 2,000 be able to check the existence or 

S 

about the readings which it gives, and 
may not be aware that sometimes he 
is just as likely tó be misled as his 
friend with a cheap "non-stop danc- 
ing " meter. 

A clock may be a niarvellously 
accurate piece of mechanism, keeping 
time within a minute, but take it 
over to America, and, through no 
fault of its own, it is forthwith five 
hours fast. Much the sanie sort of 

- - is rather expensive. 

for. What you want to know is -the 
voltage of the battery when it is 
driving your set. Of the voltage 
generated by the battery-or power 
unit-part is used up in overcoming 
the internal resistance, and only the 
remainder . is available for useful 
purposes. 

The internal resistance of a battery 
increases as it ages, and so the avail- 
able voltage drops. If the battery is a 

With Weaker Currents 
If there is this difficulty right at 

the source of energy, how do we fare 
when we try to measure voltages 
where the currents are feebler ? The 
answer is that unless we are prepared 
to make all sorts of calculations to 
allow for the current by-passed by 
the meter, there is little hope of being 
able to believe the readings. 

Don 't Be Over-Confident - 

The owner of such an instrument, 
bearing the name of a famous maker, 
is in danger of being over-confident 

it is up to the mark. 
But unless you know something 

about the voltmeter and something 
about your receiver, you are not in a 
position to tell what you are paying 

-. 

This photograph 
how, 

' '- shows when 
testing a mains unit, 

r a resistance may be 
used with an ordin- 

:. ary voltmeter for the 
purpose of securing 

if 'p 
the necessary I,000 
ohms per volt: 
though even this 
is barely enough for 

S-:. .1 .- real accuracy. 
t 

- ÁL__ 

a resistance of 30 ohms per volt, and 
are horrified to see the oscillating 
pointer settling down towards the 
63-volt mark. You take it back 
to the shop, but the dealer has a 
cast-iron reply, for his voltmeter's 
credentials are unimpeachable. 

There are various ways of getting 
at the truth of the matter. Perhaps 
the simplest is to connect a really 
good high-resistance voltmeter across 
the battery whea it is actually 

woikiwj. It will make the reading 
slightly low, but generally not enough 
to matter much with a battery. With 
a power unit even a 1,000 ohms per 
volt is barely enough for accuracy; 
unfortunately, anything above that 

Bui what happens whefl you lake it 
-: put il in your set? 

"Don't trust a meier unti! you knou 
E why it works:' is 1/ic mora! of this artid 

.................................. 

omra is perfect, and even the 
\ best voltmeters aiid ammeters 

(and other less-known kinds 
of meters) are liable to a certain 
percentage error. It might reasonaIy 
be supposed, however, that having 
paid big money for a meter of, 
say, British First-Grade Accuracy, or 
Sub-Standard Accuracy, the possible 
error would be limited to thé very 
small percentage specified. 

home and Most of these diffi- 
E culties arise because in 

how and 
E order to push over 

the pointer the meter 
draws off some power 
from the circuit to 

which it is connected, and sometimes 
there is not very muclì power to 
spare. 

It is like trying to measure the 
speed of a baby car by attaching 
to it a 10-ton lorry containing the 
speedometer. 

When you buy an HT. battery 
(or a power unit, for that matter) the 
dealer obligingly connects a volt- 
meter across it to demonstrate that 

ohms, the cunning dealer may show 
you the reading on a perfectly reliable 
0-150 1,000-ohms-per-volt voltmeter. 
This has therefore a total resistance 
of l500O0 ohms, and consequently 
only 2 parts in 152 are lost in the 
battery, and the meter reads over 
104 volts. " Well up, sir 

Trouble at Homé 
You take it home and use it on your 

receiver which draws 15 milliamps. 
This causes 30 volts to he lost in the 
battery, leaving only 76 for the 
receiver. You are lawfully dissatisfied 
with the results, and apply a cheap 
moving-iron 0-100 voltmeter with 

I 

MODERTi WiRELESS 
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HOW'METERS 
MSLE 

41.c.ScRocGl[ 
B.Sc:, A MI. E.E 

You buy an H.T. lattery-106 volts. Your j / 
dealer tests it for you with a perfectly reliable volt- 
inetèr which shows 104 volts. "Well up," you sag. 
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BRITISH INSULATED CABLES 
LIMITED 

PRESCOT-LANCS 4 

Makers of B.I. Cables 

Telepho#ie No.: PRESCOT 657z. 

London Office: Surrey House, Embankment, W.C.z 

Telephone No.: Tempie Bai 4793, , & 6 

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR.. LTD., 
PATRICROFT, MANCHESTER. 
London Offices: BUSH HOUSE, W.C.2. - 

POST THIS COUP-ON. NOWE 
Messrs. H. ¿LAE & CO. (H/CR), LTD.,. 

GEORGE STREET, PATRICROPT, MANCHESTER. 

Please send mc full details of the new " ATLAS TWO " Receivers. 

Name(in capitals) ......................................................................................... 

Address .................................................................................................... 
34/LO 

regards quality of material and 
accuracy of gauge. B.!. Enamelled 
Wire is unexcelled for its high 
insulation, dielectric strehgth, 
flexibility of enamel, and general 
dependability. We regularly 
manufacture Enamelled wire as 
fine as '002" dia. 

. .: 

BATTERY MODEL The "ATLAS TWO" 
CASH 

t6hio°210 starts neweraof 
DOWN s 

(Less Batteries) Tone-True Radio 
S s s The 'ATLAS TWO' now brings a coaipletely 'new 

thrill to every-music-lover : catching the very personality of the 
artist: with a brilliance and sparkle that seems to pot you in the 
front row at every entertainment. You're actually there sstth the 
"ATLAS TWO.' . . - 

The specification includes "ATLAS" Moving-coil Speaker, One-knob 
TunIng, provision for Pick-up and Extra Speaker, Westinghouse 
Rectifier in A.C. Model, Mains Aerial in both AC. and D.C. Models. 
See, hear and test it for yourself. Ask your Iealer for a demonstra- 
tion' and insist' on the ATLAS TWO." Post tjse coupon to-day for - 

fuit details. - . 

: ,,. 

ENAMEL : 

COVERED. 
wIREs: 

BL Enamelled wires are un- 
equalled for the field windings of 
small motors, measuring instru- 
ments, radio transformers, and 
other pieces of electrical apparatus 
where space is all - important; 
They are produced throughout in 
our own works, from thé raw 
material to the finished wire, and 
every phase of manufacture is 

under the strictest: control as 

r 

T: 

.» 
:10 
GNS. DOWN' 
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look after themse1es in these matters 
who are subj cet to being caught out 
by another little subtlety on the part 
of electrical instruments. Most good- 
class meters are of the moving-coil 
type, which are perfectly delightful 
in many ways, so long as they are 
used for unvarying currents and 
voltages. 

Most people know that they must 
be used only on D.C., which is 

than double that of a moving-coil. 

It's the Peak 
Again, both are right. Another 

paradox of such a circuit is that it is 
possible to charge a battery from a 
rectifier outfit which shows a lower 
voltage than the battery. 

In this case the peak voltage is the 
important quantity, and that is not 
indicated by either type of meter! 

394 

therefore, 24 watts = 24 1,000 = 
0024 unit per hour. With energy at 

Gd. per unit this works out to 014d., 
or, roughly, one seventieth of a penny 
per hour. 

The procedure is the same in 
calculating filament consumption, 
only, of course, the quantities are 
considerably larger, e.g. a filament 
taking i amp. at 4 volts consume8 
4 watts. 

current stream this absorbs some of 
the voltage 'from the circuit. 

It is an easy matter to multiply 
the resistance of the meter by the 
current indicated, in order to decide 
whether the resulting voltage drop is 
serious or not. This is generally less 
troublesome to take account of than 
the disturbing effect of the current 
used by voltmeters. 

'Caught Out! 
There are many who are able to 

by comparatively long periods of 
nothing-doing. 

As it is the average current that 
counts in battery çharging, a moving- 
coil meter is the correct thing to use, 
but an indicator or fuse lamp which 
would glow quite dimly on a steady 
current of the same magnitude 
unexpectedly burns out on a battery- 
charging circuit using a rectifier, 
owing to the much greater effective 

current, i.e. effective for heating. 
A moving-iron meter may read more 

watt, given by volts x amperes. 
Since the current is in mull-amperes, 
we divide by 1,000 to convert it to 
amperes. Hence, watts (per hour) 
= 10 -- 1,000 X 120 = 12 watts. 

That is the power actually used in 
the set, but we must also allow for 
the total input po\ver to supply 
varioùslosses, etc., in the eliminator. 
If this is equal to the power used in 
the set the input becomes 24 watts. 

Now, the " unit" of electric supply 
is equivalent to 1,000 watts per hour; 

as it may be used to meaur the the charging current takes the form of Let us suppose the total anode 
current in the biasing resistor, and intense spurts lasting oniy a very current to be 10 milliamps. at 120 
that multiplied by the resistance gives small fraction of a second, separated. . volts. The unit of. " power " is the 
the voltage drop. But a niore reliabit 
method still is to use it to measure - 

the anode current itself, which is Don't test1your 
r 

H.T. batteryjike 
, 

wuab maLLets mosL. 
If there is dependable 

this - you will ......... 
:. ....... 

a tapped grid find the results -. 
battery available it may be connected very misleading k' 

in parallel with the automatic bias; 
the leaves 

lha - 
- 

, 

voltage which most nearly resistance volt- , . 

the anode curient unafiected in this meter across the . - - 
process is the nearest to the actual batterr while t is 

voltage getting ou the grid from the actually working. 
It will make the 

. automatic bias. 
- reading low, but 

-. - 

Milliammeters themselves have not enough to 
their pitfalls.. They necessarily pos- matter. . 

sess a certain amount of resistance, * . 

- . ; - 

and being connected in the main -. 

measuringautomati grihias voltage, 
for with modern valves every volt 
means a difference of anything up t.o 
7 or 8 milliainps. in the anode circuit, 
and it is just at this point where 
voltmeters let us down most sadly, 
for high-resistance decoupling devices 
are conimonly used. 

More Reliable Methods 
A milliamnieter is a much more 

useful instrument for this purpose, 

accurate meters, one moving-coil and 
the other moving-iron, to be connected 
in the same part of the same circuit, 
and yet to show considerably different 
readings. They are both right. One 
indicates the average and the other 
the " effective" value. 

An illustration of this is afforded 
by the example of a r etifier used for 
accumulator charging. Owing to the 
back pressure of the battery only the 
peaks are effective in charging, and 

CALCULATING POWER 
- ONSUMPT1ON 

By HANDEL REES. 

W AM frequently asked to explain 
how the power consumed by a 
mains set is calculated. 

To take a simple case, consider ì, 
set taking HT. only 'from AC. mains. 

otheiwiseovoltsatvaiiouspoints,and generally taken to be any cuirent It should be cleai therefoie, that 
so detect intcrruptionB in the circuit, 
but that can hardly be described a' 
measurement. In the case of grid 
circuits where there are resistances of 
tuegohnis, it may not even be possible 
to tell whether there is a reading or 
not, as practically all of the small 
available voltage may be absorbed. 

This is particularly important when 

which is always going in the same 
direction. But if there is a big ripple 
on it, such as would be the case in the 
unsmoothed output of a rectifier, one 
is liable to be fogged by all sorts of 
discrepancies. 

Both are Right 
It is possible for two perfectly 

any . evidence based on the reading 
of a meter, though it he supported by 
a certificate of the National Physica[ 
Laboratory itself, must be submitted 
to searching cross-examination before 
it is allowed to sway udgñient. 
The most guileless ritnesses' drop 
horrible bricks at times 
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Members of the acting profession have always been. well 
to the front in any work for charity. - 

Here is Miss Violet Loraine, the darling of thousands of 
theatre-goers, whose appeal earlier in the year for the 
Children's Country- Holiday Fund was almost as successful 

as her return to the London stage in June. 

Sir Nigel Playfair, Mr. Henry Ainley, Dame Sybil Thorndike E 

and Lady Tree are some of the foremost of the stage 
E 

"stärs " who have made appeals. 
i ........................................................................... 

tuning, so that they do not have to fumble with the dials. 
This fund has been a great success, and Mr. Winstoti 
Churchill spoke on its behalf on two Christmas Days. 
Its success was not merely a flash in the pan. 

One of the most successful broadcasts was that made 
on Christmas Day, 1928, when the Prince of Wales (at 
great personal inconvenience, incidentally) went along 
to the studio and gave a broadcast appeal for the" Miners' 
Distress Relief Fund." 

This was not, of course, the only publicity put out for 
this fund, but in only a few days over. £35O,O3O was 

subscibed. 

of the address. 
Still others try to gather some of the spirit whichthe 

broadcaster tries to convey in his talk and so work up 
a little enthusiasm for private collecting on behalf of the 
charity. Few listeners know of the huge sums of money 
raised by lnoadcast appeals, no matter wheIr. it is the.. 
Prince of Wales himself or merely a publicity representaíive 
of a small hospital. 

Broadcasting's Adopted "Baby" 
Broadcasting's own charity is the British Wireless for 

the Blind Fund, by means of which most blind people 
have now been given selective little sets, with special 

a year for national charity. Here are afêw little- 
known facts about the Sunday evening appeals 

told by one who is behind the sceiies. 

'r Broadcasting House there is a "secret list " of 
people who can always be relied on to broadcast 
on behalf of a charity. . But on the occasion of 

sorne appeals that have been broadcast, the organisers of 
the charity, hospitals, housing associations or whatever 
it may be, have themselves put forward a "name" for 

f . broadcasting; some celebrity having agreed to give a little 
talk in order to raise money by B.B.C. publicity. -. 

Some listeners switch off at the beginning of an appeal. 
Others pay little attention to the talk, but make a. note . 

Octobèr, 1932 .. 
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Tie a.B.C. is itruienta! in raisin some £50,000. 
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who, as a section of the maiì B.B.C. Board, select out 
of the multitudinous requests the weekly charities which 
shall be broadcast. 

Anybody who is in charge of some charitable organisa- 
tion and wishes to get an appeal broadcast should 
note that the Appeals Committee put the request under 
four headings: Health, National Services, Children, and 
Social Service. 

The sad paTtof the Committee's work is turning down 
requests which, perhaps because the charity is not of 
vital importance,. cannot be broadcast. Sometimes it is 
possible to make an allowance out of the firnd available 
in the B.B.C.'s charge for distribution to charities, but 
the B.B.C. does ot set out to be primarily a charitable 
institution 

One of our best appeals' broadcasters was the late 
Lord Knutsford, who gave a bumper appeal for the 
London Hospital and raised nearly £20,000. 

f'. 

9 The most successful appeal ever made' 
was broadcast, as might be expected, 
by His Royal Highness the Prince of 

- Wales. The Prince's speech was the 
chief factor in raising £350,000 for 
the Miners' Distress Fund "in 5928. 

* - *.. 4' 

' 1 . 

Mr. John Galswrthy (seen in the 
- circle) was another successful appeal 

speaker when he raised weJI over 
- - £,000. for the Hpusing Assoeiatioiss. 

Mr: Wnston 'Churchill (on he left) 
has;a strong microphone personality 
which makes him ideal as a speaker 

jn thecause of charity. 
L ....................... s. ....................... 

MOIERÑ WIRELESS October,, 1 93 

............................................................ b .................... 
.- -.- -. -= 

Many Successful Appeals 
Practically every type of broadcaster has given an 

appeal, and it is not always titled people who have the 
most success. 

A. J. Alan (in a private studio, of course, as with his 
. 

j 

own broadcasts, in order to preserye his anonymity) 
talked for a quarter of an hour on the Royal London 
Ophthalmic Hospital, and succeeded in bringing £4,600 
as a result! 

John Galsworthy has broadcast au appeal, too, and 
managed to raide £2,227 for the Housing Associations. 
Sometimes the B.B.C. is called upon to act as the almoner 
for a charity. 

This means a lot of work at Broadcasting House, but 
the B.B.C. has set aside a special department for it. 
There are now over two hundred people who regularly 
send in donations, and the amount available for 
distribution to various charities, week by week, is 
about £19. 

Although times are hard, B.B.C. charity is still rising. 
The Week's Good Cause for one year was £64,000, as 

against £40,000 for the preceding year, and the amount 
still goes up. 

Special Committee for the Work 
There is in existence an Appeals Advisory Committee 
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Adv. of BELLING & LEE, Lid., Cambridge Arteria! Road. EnjIe!d. MjdJlcc. I ' i'" MOlS 
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Deolers will fit 01/wa' rsstiogt in ant, of the,0 holders : the time of t,urchssse. 

SPARE FUSES (shown attza1 size) - 

LONG FUSE. All ratings, 60, 150, 
250, 500, 750 rn/a., I amp,, 2 amp., 
3 amp. . . - 

SHORT FUSE. For WANDER- 
FUSE only, 60, 150 and .500 rn/a. 

Each rating a different colour, avoiding possibility of 
g 

error. 
-- 

) 
- 

.BELL-ING-.LEE 

By changing the setting of a Potentiometer, the response- 
curve of the Multitone Transformer is progressively 
altered from a falling (1), through a level (2), to a rising 
(3) characteristic. The limiting responses and an inter- 
mediate level-response are shown by these curves. When 
the response is level, the transformer ratio is 4:1. True 
Two-way Tone Control is immediately at your disposal on 
any set. In use all that is necessary is to turn the PQten- 
tiometer until the desired overall response is obtained. 

- 

,,. Any good Potentiometer e- 
ceeding 0-5 megohms can be 

- Transformer, but the best 
- iesulto are obtained with the 

used w:th the Tone Control 

- Multitone Graded Potentiometer Our Booklet on 
Tone Control 

.-. (price 3s. ed.) which has been will be Sent post 
pecially designed for this free on receipt 

purpose. of a postcard. 

'TONE CONTROL L.F. -TRANSFORfl t.. 
- . - . . - 

'Multtne Electric Co., Ltd., .. - 

95'8, White Lion st:. 
:Ld. N1'Photi North 5063 

¡ i.., 
p - I S I 

e se s- e . - e 

p - -se s - s-- 
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IL 

Programme 1 932-33 
- -. - - 

NO IMITATION 

CAN DO WHAT MULTITONE 
MOST DEFINITELY DOES! 

Multitone is the only tone control which gives 
you selective tone amplification. Any other 
form of tone control suppresses one part of the 
scale rn order to give apparent emphasis to other 
parts. This results in los. of volume, over- 
loading of valves and smaller range of variation. 
Get a Muttitone transformer from any reliable 
dealer. lt's very easy to substitute for your 
existing L.F. transformer or add to an e)dsting 
Resistance Capacity coupli?g. Your dealer 
will be able to do this for you If you are not a 
constructor, and you can then have perfect 
tone control. 

October, 1932 MOOERN WIRELESS 

TRUE TÖÑECOÑTROi 
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were tise most delicate tiiings 
in the world. According to these in- 
dividuals, it is only permissible to 
handle records by their extreme edges. 
To my way of thinking, however, all 
this is entirely false, and the above 
conclusions are not borne .out by ex-. 
perienCe. 

A Piactica1 Test 
Modern records are exceedingly 

durable things, so far as their actual 
material is concerned - Pressed. 

.4 4 .; 
i-s lot of nonsense lias been uttered .. .. . :: on the subject of the handling of .. .. . 

:: radio-gram records, but here are . 
if th facts sel out by a recognised .4 

4. 
expert 4. -. 

. .4 ., 
.- 4 ...................................... 

attempt is made on the polished blank 
edge of the record, and not directly 
across the recorded surface. 

Try it yoürself, if you are inclined 
io doubt my words. A lead point 

Hence, if you make a practice of 
grasping records firmly, allowing your 
thumb and finger to corne into contact 

ith the recOrded surfáce, it is hardly 
possible - at all that the record will 
undergo abrasions due to finger-nail 
scratches. - -. 

- The Effect of Grease - 

Some kindly but, nevertheless, 
mistaken individuals bring up the old 
bogie relating to the injurious effect 

r'r 
MODERN-p WIRELESS uctor)er, 

i 

t 

rr siiou i.i 
' 

R ECO RDS 

IIA)1 ILEI____ h. 
" 

r' 

i 

t. 1I t. 
, ANY eniuusIass WOUiu Maye us 

¡ 

j J handle our records as if they if By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C. 

It is obvious thaf dust in the ridges will vigorously applied to the record Thsy had. to be hahdledwith the greatest 
do no good to the record. directly across its iecorded surface care, owing to th soft wax employed. 

398. 

generally speaking, from a ompo .. PLAYING UNDER . of the natural grease of the skin 
sition made up of shellac, mineral DIFFICULTIES upon the surface of the records. 
barytes, flock, lampblack, and some- - .. - ---- This is, indeed, a fallacy. Grease 
times one or two other ingredients, . does not injured records. Try the 
they are capable of standing up agai'nst follwing experimnt: 
a surprising amount of ver - and. . , 

Place a record upon the turn- 
tear. '- , 

table of your machine and cover the 
It. is difficult to scratch a modern - 

recorded - surface with a nice thick 
record with anything much softer layer of vaseline, working the grease 
than a steel point, particularl if the = 

well down into the grooves of the 
-. record. . - 

MICROSCOPIC VIEW . . 
.. i. 

THE OLD "EDISON'S 

: 

.;. . '' .: 

A record being pIaye after its surface has - - 

been thickly coated with vaseline. 
- ( 

crumples up very easily when applied 
to the record. It will hardly mark 
the outer edge at all, and it is only by 
vigorous and heavy rubbing of a 
lead point across the recorded surface L. . 

- that an abrasion can be made. - - 

Celluloid, wood, bone will hardly - - 
scratch a record; nor will one's finger- 
nails, unless they happen to be very - -. -J I - 
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' Î'iite foi full pzatleular3 ".. - az flj'jt ¿cli Iladiophone 
- products. 

nistructions included, . 

A resi" for the British Radioplione Pick-Up 
can be supplied. Price, is. 6d. each. 

COMBINED PICK- 
UP AND TONE-ARM 

Finished in brown or black. - - 

October, .1932 

Ç 

o 
Embodying many refinements which are the 
outcome of careful research, the British 
Radiophone Combined Pick-Up and Tone- 
Arm reproduces voice and music with utmost 

W fidelity. - . 

This component is cased in mou ided bakelite, 
finished in black, or browif, 'and objectionable 
resonances äre eliminated òwing to its robust 

\ construction and careful dcsin 

MODERN. WIRELSS,. 

ç 

AREE 
The output shows an' ample degree of sensi' 
tivity, is crisp and free from coloration and 
needle scratch. Perhaps the most important 
feature of this remarkably efficient component 
is the head, which, being fixed, eliminates lost 
motion and rattle which is unavoidable with 
Pick-Ups with swivelled heads. 
Because the head is fixed at the correct angle. L 
record wear is minimised, and light damping 

- and good tracking is ensured, Full fitting 

Send our Test Lab our Icchna! WEE 
y. ... coPo rs 

AND REMEMBER-A WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD., I°IEP'INTS 
GOOD EARTH 750, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17. and illuntrated Brochure 

- dencribng Tun e nveIl 
ALWAYS ............ .. Telephone: Tottenhans 384IS-3O15. Radio-Gramophone. 
THE WEA RITE TUBE 

PRICE ........ 3/6 .- Q 1194 

(b) RdIo-GraniopIionc Broohure. . 

Sorne .................... ...... ............................ 

1 Addresn ............................ - .................................. 1 

1 Crons out it not reqaire4. Mi 
r. ............................................... 

j 

ÁDIOP1,.N E 
THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE, LTD. 

U ALDWYCH HOUSE, H,%.0 

WRITE TO-DAY FOR YOUR 
I 
I 

ICO4 

. $r P/ 
'7 

COPY OF 
THE. NEW 
W EA RIT E 
BOOKLET 
Before you build any "Modern 
Wireless" Set, or any other 
set, send for this bookNo. 01 
and have it by you. It contains 
a wealth of information on- 
really up-to-the-minute corn- 
ponents. Coils, resistances, 
chokes, mains transformers, 
volume controls -indeed, 
every need of the constructor 
is covered Get . your copy 
now-and use the compo- 
nents made by the specialist- 
WEARITE. 

/MAGNUM 
: ' SHORT-WAVE 

ADAPTOR / MODEL T Britisb AC. 

- - . MODEL TA. for American 
f -r--- Sets. 

- PRICE - . 39/6 
-- . Extra Coi:- 18140 metres, 3/.. 

I i Full particulars and fftt of 
leading short - wave stations 

BEES & LTD 
MAGNUM HOUSE," 

"N "N 2. BOROUGH HIGH ST.. 
8111 11V LONDON. SEl. 

Telephone: Hop 6257 & 6258. 
Scottish Agent Mr. ROSS WALLACE. 54, Gordon Street. Glasgow, Cl. 

,.;T.UNE:WÈLL's.- 
.:2:BIGOLyMpIAHITS! 
Amazing Interest was To Tunewell Radio. Ltd.. 54. Station Road. 1 

shown at Olympia in the 
: Resa Southgate. Londn. Nil. - 

new Tuneweli Super- . 

Radio Components and : please send ne - - 

the wooden sil TuneweU : - , s 

AM. All-Electric Radio. e 
la) Guide to Super-Radio. _ 
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kept in cotton-wool lined boxes, and wear, apait. Therefore, keep your 
their handling was an act which r- record'ell dusted and, so far as 
quired considerable care. - possibleçin a dust-free place.- In these 

Büt,ä 1ég'irds thódern radio-gram circumstances, no amount.of óleh 
records, it is, I think, a very gieat handling will harm them. - 

fallacy' tO sugést that these articls - - Recently: I have been playifig 
are susce$ible to ill effects and- records which hwe undergone pro 

- 

- 400 

- L 

if you pour a small amount round the 
base of the vàlve, and press the bulb 
and base together, you will probably 
sùcceèd in cementing them together 

,But sliatever you do, don't pull 
the val.ve.out by " the hair "-again. - 

- F.B. 

faces ; .bu, fortunately, - LUG,Tosta, Watkin, be is with us yet, j What is the result ? 

such substances do not Emitting noises we would. fain forget.- F Thebulbparscompan 
exude from the finger- And that thé Ancient Evil still shall be, with the base. If the - - The.Fates.have given- us the B.B.C. tips! : Still boom theburly Bassos. Still we feel wire-holds out the valve 

Matters were much Misogynons when pretty;}inias squeal. - - : - will function, and may- 
different in the days of : The crooning tenor with his negroid rhyme, last a long time. 
cylindrical phonograph Still slays th? golden silénces of Time. - - - - 

- How much better it 
records. These articles, Perchance 'tis just. Man's,wounds by Man are male . 

would be if the bulb 
as some of you may - We forged the sword ; now must we taste the blade - :- could be refixed to the 
remember, were very ......................................................................................... hase. - - 

fragile things. Being - . - . - Metbylated spirit is 
wholly made up of a wax-likematerial Aèoumuj,ated-dust and grit in the best for the job, for the cement used iii 
whose surface was very soft, and thus grooves 'of a: iecord shortens its life the first place to fasten the two to 
was easily scratched, they had to be . more. than anything else, . frictional gether readily dissolves in spirit. So 

Solvents 
Hence, grease cannot 

be said to injure re 
cords. Cónseqiieutly, 
no amount .of skin- 
grease from finger-tips 
could have any con- 
ceivable detrimental 
effect upon the surface 
of a gramophone record. 
Here it should be men- 
tioned tha.t some oils. 
and solvents have- an 
injurious effect on re: 
cords, owing to. their 
specific solvent"ction.-. - 

Turpentine, acetone, 
methylated spirit and 
a few other substances 
do destroy record sur- -: 

as a Norseman, Tosta, he appears, 
. able ¿are to keep your 

BeUowing about booze and shining spears.' : - reord surfaces free from 

IEXT, Down came his war-boats on the Essex coast, gritty dust, there is no -. -His -warriors- betting who would kill the most; 
Then shoreward leapt, intent on gore and loot, reason at all why any 

And in this crisis Tosta chose to toot! - - : amount of normal hand- 
The Saxons fought like dogs, their dead piled high, ling with the finger Nor till they heard his aria did they fly. 
Mellowed with mead, distent with half-raw sheep, should ever injure the. 
The wearied' Vikings ranged themselves for sleep; 

: 
records or cause thení 

Tosta perforce must sing, would they or no; to deteriorate. 
So Tosta perished-on the Upper Doh! 

in Time,.Sir Watkin came to Town, . 

Questing to sing away a kingly frown. : MISHANDLED- 

LATER 
X{inth ofthpring of a needy knight, his hope - 

- VALVES Was marriage with a Beauchamp or a Scrope. 
- 

- Bis stock-in-trade, besides his Voice, was naught' 
Save velvet togs and hat all feather-fraught. - 

Hesang his way up from the Outer WaUs A1' ANY listeners re 
(Where-lowbrows pelted-him with codfish balls) - - move vaIve To the (fread presence of Carolus Rex. - - 

Who Gwynn-and by pulling specialised in Neil in necks! 
. 

To please the Queen hé hynined the Orainge Flower- . - - them out by their glass 
And went to sing his swan song in the Tower. -; bib. - 

.- i 

for a week, a month, 
threemths,or i. SOngs Döwn the,. Ages 
play rthe record over 

- 

: - 
By JESTER. - 

T the Age Stone. His again Durmi in- - e 
was of name was-Glug; 

terval of standmg the 
: By choice and training just a common Thug. 

U His grunts and gurgles as he smote a bear, 
grease- will not have. Or dragged his newest wife home by the hair, 
exerted any softening Were Songs of Business. These he sang at dark 

dawn, before r . e ec o! e jecor .And the cave's mouth, as.a lark. 
The hapless cave-wifé who forebore to cheer, 

surface, and the record 
: Wa hung up by the lugs-to train her ear. 

will play quit&satisfac- - His feUow clubmen had to smile and clap, 
torilv - Or learn Glug's Old Notation-tap by tap. 

The gods had mercy. From a mammoth's bite 
1-farm ful Oils and Glug passed, with Score and Baton, out of sight. E 

skin can act injuriously 
upon - gramophone re- 
-cords. 

Safeguard the - 

- - Surface 
A modern record is 

less susceptible to in- 
j urious consequencès 
from handling than is 
an ordinary photo- 
graphic plate or film. 
Consequently, provided 
that voti take reason 

Then play the xecord, using an 
ordinary sound-box for the purpose, 
instead of a pick-up, in order to 
eliminate the chance -of the vaseline 
getting - into the delicate pick-up 
armature and thus unbalancing it. 
The record will play perfectly well, 
and there will be less surface noise. 

Without removing the grease from 
the récord, put it away 

detrimental changes resulting from 
mere normal handling. Naturally, if 
after doing a bit of gardening you 
enter the house and then proceed to 
rub your soil-laden hands across the 
record surface, you do run a risk of 
injuring the records, but this is not 
flic case if you handle records - with 
normallyclean hands ....... -. 

fonged immersion in acid baths, and 
in iolutions of various chemical salts. 
In every instance the record so 
treated showed no deterioration in 
its playing properties after being 
carefully rinsed and drieth This fact 
adequately disposes of the "acids in 
the skin" theorists, who -hold that 
thê minute traces of. acid in the 

-- -,. - - .naturál grease of the 

MODERN WI;Lss October 1932 

"Crease cannot be Said to Injure Records" 
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ROBERT 

HICHENS' 

Why you should choose 

UBILIE" 
DRY 

i ELECTROLYTIC 

October, 1 93 

i. 

f, 

f 

MODERN WIRELES 

APART FROM 
LOW PRICE.. . . .. 

THERE ARE. 
1- 

U L TY H 

H 

REASONS * 

OCTOBER Issue - - - Now on Sale I 

New long complete novel appears 

in the OCTOBER STORY-TELLER. 

It is at once a brilliant story and a 

penetrating study of a woman's 

mind. You will be enthralled by 

"The Gardenia," which is supported 

by the work of many other brilliant 

authors, including 

B. L. JACOÎ 
JOHN HUNTER 

ELIZABETH MARC 

BRUNO LESSING 

DAGYAR 

ETC. 

No where will you find a more varied 
and entertaining selection of con- 

temporary fiction. Place a regular 
order for 

STORY TELLE . 

CONDENSERS 
i. 

* 

-D 
UALITY POINT No. 5 

8 RAPID RE-FORMING 
O 

Thezr sound construction and the 

Q high-quality materials used in 
these condensers enables them to 
re-form rapidly after being 
subjected to an over-voltage. 

- NOTE THESE PRICES 

- 4. . . . 4'ó 

'I 6.._.5'- 
- 

o 
oaf. . . . j 

. 

These Condensers are designed 
for a Maximum Peak Voltage of 

Y 450 (D.C.+A.C.) 

DUBIcIER CONDENSER CO: (1925) LTD. 
Ducen Works. Victoria Road. North Acton. W.3 
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a-- ç - - -' '' 

A VOLTMETER- OF FlRST GRADE ACCURACY, 

is essentiàl' tó all radio builders, j - / 
FERRANTI METERS é 
arçt of accuracy guaranteed 
within the limits of the British - -- \e - 

Standard Specification No7 89, t») 
for first giade Moving Coil i 
lnstruments. .- 

1 

.;Ä wde opensale (llO0_2 
'- e inches) ensures accurate readings -'---- 

in all ranges. Particularly useful 
instruments for normal purposes - 

are the Types 16P and 17P. For - 

measurements in very high '. 

resistance circuits, the following - -. 

- . are recommended. 'IYPE 16P - - £2: 12 :6 - 

TYPE 25P - : 8 : 
Range 7-3O-15O volts. 

TYPE 
Ranges7=30-l5 volts. 

14 6 
Range 10-50-250 voIts 4 

Ranges 10-50-250 volts. Resistance, 200 ohm per volt: .\ 
Resistance, 1,000 ohms per volt. - - 

N_., 4 

NO BETTER INSTRUMENTS ARE AVAILABL. A-r ANY PRICE 
Ferranti have been famous for instruments since 1882 - 

FERRANTI LTD. Head Office and Works, HOLLINJWOOD, LANCASHIRE. -r - 

:- - -- 

LONDON: Bush House, Aldwych, W.C.2. 
r, -----.. -. -- -:- - 

It is estimated by the RIA. that 
sales of sets this year will be approxi- 
mately 1,200,000 battery and 800,000 
electric sets. - Orders have been placed 
for 10,000,000 valves and 20,000,000 
batteries. Turnover on sets is esti- 
mated at £30,000,000 and valve 
sales at £5,000,000, batteries account 
for £10,000,000, and other com- 
ponents £5,000,000. 

certainly can't complain of the pub- harmful for tired people, for over- 
licity given them in the Press. In worked people, and for children who 
the national and daily newspapers- had little power of resistance. It was 
apart from MODERN WIRELESS and because sensorial excitement wa bad 
its contemporaries--there were nearly for the mental equilibrium. 
3,500 column inches of editorial - - 

-matter about the Exhibition. Of He is Horrified 

.this amount the National dailies "When I think of the buildings 
gave 1,700 inches, the evening news- - which contain hundreds of flats, 
papers gave more than 600 inched, -: - (Continid on page 404.) 

tion states officially that some- 
thing like £50,000,000 worth 

of radio goods will pass into the hands 
of the public as a result of Radi- 
olympia. In fact, the R.M.A. has 
booked Olympia for five years ahead, 
and certainly on the foundation of the 
facts recently made public it seems a 
wise move. 

A £30,000,000 Turnover 

Last Year- 
Last year the Exhibition provided 

£29,000,000 worth of business. It 
was estimated that this represented 
a sale of 1,250,000 sets, 6,000,000 
valves, and 16,OOQ,000 batteries. 

abandon the series of mock trials, 
but actors will take the parts of 
Judge and Counsel. In all likelihood 
they will provide much more amuse 
ment. Listeners are to be the jury: 

Too Loose? 
Dr. Toulouse, a French expert on 

nervous diseases, recently gave it as 
Radto as News his opinion that when powerful wire'ess 

The organisers of Radiolympia - broadcasts were taking plañe it was 

MODERN WIRELESS 

RADIO NOTES.ad 
NEWS of the MONTH 

ig usiness 
1PHE RadioManulacturers' Associa- 

October, 1932 

while nearly 600 inches were given:in 
the Sunday papers. - 

Barristers and B.B. C'. - 

The Law Society has informed the 
B.B.C. that there can be no possibility 
of the removal of the ban on barristers 
and other members of the legal pro- 
fession broadcasting under their own 
naines. The B.B.C. had hoped to in- 
clude eminent K. 0. '8, and even Judges, 
for a series of mock trial broadcasts. 

However, the B.B.C. will not 
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WFVIjZ.: TUNES THE 
. "MU...TQNE: THREE 

' .: For his fine three-valver t dsiner specifies a Utility 
t 

- I ti.: : 
3-ganged condenser. Therefore, trust the designer, 

- 
, I] 

he knows, and insist on being supplied with a Utility 
. W314/3, the condenser that is permanently matched. 

W3 1413 From your dealer or post free from the 

COMPLETE makers. 

WITH DIAL Have you had a copy of our new catalogue 
J which features the finest range of variable 

V 

r - condensers avadable ? 

4! WILKINS. & WRIGHT, LIMITED, UTILITY WORKS, HOLYHEAD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 

AGENTS-London : E. R. Morion, Ltd., 22, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, FC.4; 
I 

Scottish: E. B. Hammond, xs, Vincent Street, Glasgow. Lancashire and Cheshire: J. R. Lj.iter, 
Old Road, Blachley, Manchester; West morland, Cu ,nbe,land, Durham, Northu,nbertud, 

Yorkshire, aid Derbyshire: F. C. Raw'so,i. Ltd.. ioo. London Road, She/field: South Western 
Lawrence Fraser, Chelsea House, Lansdown Road, Bat/s. 

r j M - II 

October, 1932 

:. 
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P 0 P IJ L A R B O O K O F I í you cannot ob/am them 
Ilocally, send the name 

BOYS STORIES i ami address of your local 
I dealer lo: 

A t all Newsagenis and Booksellers - - 2'6 

403 

boor-that is why you need Formo Dual Ruoge Collo. 
They are matched with a .cientitc care that eue oreo maiS- 
mum efficiency, und they give you exceptional selectivity. 
Each Formo Coli too, tao Ito diotinguishing colour to help 
you when rebuilding or wiring your set. 
Don't hesitate-use Formo components-you can't cee 
better. 

The FORMO CO. 
Crown Works, Regents Park, Southampton. 
London : 2h, Golden Square, Piccadilly, WI. 

A Bumper 
Book at a 
Bargain 
Price I 

SMILE-LAUGH-ROAR! 
You'll all do that and more when 
you read this side-splitting yarn 
of Billy, the Boaster, who's 
takenj for 'a famous airman fly- 
ing from Australia. Billy ap. 
pears in the POPULAR BOOK 
OF BOYS' STORIES, a splendid 
budget of humorous and thrill- 
ing adventure yarns that no boy 
should miss. Stones of sport, 
the Wild West, detective, adven- 
ture, flying-all are featured in 
this grand all-fiction annual, 

which is lavishly illustrated. 

SS\ 
ssl. 

9UC6 'ií41 --- 

FORMO 
DUAL 

i RANGE 

Y ou COILS 

HF., let. 
& 2nd. 

need the Band 

Aerial, 

Pair of fliatohed 

perfection of 
lam n um b e, imilarly in untad 

6/- 
and witch 

23/6 

DUAL RANGE COILS 
W1SCO 

Each component muet function correctly with it, neigh- 
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Sir Harry without considering the increase of'28,044 during the month. practical basis. 
404 

------------- 

B.B.C. Too Superior?. 
At a recent radio critics' luncheon 

-a feast which seems to be held with 
spasmodic regularity-given by Major 
Gladstone Murray, Assistant Con- 
troller_ of. the B.B.C., Sir Harry 
Brittain, a newspaperman himself, 
who was present, suggested that the 
B.B.C. was too superior, and he 
advised the B.B.C. to attack the 
Press. This instructive and construc- 
tive suggestion was probably made by 

but afterwards we ieceived a formaF - 

reprimand from the Postímister- 
General for this frivolous employment 
of wireless equipment, and we were 
warned to cease activities calculàted 
to hamper legitimate wireles êì- 

vice." 

Too Much! 
The following figures are a sufficient - 

comment on the foregoing paragraph: 
Number of wireless licences issued - 

up to August 31st, 4,821, 326. An 

baked plans for remedying the inter- 
ference problm-a probleth.by the 
way, which is in its preseñtstate of 
chaos primarily because the Soviet 
authorities will not cothe ihto line 
in a contructive efiort to âdjust 

avelengths more equitably - and 
sanely. - In fact, that is the second 
piece of disquieting news to date- 
the obstinacy of the Soviets to come 
into a pool whereby all European 

-nations might get together to put 
the wavelength situation on a 

by E. M. Frster; Lord Macmillan and 
Mr. C: H. S. Fifobt will broadcast 
talks on the Law; and there will also 
be political discussions on the Means 
Test, the Tariff. Issue 'and on Dis-c 

armament. 

Health Topics 
There will be a new séries of health 

talks, including a morning series under 
the title " A Doctor to a Mother." 
An unuual absence in the .ljst of 
talkers is that of a music critic. 
Apparently the B.B.C. has decided 
to discontinue . musical criticisms. 

IN VALUABLE TO EVERY LISTENER disquieting to hear that an official 
i 

B. B. C. representative should have 
put up such a suggstion, for it is 

considerably annoyed by what hardly likely that he would have done 
termed "its frivolity." 

. - so without permission from Head 
P.P.E. 's Anecdote .:.. Office, and that permission would 

"Not long after the war," aid 
hardly have been given had there not 

P. P. E., ." I was given the job of 
existed a completely inadequate and 

building a high-power stätion at mconceived idea of what attràcts 
Chelmsford, and we conceived the idea 

a vast seçtionrpf the listeing;pìblio 
one day of broadcasting a performânce 
and of asking Melba to assist ils;. 
Although she sang into a crude micro- -. 110h15 Plans 
phone, her performance gave delight . 

Let ushope tÌat we shall lear no 
to thousands in all parts of England, more of such ridiculous and half- 

probI>1y totals 100,000,000 listeners. 
Approximately 10,000,000 new lis- 
teners are enlisted every year. 

Coming TalJis 
The recent Talks Programmé issued 

by the B.B.C.. is not startling,.bit 
cQvering the periód ,Octobe . -to 
December listeners will note that 
there should be an improvement in the 
news service, as the B.B.C. intends 
supplementing thé bulletins with 
more elaborate eye-witness accounts. 
New books will be reviewed y G. K. 
Chestrton. th fathous author, and 

CREENEXT 

MONTH 

Be sure to order your copy 
ofthe 

NOVEMBER 
J f'MODERN WIRELESS '' 

USUAL PRICE 1, OUT NOV. ist. 

It will 'contain a magnificent 

FREE BOOK 
'DON'T MISS IT-ORDER NOW 

And what would happen to the 
radio industfy if foreign broadcasting 
stations were persuáded to reduce 
power to such an extent that only 
the nationals concerned could pick 
up programmes from those stations? 
Further elaboration of the criticism 
of this proposal Tht. up at Madrid is 
obviously unnecessary. 

The suggestion may be condemned 
as fatuous and, were it. not for its 
aburdity, dangerous in the extreme. 
There is, of coursé, v.ery, very little 
likehihood of it being put into practical 
effect, but, nevertheless, it is most 

_.con1ind from page 402 

and the number of wirelees sets inthem, 
I am horrified," stated the doctor. 

However, he. doesn't condemn 
wireless altogether-which is a good 
±lfing for wireless! 

. Listeners might take the tip ànd 
remember that if they are feeling 
a bit neivy it may be because they 
are listening too much, or because 
their local station has increased its 
power too much. For a remedy, we 
suggest they write to Dr. Toulouse ! 

How Many Listeners ? 
Statistics recently publishd by 

the Interîatinal Broadcasting Union 
al Geneva show that about 26,000,000 
receiving sets are in use in the world 
to-day, and that a world-wide audience 

ihose (!1tU.S 

Apart from this suggestion of Sir 
Harry's, the luncheon seems to haie 
been a luncheon and nothing else, 
for although a good deal was said- 
especially by one radio critic of a 
newspaper-it would seem that when 
radio critics forgather; their collec-. 
tive wisdom might easily be put in a 
nutshell!. - 

Frivolous Broadcasting 
Our Chief Radio Consultant, who 

is on his way home from Australia, 
seems to have had a grand time in 
Melbourne. At a dinner given in his 
honour there he told how Dame Nellie 
Melba took part in the world's first 
broadcast performance, and how the 
then British Postmaster-General was 

IIIlIIIIII(IIIlI!lIIIIIIIItIItIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIlIIIIIIItIIIIIIIfIIIII 

noughts behind it. Anyway, what- 
ever the figure is to-day, it's obviously 
far too much! 

EDITORIAL .. 
-continued from page 317 

subscribe lOs. a year in the form of 
a licence fee to the B.B.C.,the G.P.O. 
-and don't forget the Treasury-for 
the privilege of operating a wireless 
receiver, not so much to pick up. 
British broadcasting programmes, but 
to pick up foreign programmes. Rob 
the average listener of his opportunity 
of tuning in foreign broadcasting 
stations and we will wager that 
licence receipts fall 50 per cent 
within twelve months. 

MODERN .W.IRELESS 

RADLO .NOTES ANDl 
NEWS OF THE MONTHI 

editorial support given to the Radio 
hibition. recently, details of which 

Fhve giveñ ma foregoing paragraph. 
'TWI n 

Oètober 1932 

Net amount of cash absorbed from 
listeners by the G P.O. since the in- 
ception of British broadcasting- 
something with a deuce of a lot of 
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(Desc,ibed tn this issue) 

AN UP-TO-DATE COIL WITH 
UP-TO-DATE FEATURES 

TYPE T.D., an entirely new COLVERN COIL, designed to give super selec- 
tivity on both long and broadcast wave-bands. 
The coil is completely screened, giving a very neat appearance, and incor- 
porates tapped aerial coupling and reaction, while the four alternative aerial 
tappings are arranged as sockets with a wander plug. 
The first two tappings give aerial couplings similar to those normally em 
ployed but with greatly increased selectivity. 
Nos. 4 and 5 give a high degree pf selectivity with weak aerial coupling- 
suitable for use in a" swamp" area. 

TYPE 1.D. 

PRICE 

8/6 

October. 1932 

-TDCOIL 
SPECIFIED FOR THE D.C. "DIODION" 

MODERN WIRELESS 

Whiteley Electrical RadioCo., Ltd., Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts. 
London Office: 109, Kings!vay, W.C.2. * Irish Free Slate Distributors: Kelly & Shiel, LId., 47, Fleet Street, Dublin. 
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 A most important feature of this coil is that there is no break through on the 
long wave-band from B.B.C. stations. 
Our 1933 Booklet Radio List No. IO is now available and (ree on request. 

COLVERN_LIMITED 
MAWNEYS RD., . ROMFORD, ESSEX 

-.---- --, . . . . 

PIO4EPLEADEPS ALWAYS 
Get ou* pew art bochet 'S afriflg 

/ r7 
- I of aher "-A,re for NOW. It 

4 gives fuflht4 tíoñonallthc eW 

H U 
"W.." prod ub edly 

r / 

-, . 
the $ ¡n the prh3e e -sand 

The 
PERNA NET 

/ 
..' 

Moving-Coil Speakers 
i. . 

"Mansfield" Senior Mansfield" "Mansfield" f 

I Improved PM4. Senior PM4 Compleie Junior PM4 Complete 
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the modest curriculum of bygone days. 
have carefùlly studied the nine 

pamphlets, and particularly the 
several introductions setting forth the 
aims and objects of the experts 
responsible for drawing them up. The 
feature that struck me most was the 
thoroughness, completeness and up- 

to-dateness of the work contemplated. 

i still remember, for instance, that 
the year 1608 won fame by the fact 
that, that year, one named Bate had 
a Case: Who Bate was, or what was 
his Case, I don't know. I don't think 
I ever have known, and I am quite 
certain that my history teacher never 
required me to know. 

The all-important thing to remem- 
406 

j 

which, after years of slow and steady 
growth, have at last come to fruition! 

Surely, this is what history really is, 
the story of the growth and develop- 
ment of good and bad tendencies, 
extending over long periods of time 
with an occasional incident of out- 
standing importance, so outstanding 

«Jo,Uinued on page 4)8.) 

two; of the: R's from its curriculum 
altogetler. 

In their place we find a compre- 
hefisive scheme of work classified 
under the nine headings of " World 
History," "Tracing History B.ack- 
wards," "Life and Work in Europe," 
"Rural, Economy," "Your Body 
Every Day," " Early Stages in 
French," "JIusic Lessons," " King's 
English," and "Talks for Older Papi s 
(in French and German)." Truly an 
ambitious programme, and one that 
should prove more of a blessing than 

The Austrian Minister of Education asks local schoolchildren for their opinion of 
Vienna's Parliament House during a recent broadcast tour of the city with a travelling 
transmitter and a portable microphone. These "tours" are frequently undertaken, and 

are broadcast to schools all over the country. 

To us history meant nothing more 
than dates, añd as a result of my study 
¿f history I became an authority on 
dates. There was a time when I 
couldn't be caught out, not only with 
dates of important historical events, 
but also with those of incidents which 
seemed hardly worth recording. 

The Case of Bate 

tion," " Schools in Earlier Times," 
"The Irish Question," " The Story of 
England and Ireland," "East and 
West," and " Europe's 1Iarch East- 
wards." . 

How very real and alive all this 
is in the light of modern events. 
Sometimes we think things happen in 
a night, whereas, in actual fact, the 
seeds were sown some long time ago 

in the educational world, the threeR's 
were all-powerful, when the basis of 
all important knowledge was rea ding, 
writing, and arithmetic, and when 
anything else outside the scope of 
these three subjects was regarded as a 
luxury and not essential for one's well- 
being. 

: 

comprehensive Scheme 
But to-day education has been 

revolutionised, and nothing is more 
indicative of the completeness of that 
revolution than the fact that the 
B..Q:, in the rôle of the people's 
university, goes so far as to exclude 

- 

"4 

general knowledge would have stood a 
more severe test." 

As this was written about the same 
time as the publication of the Niue 
Pamphlets for the Central Council for 
School Broadcasting, I wondered 
whether this correspondent (a la ly, 
by the way) referred to broadcasting 
in general or to broadcasting to schoo' 
in particular. In any case, for my 
purpose, it matters little. 

The fact remains that this lady, 
like myself, was born at a time when, 

by the broadcasts to see the connexion 
between the history they have studied 
at school and the world of complex 
and important problems they are 
about to enter." Yes !-" the history 
they have studied at school." 

As I read these words, I thought 
instinctively of the history I and 
others of my generation studied at 
school; and the word " dates" came 
readily to my lips. 

Real and Alive 
Things are different now. The 

subjects of the twelve history talks as 
given in the pamphlet show at once 
the new attitude towards history 
teaching. 

Here they are : " Public Opinion," 
"Growth of Public Opinion," "British 
Commonwealth of Nations," "The 
Three British Empires," " Money," 
"The Story of the Pound," "-Educa- 

VOICING THEIR VIEWS TO VIENNA . 

DOES IT HELP?: 
By 'a Speial Corresondeñi who is a House-Master at a 

j famous Public School. 

NLY the other day I read tle. 
following in a London daily 
newspaper : "Had I the bless- 

ing of radio in my schooldays mv 

This was especially noticeable in 
the preface to the history pamphlet, in 
which occurred this significant remark: 
"Such boys and girls should be helped 

little time ago when I was walking 
along a main road with an old sóliool 
friend of mine whom I hadn't seen for, 
a long time. A number of cars passed 
us, and in 'every case (when possiblè) 
my friend could give the event in 
history whOse date corresponded with 
the number of the car. 

A pleasant means of shortening 
distanees, perhaps, and as such the 
only justification for the date- ¡ethd 
of learning history. 

MODERN WIRELESS October, 1932 

ber was "1608, Bate's Case." No 
more, no less! Such wì history in 
my childhood's schooldays. 

I had confirmation of this some 
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The wiring device provides 
positive 

.; METAL TO METAL 

¡ ß CONTACT 

1 Ø -a most important 
point. 

Ø/, 
S ¿J 

(1 
Widely variable and - non.collapuible 

ZD. prongs giving firm 
grip full surface 

Susrslicd Wit? contact with any 
¡ong o, short 
shanks a n d 11.1. or G.B. socket' - 

insulators. 
Send lar IllusI rated 

Full range of Folder ' M 01 all 
markings. (liz products. 

CheapestPERFECT Contact j 
LecIro Lins, Ltd., 254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.IV:i. 

He is quite accurate in his description. 
The B.B.C. works under a Royal 

Charter. The B.B.C. states (page 38, 
Year Book, 1930) the Corporation 
is not a Government Department. 
By reference and having regard to 
their lack of provision for the High- 
lands that is a compliment to Govern- 
ment departments. Fòr no Govern- 
ment would have dared to embark 
upon a twin-transmitter policy with- 
out having sufficient wavelengths 
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A SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 

\Ve' are pleased to be able to 
annoûnce that in future 

READERS'- QUERÌES 
about MW." sets will be answered 
free of charge providing that the set 
is built exactly to snecicatton. 

CASH C.O.D. £7: 17 : 8 
Ot' 12 nwnthly poyssuenfs of 14/B 

Speciallii aelectcd COD, lines. 

K I1BI post ctuares on orderS Value S You pou the postman-We O5 

0cc,. 101- . - 
£ s.d. 

i Set' of specified valves ............ 2 .10 0 
i Causeo Grenha,n cabinet ............ 6 0 0 
1 B.T.B. Snchro Blue Gramo. totor ...... 1 12 6 
i Multitone LP, tranaforuier ... 17 6 
j Ferranti O,P.M.8 output translormer ... 12 6 
i Plels.up and tone.arna, British Radiophone 1 2 6 
i Epoch 99K loud speaker ............ 7 7 0 
1 B'tility 0005nifd. triple-sang condenser ... 1 12 0 

D.C. DIOION DIOD ION 
(I)esc"ibest in this (Battery Model). 

KIT " A." - Author's (Deacribed in last 1055e.) 

Kit, comprising all sped. KIT ." A." - Author', 
fleet consponentu, with Kit, containing ready 
Ready Drilled Panel drilled panel screen, and 
but excluding Valsen and terminal n'trips, less 
Cabinet. Vulves and Cabinet. 
CauhorO.O.D. £1111915, Cash or COD.. £5/14/0, 
Or 12 monthly payments ' Or 12 monthly payments 

of 21111. SestCarr. Paid. of 1016. Sent Cerr, Paid. 

.IMPORTANT-Porta, 
Kils, Miscellaneous Corn- 

condole, Pin fuSed Receivers or Accessories for Cash, 
COD, or H.P. a,, our own sosten, of Easy Payments. 
Send us a hat 01 sour wauto. We will quote you b, 
retnro. C.O.D. orders Value over lo,- seul carriage and 
post charoes paul. 

1933 ADAPTAGRAM 
Transtornu your Set to a thing o! beauty with 
this Modern Walnut Ciebisset that in the vraftnman'n last 

October, 1932 

.,íPLLC 

Yet another important 
reason why you should 
choose and use the 
CLIX "Master" Plug. 

"DEMOCRACY AND 
THE B.B.C." 

A letter from the Provost of 

4 DingwaU about the situation n 
the Highlands. 

Sir,-I wa very pleased to read 
the article under the above heading 
appearing in your issue for August. 

Lord Strathspey says" the B.B:C. 
is a dictatorship, pure and simple." 

MODERN WJRELESS 

FOR EVE SET-there's á. 

:PILOT 
AUTHÒR:K1T 

IMMEDIATE D1 LIVERY 

I"MU-TONE" THREE 
Autber. Kit. coniplete with 

K ir '' 
'i racicets for mountiuF coil- 
denoerss. etc.. but evo siding 
valves, cabinet, nioter, pick- 
up. end apeakCr. 

-care being taioeii to accept 
, o n I y announcements of 

reputable firms! - 

1reT!i 
refused to act as a Court of Appeal. 
The B.B.C. is therefore an autocracy. 
This state of affairs cannot be allowed 
to continue, and all ho have the 
interests of democracy at heart must 
use their influence to bring the B.B.C. 
under proper control. 

Yours faithfully, - 

ANDREW MURRAY, 
Diugwall. Provost. 
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6 GUINEAS 7 GUINEAS 
or 12 monthly vaymenta Ot 12 monthly payments 
of 12'-. of 13.'9. 

PETOSCOTT CO. LTD.. 
77. City Road. London. Ecl. 

Dear Sire-Please scod me C.OD.JOASEIII.P. 

for svhiCl% I enclose £ s. d. OASHIR.P. De- 
poeft. Send me your FREE 1933 catalogue. 
SAltS .................................................................................. 

ADDRESS............................................................................ 
M.W.10l32 .................... ..._ ................................ 
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tely tor a FREE copy 

IN MFC. CO., LTD., 
iowrooms: 
i Garden, London, 
lone: 1-tolborn 8202. 
s: S. Croydon. 

-.TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES- 
Give long service, improved volume and 

tone; very economical. 
Repiacemcr,ls for Taylex or Standard batteries at low 
prices; detail, post free; alee Bargain List, Radio 

Kilo and parto at lowest prices. 
M.TAYLOR,57,Studley Rd,,Stockwell.London. 

, W invite readers to 
support our Advertisers 

Any of the alternative makes of 
E component parts. etc., may, of course, E 
E be used, but modifications or alter- E 
E ations in the design will render the E 
E query liable to our usual charges.. 
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with which to carry' out effectively 
.such a policy, any more than t.he 
village tailor would begin to cut a 
suit without first taking stock of his 
available cloth. 

The B.B.C. states " its activities 
are limited only, by that Charter 
and licence." That is so on paper 
only. Actually, being an irresponsible 
body, their twin-transmitter policy 
has been limited only to England änd 
Southern Scotland, to the exclusion 
of the Highlands. In this respect 

'they have deliberately committed a 
breach of their Charter. which requires 
them to act for the national interest. 
The Postmaster-General, who alone 
has the necessary jurisdiction, has 

you 
las 

appearance. Decorated with carefully 
ajout veneer, of contrasting colour. 
shed to reveal the hidden beauty it 
>und in the Soest Walnut. while br,fl - 
lic acoustic propertleo of the correct 
er coflipartn,e,it, Gives a flew an your Set; adda beauty to your sum Oont. 
ne, to 

63/- 
Corrioiie and Packing 26 
extra Enotasd asd Wales. 
Or 2 montlsly payments 
of 519. 
Supplied without standard 
vigjnette. bat drilled to 
LIOUC Owl> 8pf.CifiCatiOh. 
316 extra. 
MODEL B. - Standard 
1933 ADAPTAORAM. 
Garrard Double Sprin 
Motor. 12' Pluab.eovere 
Turntable. Automatic 
Stop. BTU. Tone.arni 
ss'itiv PlCk'sp. and Volumo 
control complete, Asta. 
,natic Needle Cap that 
delivers ness' needles ose 
at a tisse to ¡jour finger 
tipa, Cash or COD. 

'"nY., 

k 

;tsJ 

MODEL C.-Slasdard 
1933 ADAPTAORAM 
CABINET. Collaro In. 
ductios ElecIric Motor 
with Tose.arm. Piek.up 
and Volume Control in 
one UnIt. 12' Turntable. 
Automatic Stop. .4ato. 
,satic Needle Cap. (For 
Ac. Mjuno.l Details of 
D.C. Model on applica. 
tion. Cash o>' COD. 
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ThePicture Paper withthe MOST Netvs 

SUNDAYGRAPHIC 
and SUNDAY NEWS. 

Ç-. 

Then there tre Sir John Russell's 
tajks. on Rural Economy, every bit 
as vital as any of the foregoing to 
those in quest of a real and useful 

08 

weekly, the children of to-day will 
acquire a sense of values and propor- 
tion that was not the inheritance of 
their fath?rs. 

Mr 

Address 

- 81W 

F.C.HEAYBERD &Co., 
lo FU.JSBURY STREET, L0DON, EC.2 

Orte minute from Moorgate Sn - - 
STENIBAC 

e.RADIO CABINETS 
FIRST IN THEIR CLASS 
ModelNo. V26. Bee,otiluiRadjo. 
Gram. Cabinet. 3 It. 2 Ins, high, 

i 1[ 1 It. loins, wide, lit. q j11.,, deep. 
Accommodatei any type 01 gramo- 
phone motor and let with EMe' 

i 
isoard, 181111. Z 14 ini. or omatier. 
Hand Pouched. Price,: OAK.- - - - £3.15.0 
MAHOGANY - £4. 0.0 

t WALNUT -. - £4. 5.0 
All Models C«rs-oeps cs'oe,rs', 

I . -, 

- 
' for FREE : :Northern National: 

- Ç,tnlopse oj Radio Exhibition. 
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siodel - - ' Modelo. : Manchester. 
Vit ' : Post Fsee. : Sept. 28-Oct. 8. 

DipLM.W." 303, Essex Rd., STENIBAC LTD.LINQToN, LONDON, 5.1. 

'discontinued after one lesson because 
one or two boys with rather sensitive 
stomachs couldn't refrain from being 
sick at the sight of a chart displaying, 
:amng other' things,. the human 
'entrails. 

All Very Useful 
Dr. Winifred Cullis' pamphlet con- 

.tains one of two such illustrations, but 

.1 hope my experience will not deter 
her from pursuing her arranged course. 

£hildren have perhaps changed since 
my young days. Even if they ha en't, 

.1 quite agree with Dr. Cullis when she 
says that the more we understand the 
way our bodies work, the. better we 
can use them. 

The number of experiments in- 
eluded in the couise are all very 
useful, and even the simple 'ones 
illustrate truths of which many adults 
to-day are colossally ignorant. 

Experience has taught mç that there is 
nothing more calculated to sicken 
children and to set them against a 
foreign language than to force'foreign 
verse down them. 

After all, lovers of English verse are 
a distinct type of folk. You must. 
admit that the masses read prose and 
enjoy it, because they understand it. 
How much more likely is it, then, 
that English children should want 
French prose? 

'What's in the News ? " is perhaps 
one of the gems of the time-table, but 
the pity of it is that the subject isn't 
thought worthy of more than twenty 
minutes' study per week. ' This 
ought to be a daily lesson. 

Mr. Vernon Bartlett and his còl- 

league are an ideal pair for the job, 
and if they achieve their object, viz., 
to encourage an intelligent reading of 
the nevspapers, both daily and 

case with recessed bakelite panel carrying 
the controls. Length of flex and adapter 
makes unit all ready to switch on. 
HEAYBERD MODEL HDC.150 MAINS 

UNIT (Eor D.C. Mains). 
rRtPL,E ADJUSTABLE OUTPUT: 15,25 

or 50 ma. at 150 volts. 
TAPPINGS: 60/120v, sar. S.C., 0/150v. 

Var. and 150v. Fixed. 
- Price ,. .. 55/- 

Write for handbook giving complete range o! 
Beayberd D.C. and A.C. Mains Equipment. 

'POWER 

\Tor 
Heaybcrd 

- handbook on 

lenclose 3d.stamps for 

Mains Working 

1HintNE'wHandbookofMaj 

s an d'lagrarns 

Equipment. Packed with 
Technical Tips Service. 

will be expected to know only the 
bays on the east coast or the promon- 
tories ort the west coast, 

Geography of that order belongs to 
the dark ages of the past. But we find 
instead that Europe is going to be 
investigated in a series of talks by 
experts who are going to lay special 
emphasis on the human aspect, leav- 
ing the physical and climatic back- 
ground to the school teacher. 

How very interesting all this should 
be, and how very different from the 
old geography that could only be 
mastered by the child with a good 
memory. 

Another pamphlet that caught my 
eye was the one on Elementary 
Biology and Hygiene. 

As I read its pages I recalled that, 
ih childhood days, this subject wás 

will catch oi, not only wTth the 
musically-minded children, but also 
with those whose home life is lived to 
the accompaniment of never- ending 
"background music." 

The remaining pamphlets are also 
revelations of the new era. Whether 
success has been achieved in the past 
in teaching a foreign language I have 
grave doubts. 

Not Fit Fare 
I can't help feeling, somehow, that 

the experts responsible for this study 
over-estimate the capabilities of their 
pupils. I cannot agree with them in 
their contention that Ronsard, Du 
Bellay, La Fontaine, besides many 
other authors, are fit fare for learners, 
though these may be older pupils; for 
these authors are decidedly difficult. 

the Perfect Unit 
Every detall of the latest. lleayberd D .C. 
Mains Unit has been carefully thought out 
lo giye the man on D.C. mains a perfect 
ob. The special balanced cirCuit, incor- 
porating two smoothing Chokes - and 
16 mfd. Condensers, works equally well 
on Mains negatively or positively earthed. 
Complete freedom from "hum,' even on 
roughest D.C. mains. Can be converted 
(rom D.C. to A.C. in one hour-simply by 
inserting a Transformer and Rectifier.. 
rhe first tsvo tappings are continuously 
variable by means of wire-wound resist- 
ances. Safety fuses provided In both 
mains leads. Complete in neat metal 

was ignored. 
f - 

.: 

The DarI Ages 
But it is. not so now. Stephen 

King-Hall and Robert Bebe have 
given us their word for it. -. 

The same sort of change has..come 
'over the teaching of Geography, too. 
In a very attractive pamphlet, com- 
plete with illustrations, we find no 
trace of a suggéstion that children 

ford Davies I will say not1ing beyond 
express the hope that he will -succeed 
in teching the rising generation to a 
better discrimination between the 
good and bad 'music that comes 
hourly through the miUions of loud- 
speakeii up and down the country. 

His pamphlet suggests that, as 
usual, his talks are going to be thor- 
oughly enjoyable, but I hope that the 
more serious side of his nroramme 

Il 

¡ 

J\4QDRN.W!RELESS Otòber, 1932 

., education... It. appears from his 

BROADCAST EDUCATION- PkPtltt:h::m15 to 

f / , 

DOES IT HELP., ..the future who his competitors are, 
-oniuiued fim pcge 40& and to that end, sa s Sir John it is 

-- r 
that it is given a date. In the past we production and of marketing, to see 

Dc 
remembered that incident and especi- if they can learn from them some- 

, ..- . - aI1y its date, while the gret.niove- thing that will be toheir advantage." ment of which the. incident was a part Of the Music Lesons by Sir Wal- 
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In the Field. 
27/12/16. 

In the Desert 
You might Iìonsider that those 

were detailed instructions, but, niy 
goodness, didn't that twenty-five-yard 
circle take some finding! We bumped 
up and down on those camels for hours 
trying to locate it. At last we found 
it-nearly covered with sand. El 
Fagira had been a Turkish aerodrome, 
but the only thing the Turks left 
behind them when they vacated it 
was that hall-erased circle! 

Well, there I was, with one quickly 
erected bell tent," three other ranks" 
of the R.F.C.. and four Camel Corns 

BRITISH MADE by 
Oldham & Son Ltd.. 
Demon, Manckesteo. 
Est. 1865 and at 
London, Glasgow, 
Bdfo.st and Dublfn. 

Ißl'l! 

iVe' 
H.T .. 

ACCUMULATOR 
UT THE LIVELY"O. ., . 

INTO' YOUR..RADI 

 will report to Lieut-Col. True, General 
- use is the Lively 'O'. 

Staff, Desert Column, who will pro- 
vide you with camels. You will be 
responsible for these camels, and that Why the Lively O' 
they are watered and fed. You will 

H.T. Accumulator then march to El Arish, reporting to 
Officer Commanding Imperial Camel gives constant voltage Corps at Hill 200, one mile south of 
El Arish. You should obtain a guard . 

from here and then proceed to Et Because each 2-volt cell is "air-spaced" from 
Fagira aerodrom, which is two miles its neighbours the Lively 'O' HT. Accumu- 
S.E. on the east bank of the Wadi. lator is leak-proof. As a result it gives all its lt is marked by a circle on the ground 
about 25 yards in diameter. Wireless TWO TYPES: power to work your Set. Cell-to cell leakage 
station will be erected here. Rations 

Standard 10 volt unit is eliminated. It is full of life and vitality 
- will be obtained froni Imperial Camel 

Corps.. 
capacity 2 .750 

5,6 
right up to the tin-ìe when it needs recharging 

- 

(Signed) P. P. JOUBERT, 
milliamps 

- (every 3 or 4 months). It gives your Set the 
Lieut.-Colonel, Extra large capacity 

5 5Çj milliamps 69 constant voltage that it needs. Every Wire- 
'O'. - 

. -. - Advance Headquarters. (10 volt unit;. I less Dealer sells the Lively 

that time I was in Egypt with No. 14 
'$he1iveIy'O Squadron, fighting flies and tropical - how fo ensure ¡t diseases. 

Christmas passed in comparative 
peace, and then I received the follow- Smooth, unvarying H.T. voltage is vital to 
ing written orders: your Set. Fluctuations in the H.T. supply 

"You and three other ranks will 
proceed to Railhead Kilo 139 I» mean shortened range, distorted tone and 
morrow, taking with you two days' reduced volume. The only way you can 
rations and water, one wireless set, definitely ensure steady, constant H.T. volt- 
one bell tent, four rifles, one Lewis 
gun, and two camel loads of petrol age is to use an H.T. Accumulator. And 
and oil. On arrival at Kilo 139 you the most efficient H.T. Accumulator you can 

Some thrilling reminiscences of 
wireless in wartime in the Sinai 

Desert. 

IWAS young in years (seventeen), 
but a comparatively old hand 
at the games of war and radio 

when I celebrated Christmas, 1916, 
in the Sinai Desert of Egypt. A 
funny sort of Christmas that withal, 
blazing sun overhead and miles of 
waterless sand all around. 

I had been with the Royal Flying 
Corps for two years, and nearly all 

/ 

fr 

October, 1932 

. ONE-WAY RADIO )bur Set ncóds 
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ADVERTISEMENTS 
As far as possille all advertisements 
appearing in "3lodern Wireless" 
are subject to careful scrutiny before 
publication, but should any reader 
experience delay or difficulty in 
getting orders fulfilled, or should 
the goods supplied not be as 
&lvertised, information should be 
sent to the Advertisement Manager, 

Modern Vireless," 4, Ludgate 
Circus, London, E.C.4. 

Our job was to pick up the wiie1es 
messages from machiiie on scouting 
and artillery observation work, and 
telegraph them back to headquarters. 
Also, we had a stock of petrol and oil 
from which aeroplanes running short 

'of fuel could be replenished. 
A further task was to send news of 

enemy aircraft which might come 
within our range of vision. 

We hadn't been there more than 
about three days before there was a 
violent change of front, and the 

iou can imagine, no doubt, how 
panic-stricken I was. I didn't know 
what on earth to do. Officer-Com- 
manding Fagira Aerodrome! What 
a mockery that was then-and there 
were those three other chaps looking 
to nie for guidance. 

But there was one grain of hope. 
We had long strips of American cloth 
vith us fór the purpose of fashioning 

signals to passing aeroplanes. I had 
a" T" sign laid out on the sand at 

(Continued on page 411.) 

PLEASE be sure' to mention "Modern Wireless" 
when communicating with Advertisers. Thanks 

The ACME of 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

High Grade 
RADIO CRAMOPHONE 

CABIN ET 
st e,cu,Ive modern l. 
,tgn. with record ,,elle. 
rnnd.madeand poflohed. 

or Mahogany £9 9 0 
(Carriage Paid.) "o 

Th,otrohol Cat alogoeFree. 
).,blnet, made to Orde, 

a speciality, 
G I L B E R T r 

Cabinet Maker, 
SWINDON °- 

EstlmateaFree. E,td. 186t. 

had refused, why, there were m 
"three other ranks," complete with 
revolvers, rifles, n.d Lewis gun, .and 

- mv Camel Corps guard, to place him 
under arrest ! ; . 

An Emergency Aerodme 
The Fagira aerodrome was really 

only an advance landing ground. 
Owing to the spread-out nature of 
desert warfare, nd the fact that the 
front line was in a state of wide-flung 
flux all the time, the, squadron had 
installed itself 60 or 70 miles farther 
west. 

cable laid on the sand, so I told one 
of the men to follow it back and repair 
the fault. . He followed the line for 
its whole mile of run, only' to dis- 
cover that there was now nothing on 
the end of it 

The Camel Corps had gone. Oùr 
source of armed sentries and rations 
and water had completely disappeared. 
Worse still, we were entirely cut o 
in regard to communications as well, 
for our radio outfit was only a crytal 
receiver. 

The "S.O.S." Signal 

"RED DIAMOND' 
SWITCHES RD 
Robust Construction. Defi- 

' 34 
Dite «00" and "off' .11 
positions. No s h a k i n g. 
Perfect con- i tacts. Lavg. - - -_ 

teiti!go r 
RD39 2 point 1/3 116 

'À RD49 ., dead - r 

spindle 1/3 1/6 t3 
RD37 3 point 1/6 1/9 of all Isigi: -class 
RD47 ,. ,irsd spfldIe IS ,&jp Radio Dealers or RD34 Twin circuit Sole 'hake's: 6-point dead spindlr 3/3 3/6 

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD. 
(Rodio Dept 401,21-Os, 00. Sutton Strert. London. ECL. 

áway .was hidden from sight by."a 
8oftly rising dune. 

The next day a major, mounted on 
a camel, paid me a visit. He was, I - 

think,. from G.H.Q. He asked for 
the officer-in-charge, and when I 
said simply: " I am the officer-in- 
-charge," he laughed and said some- 
thing about the war being fought b 
children. I just smiled politely, 
arrogantly self-complacent in the 
knowledge that for all his field rank I 
could have ordered him away from 
my aerodrome, for he did not appear to 
have any official business. And if he 

lax' in the daytime, and when the 
"old" guard suggested they should. 
' buzz off," I let them go. - 

Two hours passed without any sign 
of the new sentries, so I issued orders 
that a meagè should be telegraphed 
to the Camel Corps camp. I wasn't 
worrying- about sentries so much aa 
the sandbag of gritty biscuits and 

bully," and can of Iukewarm, 
chemically treated water they should 
be bringing. 

- "No reply. Line's down," 'said the 
operator. 

- The "line" was merely a thin réd 

Adut. of A. F. BULGIN & CO.. LTD.. 
ABBEY ROAD. BARKING. 
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delivery. 7 days approral, Catalogue free. Taylex I 

and olandord Wet HT, replacements stocked. I 
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I 
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Polished Oak I and Piano built I 

r - I Ibe acoastic Tone brings s naß 
thrill, Matero to (Itadto'Preaa. 

L B.B.C.. 3.000 clientele). 
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',' Photographs and Lilt FREE. 
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aerodrome. - Ye, M aerodrome, fr 
henceforth I would be officially known 
as" Officer Commanding Fagira Aero- 
drome." . 

A Visitor Arrives 
I was very proud of that, even 

- though. the aerodrom'e was nothing 
more than one bell tent stuck in the - 

middle of a flat, featureless stretch 
of sand. From any point within 
half a mile of the landing circle there 
was nothing at all to be seen but sand. 
Even the Camel Corps camp one mile 

is you'l' jou;'. - . - 

But I.inust admit'that I lay awake 
some time that 'night with a creew 
feeling tingling, through my spine. 
You've heard - how "marauding 
Arabs" sneak up like ghosts and how' 
they, treat their victims! But the 
low-toned conversation of the sentries. 
outside was reassuling. 

Left in the Lurch : - 

The next mothing no relief guard 
appeared on the scene at the appoiñted 
hour of eight o'clock. But we were 

MODERN .WIRELS 
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sentries. A telegraph line was in due 
course run to the Camel Corps camp 
one mile distant. 

This was accomplished-before night- 
fäll, and in the evening I walked over 
to the " white circle " and stood there 
in blissful contemniation of mv 

October, 1932 

morning guard relief from the Camel 
Corps gave us the interesting news 
that our troops on the east had 
wheeled south, thus leaving my 
aerodrome stuck out into what would 
have been a " No Man's Land" had 
there been enemy troops in front. 
But apparently there weren't. "So," 
said the Camel man, "you needn't 
worry about Turks.. All you've got to 
do is .to keep your eyes open f ol 
marauding Arabs." 

That," I said stiffly and pointedly, 
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But we didn't get him, and what 
is more important to my way of 
thinking, he didn't. hit any of us. 
Nor did he drop a bomb! 

That night none of us could sleep a 
wink. I had detailed sentries, and 
myself took spells of this duty. The 
while two men patrolled around the 
camp armed each with two revolvers 
and a rifle, the other two sat inside 
the tent facing each other tensely 
across the ifickering light of a gutter- 
ing candle. We played cardsr we 
smoked, we talked, but all the time 
our ears were pricked for sounds 
aeross the desert. 

Mr. Graham Parish is no new. 
comer to the Radio World, the 
Graham Parish Products having 
been famos, since the earliest 
days of WIreless. Ask your 

dealer. 

ties of the wonderful chemical in FILT to be as bI on advance 
as electricity is over candlelight. When you have fitted EILT 
your set wilt far outshine its previous best in volume, tone, 
and, above all, PURITY. 

Your set will never give you the fullest enjoyment of which 
it is capable until you have fitted the FILT percolative earlbing 
device. - 

Simply bury the copper receptacle con- 
The howl of a pariah dog would make catalog the wonderful FILT chemical. 

ohjch at once begin, to spread through 
us almost jump out of our skins, the earth, attracting moIsture -and 

making a PERMANENT highly cenduc- But the long night passed without tive area to the depth of.eeverai leet, 

GRAHAM FARISH- 

iH' 
..PERCOLATIVE EARTH 
G.t a FILT toJ 
day from the GRAHAM 
nearest r a d i o FARISH LTD 
dealer or direct 
(pont free) from 195, Masons Hill 

the sole manu Bpomley,'Kenl. 
factureis. 

of flame. He was machine-gunning 
vs. We could now clearly see him. He 
swooped down. Tat! Tat! Tat! 
We replied just as fast as we could 
work our rifles. - 

"The so-and-so! lle'll drop a 
so-and-so packet when he's finished 
playing with us!" grumbled the 
machine-gunner as he quickly changed ,.. . 

the drum of his aun. The gun jammed, t 

(The Wireless Piöneer) (O2y .- 

"Don't blame the valves or 
the battery- 
f4 FIL T 

the percolative earthing device 

prove your reception tenfold, by fitting FILT percolative 
earth. so he drew his revolver and fired that The great majority of wireless troubie arise from faulty 

he picked up a 'ifle, but i was empty, You may save the expense of buying new valves, and Im- 

at the big bird ! earth connections. The symptoms are so varied that you 
suspect everything but the right thing-the earthing device. 

Many attempts have been made to produce a satisfactory A Restless !SJiaht - _ earthing device, but I honestly believe the percolative proper- 

north. 

Attacked from the Air - 

Well, that is that ! " ¡ said, 
with relief. : 

It is," rejoined'one of the others, 
quietly. Then I, too, saw that it was 
an enemy machine. We rushed for 
our rifles and the machine-gunner 

-tore over to his Lewis gun. But the 
enemy machine flew straight over, 
circled, and then made for where the 
Camel Corps had been camped. 

By now the sun, with Eastern 
rapidity,. had disappeared, leaving a 
bright moon. Boom! Boom I The 
'plane was bombing an empty camp. 
There was a drone of ever-increasing 
loudness. A dark shadow swept 
overhead. Rat! Tat! Tat.! Flashes 

could just wait hpefully where we 
'were, it is true, but that was an 
unpleasant prospect. 

One of out chaps is sure to come 
this way," said the machine-gunner 
hopefully. I quickly agreed. But 
would he come in time, I thought, 
for we had seen only about two of our 
machines the whole time we were 
there. 

Nothing but Sand 
Later that day I had an idea. It 

was that we should all march out as 
far as we could in a north-westerly 
direction without losing sight of the 
tent. Then one man would stay at 
that point, the remaining .three 
marching on till they were only just 

hours wo mooned miserably around 
by day and shivered in fear by night, 
the while our mouths grew parched 
with thirst and our eys nearly 
burned out through scan sing the - 

skies and the horizon. 
Our radio receiver was nothing 

less than a torment, for we frequently 
heard aeroplane wireless signals very 
faintly; and once we heard, quite 
loudly, what sounded like a field wire- 
less transmitter. 

The morning of the third day found 
my small band nearly desperate, and 
when one of them said he could hear 
an engine we thought he was delirious. 

- But he wasn't. Soon a speck 
appeared in the sky. It was coming in 

(Contin.ued on page 412.) 

-rontinued from pa4je 410 

once. That was a request that any 
machine which saw it should land. 

But nothing appeared in the sky 
the whole day except an occasional 
vulture. The sun was about to set 
when one of my men heard the sound 
of an aero engine. We rushed to the 
teñt door and at once saw the aero- 
plane flyiúg towards us from the 

'bully,' and three.biscuits! "grumbled 
oneS of the men. "What do you 
propose, skipper ? 

I hadn't the faintest idea what we 
could do. If i sent one of the men 
out scouting I might be sending him 
to his death either by hunger or 
thirst, for we had no maps and 
compases, - and fòr. all we knew El 
Arish might now be in the hands of 
Arabs or Turks: Where the nearest 
british troops might be was quite 
without our comprehension. We 

even when the " chain" got danger- 
ously long the man who was farthest 
away from the aerodrome could still 
see nothing but sand. 

We tried another direction, and 
that gave us a real shock, for our 
scout spotted a band of armed Arabs. 

They may been have friendly, but 
we couldn't risk testing that with our 
tiny numbers. . 

- Relief at Last 
For a whole further twenty-four 

.October, J 932 MODERN IRELESS 

In the morning our courage returned, within sight of the first marker, and 
but our tempers were raw-edged. so on. ONEWAY RADIO "No so-and-so water, one tin of That plan câme to nothing, for 
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I'll buzz straight back and pick the air by bursting into fluent was a dramatic necesity, nd theke- 
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some' miles behind the urkish lines 
tor at least few hours. However, our 
troops had now advanced, and we 
were quite safe once more. 

Haven't got any water left," he 
said apologetically in reply to mv 
urgent enquiry, but to mv utter 
astonishment he prodi ced a full bottleS 
of gin. I was too surprised to query 
why he was carrying it, and don't 
lnow to this day. Anyway,.it was no 
good to us. 

But there you are, I wasn't 
OE V. D. 

IN PASSING 
-conlinued troia page 38 

:::Dr. Thunkgrasped tle.note. Then 
he made Louis jump two feet into 

Then I burnt through the handker- 
chief round my wrists with the 
car's cigarettelighter. I chucked out 
all my visiting cards, with eqiésts 
that the police should follow a blue 
Kraimler car, No. 16500 XC. Finally, 
as. the car drew up at 37,. Grein 
Avenue, Beckenham,. 1. released the 
carrier pigeon with the exact address.' 

I have been asked several times 
to- explain the carrier pigeon. 

I regret that I cannot do so. lt 

In rsponse to òuí ground signal the 
machine landed and the pilot was 
amazed when he heard our story: 
Apparently we had been entirely 
forgotten-temporarily, at least. 

Out of Water 
There had been an encircling 

movement on the part of the Turks, 
and the Camel Corps had had to move 
of! without a moment's notice. He 
thoiiht we must actually have been 

came and our lonely, sojourn in the 
desert ended. 

That is sixteen years ago now; but 
I often look at my home radio and 
wonder what would have happened 
had that Fagira outfit been a three- 
or four-valver instead of a crystal set. 
You see, I'd have twisted it round 
into a low-power transmitter (that 
wouldn't have been hard) and my 
signals might have been picked up- 
by Turks, and E might have been- 

A Dangerous Criminal 
Outside, surrounded by the police, 

Dr. Thank said: "Go bak at ònce 
and arrest Louis. He is a dangerous 
criminal with a death-ray apparatus 
whic.h he is pining to try out on a 

human subject." 
"But how, did you, ètc. ? ." qOEerie 

f he Force. ' . . 

" I heard a whole lot of conversation 
through the car's speaking tube. 

-«athnued from paqe' 411 

our directions Was it British or 
German We strained our eves in 
an attep t see until they nearly 
burst 'from our héad. Suddenly the 
man who was sitting at the radio 
receiver croaked " He's ours 

We didn't cheer-we were past 
that by then. - .. -. - 

fpur hours two mahines were Jandin 
wjth water, f od, chocolate, cigarettes, 
wine and every luxury that our 
comrades at' the main aerodrome 
could rake up from can.teen and home. 
parcels. And for three further days we 
lived as surely no soldiers in the'field- 
ever lived before. We never thought 
ouce of asking for aerial transport 

home." ' . - - 

Finally, however, marching orders- 

- There was a sound of broken 
glass, one shot, and a howl of human. 
pain, and five policemen burst into 
the room. 

î - ..' 

Just a practical joke, sergeant," 
sniggered Dr. Thunk. Take me 
away and, I'll pay the fine, This is 
Mr. Lewis' radio club, Snd. I bet 
'em I'd got the. J3ohhiçs my .wáy 
quicker than by wireleßs,' -; 

. ... . . 
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said. And he did-a right royal ." Get your loudspeaker and listen," 
"something;":.too. The squadron said Tltunk. "What a fine O.B. ONEWAY RADIO rose nobly to.the occasion, and within effect! Smash and grab!" 
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LUE' SPOT 66K - famous the 
world over-makes a welcome 

re -appearance improved, brought ., 
','' 

up-to-date AND GREATER VALUE ' 

THAN EVER. : -' 

The new 66K has lost none of its former 
cunning in reproducing both speech and ' ' 

music to perfection. It passes on every- ' ' 

0,1932 
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ETTERTHAN 
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BLUE SPOT hOUSE 94/96 ROSOMAN STREE T R0SEBERY AVENUE LONDON FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 66 KC 
This is 66K mounted, on a suitable 

Telephone Clerkenwell 3570. Telegrams Bh4ospot, ¡si: ng, London." e chassis. In this form it is 

Distributors . for Northern England, Scotland and Wales H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and ready for screwing direct on 

London), Ltd., too, London Road, Sheffield; 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 44-46, High to your baffle or into your 

- Bridge, Newcastle: 37-S-9, Clyde Place, Glasgow. ' set or cabinet. lrice 

- . - 
- iii . 

- -.--. . - . . - - 
. 

.. . . 

- 'r 

thing the broadcast station gives it without - 

alteration or amendment. It does its job 
faithfully and competently-which is to let (' - - you hear the programmes in your own borne. 

L 
S 

-. 
exactly as they are sent out from the studio. - 

66K will have a bigger success than ever j (-- - S 

before. It represents the finest value on . 

the market for a Loudspeaker Unit. - 
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V BR:ITISI-I 
EDJSWA.N RADIO VAL ES 
IOO BRITLSHDesigned by British EngIneers 

The Edispn SwaEftr,c Co LJ 55 Charing CroRd London W C 2 
- - - - Mada Radio .Valve or mwiufactured!or Thçßthi,h Thornson-H,wton Co.. LtJ London and Rug6. V.166 

- .' 

- 

f 

.. I flHi1 

ÊyIL .d.etl.s; of these and other useful Mazda' A.C. types 
will be fo.uj)d in the Mazda catalogue, sent FREE oh rèquet, 
Mazda Valves .ae lifted by dli the leading r.èceiver 
nanudacfrners. AU good radio dealers stock ftheÑ. 

The amazing 

:' 

TI-I H 

.. .,-. 

i 

;T7 

EN 

:LcJOt 

FOR 'EDDY" 
IN YOUR 
DEAL ER'S 
WINDOW 

There are. Three brand new nd .outstanding yalves- ¡o 

The 'Mazda AC. range. 
THE AC/SI VMUA sensitive varibIe-ru screened grid valve,speciall 

suitabre kr mains operated transportable sets. 

THE 4CJG VM. .A super-sensitive variabIe-mj.screened grid valve 

.esgnd .pecilly jqr circuits employing ,grid bias vçlume contro 
Cross-modulation in- the H.F. stages is reduced. to a negligible 
ap,ount by its use. 

THE FP 3/250. A large output power va7ve requiring niy a 

moderate anode voltage, which will deliver ample volume to large 

movinq-coil speakers. - 

. . .. 

Abo I l'ho MAZDA 
r. NCF 

F Ç 
, 

1 SOULD 
H. fl«ñ 
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